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Booklet of Advance Readings for Lectures 
 

 

 
This booklet gives you the readings referred to in the lecture series on 500 years of Scottish 
Literature. Mostly these are excerpts, though some longer texts are given here, and fuller versions of 
the excerpted texts are often available on moodle. You are asked to read the relevant excerpts 
before the lecture each week. There are also short weekly activities on moodle that you are 
required to do, before class each week – these are assessed and will form part of your course grade 
(30%). 
 
There are two full novellas that you are required to look at for the course: Strange Case of Dr Jekyll 
and Mr Hyde (Robert Louis Stevenson) and The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (Muriel Spark). References 
to available versions of each of these novellas are available on the moodle site. 

 

 
 

1: Beginnings 
 

(a) Cú Chiumne, an Iona monk, is credited with this 8th century hymn to Mary, possibly 
intended to be sung by a two-part choir. Translated from Latin, it begins: 

 
 Let us sing every day 
 Harmonising in turns 
 Together, proclaiming to God 
 A hymn worthy of holy Mary. 
 
 In two-fold choir, from side to side, 
 Let us praise Mary, 
 So that the voice strikes every ear 
 With alternating praise. 
 
 Mary of the Tribe of Judah, 
 Mother of the Most High Lord, 
 Fitting care she gave 
 To languishing mankind. 
 
 Gabriel first brought the Word 
 From the Father’s bosom 
 Which was conceived and received 
 In the Mother’s womb. 
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 She is the most high, she is the holy 
 Venerable Virgin 
 Who by faith did not draw back, 
 But stood forth firmly. 
 
 None has been found, before or since, 
 Like his mother, 
 Not one of all the descendants 
 Of the human race […] 
 

Latin version at http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/L400002/index.html  
 
 

(b) From The Gododdin (Cumbric, 7th century) 
 
The soldiers celebrated the praise of the Holy One, 
And in their presence was kindled a fire that raged on high. 
On Tuesday they put on their dark-brown garments;  
On Wednesday they purified their enamelled armour; 
On Thursday their destruction was certain; 
On Friday was brought carnage all around; 
On Saturday their joint labour was useless; 
On Sunday their blades assumed a ruddy hue; 
On Monday was seen a pool knee deep of blood.  
The Gododin relates that after the toil, 
Before the tents of Madog, when he returned, 
Only one man in a hundred with him came. 
 
From the translation by John Williams available on the Project Gutenberg website: 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/9842/9842-h/9842-h.htm  
 
 

(c) Viking graffiti, Orkney (?Thorhall Asgrimsson, mid-12th Century) 
 
 The man who is 
 Most skilled in runes 
 West of the ocean 
 Cut these runes 
 With the axe 
 Once owned by Gauk 
 Son of Trandil 
 In the south country. 
 

(d) From the Orkneyinga Saga, written in Old Norse in the late 13th century and relating the 
history of the Scandinavian Earls of Orkney. The Saga is a blend of fiction and fact, prose and 
poetry: 

 
Earl Rognvald stayed a very long time in Hordaland that summer when he came into the land, 
and heard then many tidings out of the Orkneys.  It was told him that there was great strife, and 
the chieftains had gone into two bands, but there were few who sat by so that they had no share 

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/L400002/index.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/9842/9842-h/9842-h.htm
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in the strife.  Earl Harold was on one side, but on the other earl Erlend and Sweyn Asleif’s son.  
And when the earl heard that said, he sang this song: 

 
             “Now the princes of the people 
               Have gone back on many an oath; 
               That is blasphemy ‘gainst God; 
               Men’s ill redes now come to light; 
               But this evil will not lessen 
               In those who guile devise at home; 
               So let us on lissom leg 
               Step light so long as beard will wag.” 
 
The earl had no ships at his command.  Then he looked to his kinsfolk and friends that they 
should get him some longships made that winter.  They took that well upon them, and granted 
him in that matter just what he asked.  The earl busked him that summer to fare west into the 
Orkneys to his realm, and he was very late boun, for he lingered much.  He fared west on board 
that trading-ship which Thorhall Asgrim’s son owned;  he was an Icelander, and of great kindred, 
and had a house south at Bishopstongues.  The earl had for all that a great train on board the 
ship and a noble band of companions.  They made Scotland when the winter was far spent, and 
long lay off Scotland under Turfness.  The earl came a little before Yule into the Orkney to his 
realm. 
 
From http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/ice/is3/is304.htm  
 
 
(e) ‘Arran’ (Gaelic, 8th century) 

 
Arran of the many stags,  
the sea reaches to its shoulder;  
island where companies are fed,  
ridges whereon blue spears are reddened.  
Wanton deer upon its peaks,  
Mellow blaeberries on its heaths,  
cold water in its streams,  
mast upon its brown oaks.  
 
Hunting dogs there, and hounds,  
blackberries and sloes of the dark blackthorn,  
dense thorn-bushes in its woods,  
stags astray among its oak-groves.  
 
Gathering of purple lichen on its rocks,  
grass without blemish on its slopes;  
over its fair shapely crags  
gambolling of dappled fawns leaping.  
 
Smooth is its lowland, fat are its swine,  
pleasant its fields, a tale to be believed;  
its nuts on the boughs of its hazel-wood,  
sailing of long galleys past it.  
 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/ice/is3/is304.htm
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It is delightful when fine weather comes,  
trout under the banks of its streams,  
seagulls answer each other round its white cliff;  
delightful at all times is Arran. 
 
Trans. Kenneth Jackson: http://www.rampantscotland.com/poetry/blpoems_arran.htm  
 

(f) From ‘The Dream of the Rood’ (Old English, 7th century). Excerpts carved in runes into the 
Ruthwell Cross in Dumfriesshire are shown in red. 

 
I beheld all that. 

 Sore was I with sorrows distressed, yet I bent to men's hands, 
 with great zeal willing. They took there Almighty God, 
 lifted him from that grim torment. Those warriors abandoned me 
 standing all blood-drenched, all wounded with arrows. 
 They laid there the limb-weary one, stood at his body's head; 
 beheld they there heaven's Lord, and he himself rested there, 

  worn from that great strife. 
 
Trans. Jonathan A. Glenn: http://www.lightspill.com/poetry/oe/rood.html  
 
 

(g) From John Barbour, Brus (Scots, 1375) 
 
A! Fredome is a noble thing   A! Freedom is a noble thing, 
Fredome mays man to haiff liking.  Freedom allows men to be happy. 
Fredome all solace to man giffis,  Freedom gives men comfort, 
He levys at es that frely levys.   He who lives freely is at ease. 
A noble hart may haiff nane es   A noble heart may have no ease 
Na ellys nocht that may him ples  Nor anything else that pleases him 
Gyff fredome failyhe, for fre liking  If freedom fails, for love of freedom 
Is yharnyt our all other thing.   Is desired above every other thing. 
 

 
 
 

2. Sentence & Style: The 16th century ‘makars’ 
 

(a) From The Chronicles of Scotland, Compiled by Hector Boece, translated into Scots by John 
Bellenden, 1531; Book XII. 

 
The samyn tyme happynnit ane wounderfull thing.  Quhen Makbeth and Banquho war passand to 
Forress, quhair King Duncan wes for þe tyme, thai mett be þe gaitt thre weird sisteris or wiches, 
quhilk come to þame with elrege clething.   
 The first of þame sayid to Makbeth: ‘Haill, Thayne of Glammys!’  Þe secund sayid: ‘Hayill, 
Thayn of Cawder!’ The thrid sayid: ‘Haill, Makbeth, þat salbe sum tyme King of Scotland!’ 

Þan said Banquho: ‘Quhat wemen be ʒe, quhilkis bene sa vnmercifull to me and sa 
propiciant to my companʒeoun, gevand him nocht onlie landis and grete rentis bot als triumphand 
kingdome, and gevis me nocht?’ 

http://www.rampantscotland.com/poetry/blpoems_arran.htm
http://www.lightspill.com/poetry/oe/rood.html
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To this ansuerit þe first of þir wiches: ‘Wee schaw mair feliciteis appering to the þan to him; 
for þocht he happin to be ane king, ʒite his empyre sall end vnhappely, and nane of his blude sall 
eftir him succede.   

Be contrair, þou sall neuer be king, bot of þe sall cum mony kingis, quhilkis with lang and 
anciant lynage sall reioise þe crovun of Scotland.’  Thir wourdis beand sayid, þai suddanlye evanyst 
oute of þair sycht. 
 

(b) From ‘Ane ballat of Our Lady’ (William Dunbar) 
 
 Hale, sterne superne, hale in eterne, 
   In Godis sicht to schyne, 
 Lucerne  in derne for to discerne      
 Be glory and grace devyne, 
 Hodiern, modern, sempitern,          5 
   Angelicall regyne, 
 Our tern inferne  for to dispern  
   Help, rialest rosyne. 
 Ave Maria gracia plena. 
   Haile, fresche floure femynyne,   10 
 Yerne us guberne,  virgin matern,       
 Of reuth baith rute and ryne. 
 
 

(c) From ‘The Thrissill and the Rois’ (William Dunbar) 
 
 Quhen Merche wes with variand windis past, 
 And Appryll had with hir silver schouris 
 Tane leif at Nature with ane orient blast, 
 And lusty May, that muddir is of flouris, 
 Had maid the birdis to begyn thair houris  5 
 Amang the tendir odouris reid and quhyt, 
 Quhois armony to heir it wes delyt: 
 
 In bed at morrow, sleiping as I lay, 
 Me thocht Aurora with hir cristall ene 
 In at the window lukit by the day   10 
 And halsit me, with visage paill and grene; 
 On quhois hand a lark sang fro the splene, 
 “Awalk, luvaris, out of your slomering! 
 Se how the lusty morow dois up spring.” 
 
 […] 
 

This awfull beist full terrible wes of cheir, 
 Persing of luke and stout of countenance, 
 Rycht strong of corpis, of fassoun fair but feir, 
 Lusty of schaip, lycht of deliverance, 
 Reid of his cullour as is the ruby glance.  
 On feild of gold he stude full mychtely, 
 With flour delycis sirculit lustely. 
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(d) From ‘The Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins’  (William Dunbar) 

 
Than Lichery that lathly cors [entered] 
Berand [himself] lyk an bagit hors 

And Lythness did him leid. 
 
[…] 
 
Na menstrallis playit to thame but dowt 

 For glemen they were halden owt 
  Be day and eik by nicht – 
 Except a menstrall that slew a man; 
 Swa till his heritage he wan 
  And enterit be breif of richt. 
 
 […] 
 
 Full mony a waistless wallydrag 
 With wamys unweildable did furth wag 
  In creische they did incres: 
 Drynk! ay thay cryit, with mony a gaip – 
 The feyndis gaif thame hait leid to laip – 
  Their lovery wes na les. 
 
 
 
 
 

(e) From ‘Of Discretion in Asking’ & ‘Of Discretion in Giving’ (William Dunbar) 
 

Of every asking followis nocht 
Rewaird, bot gif sum caus war wrocht; 
And quhair caus is, men weill ma sie, 
And quhair nane is, it wil be thocht: 
In asking sowld discretioun be. 
 
[…] 
 
To speik of gift or almous deidis: 
Sum gevis for mereit and for meidis, 
Sum, warldly honour to uphie, 
Gevis to thame that nothing neidis. 
In geving sowld discretioun be. 
 
Sum gevis for pryd and glory vane, 
Sum gevis with grugeing and with pane, 
Sum gevis, in practik, for supplé, 
Sum gevis for twyis als gud agane. 
In geving sowld discretioun be. 
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Sum givis to strangeris with faces new, 
That yisterday fra Flanderis flew, 
And to awld servandis list not se, 
War thay nevir of sa grit vertew. 
In geving sowld discretioun be. 

 
 

(f) From ‘The Testament of Cresseid’ (Robert Henryson) 
 
 Ane doolie sessoun to ane cairfull dyte 
 Suld correspond and be equivalent: 
 Richt sa it wes quhen I began to wryte 
 This tragedie: the wedder richt fervent, 
 Quhen Aries, in the middis of Lent, 
 Schouris of haill gart fra the north discend, 
 That scantlie fra the cauld I micht defend. 
 
 […] 
 

‘O sop of sorrow, sonkin into cair! 
 O cative Cresseid, now and ever mair, 
 Gane is thy joy and all thy mirth in eird; 
 Of all thy blythnes now art thou blaiknit bair. 
 Thair is na salve may saif or sound thy sair. 
 Fell is thy fortoun, wickit is thy weird. 
 Thy blys is baneist and thy baill on breird. 
 Under the eirth, God, gif I gravin wer, 
 Quhair nane of Grece nor yit of Troy micht heird! 
 
 […] 
 
 His face fronsit, his lyre was lyke the leid, wrinkled, complexion 

His teith chatterit and cheverit with the chin, shivered 
His ene drowpit, how sonkin in his heid,  eyes 
Out of his nois the meldrop fast can rin;  mucous 
With lippis bla and cheikis leine and thin, blue 
The ice shoklis that fra his hair doun hang icicles 
Was wonder greit and as ane spear als lang. 
 
[…] 
 
With buik in hand than come Mercurius, 
Richt eloquent and full of rhetorie 
With polite termis and delicious, 
With pen and ink, to report all reddie 
Setting sangis and singand merrilie; 
His hude was reid, heklit atouir his croun 
Lyke to a poeit of the auld fassoun. 
 
[…] 
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Thus quhen thay gadderit war thir goddes sevin, 
Mercurius thay cheisit with ane assent 
To be foirspeikar in the parliament. 
 
Quha had bene thair and liken for to heir 
His facound toung and termis exquisite, 
Off rhetorik the prettick he micht leir 
In breif sermone and pregnant sentence wryte. 
 
[…] 
 
“I change thy mirth into Melancholy 
Quhilk is the Mother of all pensivenes 
Thy Moisture and thy heit in cald and dry 
Thyne Insolence, thy play and wantones 
To greit diseis; thy Pomp and thy riches 
In mortall neid; and greit penuritie 
Thou suffer sall, and as ane beggar die.” 
 
O cruell Saturne! Fraward and angrie 
Hard is thy dome, and to malitious; 
On fair Cresseid quhy hes thou na mercie 
Quhilk was sa sweit, gentill and amorous? 
Withdraw thy sentence and be gracious 
As thou was never; so schawis thow thy deid, 
Ane wraikfull sentence gevin on fair Cresseid. 

 
 

3. The Drama of Politics: From Ane Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis by Sir 
David Lyndsay of the Mount 

 
GOOD COUNSEL: 
Immortall God, maist of magnificence,  
Quhais Maiestie na Clark can comprehend,   
Must saue jow all that giuis sic audience,  
And grant jow grace him never till offend,  
Quhilk on the Croce did willinglie ascend, 
 And sched his pretious blude on everie side ;  
Quhais pitious passioun from danger jow defend,  
And be jour gratious governour and gyde !  
Now, my gude freinds, considder, I jow beseik,  
The caus maist principall of my cumming :  
Princis or Potestatis ar nocht worth ane leik,  
Be thay not gydit be my gude gouerning.  
Thair was never Empriour, Conquerour, nor King,  
Without my wisdome that micht thair wil avance.  
My name is Gude Counsall, without fenyeing ; 
 Lords, for lack of my lair, ar brocht to mischance.  
Finallie, for conclusioun,  
Quha halds me at delusioun  
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Sall be brocht to confusioun :  
And this I vnderstand ;  
For I haue maid my residence  
With hie Princes of greit puissance, 
In Ingland, Italie, and France,  
And monie vther Land.  
Bot out of Scotland — wa ! alace ! — 
 I haif bene fleimit lang tyme space :  
That garris our gyders all want grace,  
And die befoir thair day. 
Becaus thay lychtlyit Gude Counsall,  
Fortune turnit on thame hir saill,  
Quhilk brocht this Realme to meikill baill.  
Quha can the contrair say  
My Lords, I came nocht heir to lie.  
Wa is me ; for King Humanitie  
Overset with Sensualitie,  
In th' entrie of his ring,  
Throw vicious counsell insolent.  
Sa thay may get riches or rent,  
To his weilfair thay tak na tent,  
Nor quhat sal be th' ending. 
 Jit in this Realme I wald mak sum repair,  
Gif I beleifit my name suld nocht forfair ;  
For, wald this King be gydit jit with resioun,  
And on misdoars mak punitioun,  
Howbeit I haif lang tyme bene exyllit,  
I traist in God my name suld jit be styilit: 
Sa, till I se God send mair of his grace,  
I purpois till repois me in this place.  
 
FLATTERIE: 
Mak roume, sirs, hoaw ! that I may rin !   
Lo, se quhair I am new cum,  
Begaryit all with sindrie hewis ! 
Let be jour din, till I begin,  
And I sall schaw jow of my newis.  
Throuchout all Christindome I haue past,  
And am cum heir now, at the last,  
Tostit on sea ay sen Juill day,  
That wee war faine to hew our Mast,  
Nocht half ane myle bejond the May.  
Bot now amang jow I will remaine :  
I purpois never to sail againe,  
To put my lyfe in chance of watter.  
Was never sene sic wind and raine, 
Nor of Schipmen sic clitter clatter.  
Sum bade haill ! and sum bade standby !  
On steirbuid ! hoaw ! aluiff ! fy ! fy !  
Quhill all the raipis beguith to rattiL  
Was never Roy sa fleyd as I,  
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Quhen all the sails playd brittill brattill.  
To se the waws, it was ane wonder,  
And wind, that raif the sails in sunder.  
Bot I lay braikand like ane Brok, 
And shot sa fast, aboue and vnder,  
The Deuill durst not cum neir my dok.  
Now am I scapit fra that effray :  
Quhat say je, sirs? am I nocht gay ?  
Se je not Flatterie, jour awin fuill,  
That jeid to mak this new array  
Was I not heir with jow at 3uill? 
3es, be my faith, I think on weill.  
Quhair ar my fallows that wald nocht fail ?  
We suld haue cum heir for ane cast. 
 
[…] 
 
DILIGENCE: 
All maneir of men I wairne, that be opprest,  
Cum and complaine, and thay salbe redrest ;  
For quhy it is the nobill Princes will,  
That ilk compleiner sall gif in his Bill.  
 
JOHN THE COMMON-WEILL: 
Out of my gait ! For Gods saik, let me ga !  
Tell me againe, gude maister, quhat je say. 
 
DILIGENCE: 
I warne al that be wrangouslie offendit,  
Cum and complaine, and thay sall be amendit.  
 
JOHN THE COMMON-WEILL: 
Thankit be Christ, that buir the croun of thorne !  
For I was never sa blyth sen I was borne.  
 
DILIGENCE:  
Quhat is thy name, fallow? 
That wald I feil.  
 
JOHN THE COMMON-WEILL: 
Forsuith, thay call me Iohne the common-weil.  
Gude maister, I wald speir at jou ane thing :  
Quhair traist je I sall find jon new-cumde King? 
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4. The Court Poets of James VI 
 

(a) James VI of Scotland, From Ane Schort Treatise Conteining Some Reulis and Cautelis to be 
Observit and  Eschewit in Scottis Poesie (1585) 

 
From the Preface: 

 
The uther cause [of writing this essay] is that for thame that hes writtin in it [i.e. about poetic 
composition] of late, there hes never ane of thame writtin in our language.  For albeit sindrie hes 
written of it in English, quhilk is lykest to our language, yit we differ from thame in sindrie reulis of 
poesie, as ye will find be experience. 
 
From Chapter II: ‘Flowing’ 

 
First, ye man understand that all syllabis are devydit in thrie kindes: that is, some are schort, some 
lang and some indifferent.  Be ‘indifferent’, I meane that quhilk are ather lang or schort, according as 
ye place thame. 

 The forme of placeing syllabes in verse is this.  That your first syllabe in the lyne be short, 
the second lang, the thrid short, the fourt lang, the fyft short, the sixt lang and sa furth to the end of 
the lyne.  Alwayis tak heid that the nomber of your fete in every lyne be evin and nocht odde: as 
four, six, aucht or ten: and nocht thrie, fyve, sevin or nyne, except it be broken verse, quhilkis are out 
of reul and daylie inventit be dyvers poetis.  But gif ye wald ask me the reulis, quhairby to knaw 
every ane of thir thre forsaidis syllabes, I answer, ‘Your eare man be the onley judge and discerner 
thairof.’ 

 
From Chapter III 

 
Ye man also take heid to frame your wordis and sentencis according to the mater: as in flyting and 
invectives, your words be cuttit short and hurland over heuch.  For thais quhilkis are cuttit short, I 
meane be sic wordis as thir, 

 
  Iis neir cair 
 

for ‘I sall nevir cair,’ gif your subject were of love or tragedies, because in thame your words man be 
drawin lang, qhilkis in flyting man be short. 

Ye man lykewayis tak heid, that ye waill your wordis according to the purpose: as in ane 
heich and learnit purpose to use hiech, pithie and learnit wordis. 

 Gif your purpose be of love: to use commoun language with some passionate wordis. 
 Gif your purpose be of tragicall materis: to use lamentable wordis, with some hiech, as 

ravisht in admiratioun. 
Gif your purpose be of landwart effairis: to use corruptit and uplandis wordis. 
And finally, quhatsumever be your subject, to use vocabula artis, quhairby ye may the mair 

vivelie represent that persoun quhais pairt ye paint out. 
This is lykewayis neidfull to be usit in sentences, alsweill as in wordis: as, gif your subject be 

heich and learnit, to use learnit and infallible reasonis, provin be necessities. 
Gif your subject be of love: to use wilfull reasonis, proceeding rather from passion nor 

reasoun. 
Gif your subject be of landwart effaris; to use sklender reasonis mixt with grosse ignorance, 

nather keiping forme nor ordour.  And sa furth, ever framing your reasons according to the quality of 
your subject. 
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Let all your verse be literall, sa far as may be, quhatsumever kynde they be of, but specially 
tumbling verse for flyting.  By ‘literall’, I meane that the maist pairt of your lyne sall rynne upon a 
letter, as this tumbling lyne rynnis upon ‘f’. 

 
Fetching fude for to feid it fast furth of the farie. 
 
Ye man observe that thir tumbling verse flowis not on that fassoun as otheris dois.  For all 

utheris keipis the reule quhilk I gave before; to wit, the first fute short, the second lang, and so furth.  
Quhair as thir has twa short and ane lang throuch all the lyne, quhen they keip ordour, albeit the 
maist pairt of thame be out of ordour and keipis na kynde nor reule of flowing and for that cause are 
callit tumbling verse; except the short lynis of aucht in the hinder end of the verse, the quhilk flowis 
as uther verses dois as ye will find in the hinder end of this buke, quhair I give exemple of sindrie 
kyndis of versis. 

 
 

Chapter V (in its entirety) 
 
It is also meit for the better decoratioun of the verse to use sumtyme the figure of 

repetitioun, as: 
 
 
   Quhylis joy rang, 
   Quhylis noy rang. etc. 
 
Ye sie this word ‘quhylis’ is repetit heir.  This forme of repetitioun, sometyme usit, decoris 

the verse very mekle.  Yea, quhen it cummis to purpose, it will be cumly to repete sic a word aucht 
or nyne tymes in a verse. 

 
 

From Chapter VII 
 
Ye man also be war of wryting anything of materis of common weill or uther sic grave sene subjectis 
(except metaphorically; of manifest truth opinly knawin; yit nochtwithstanding using it very seindil) 
because nocht onely ye essay nocht your awin inventioun, as I spak before, bot lykewayis they are to 
grave materis for a poet to mell in… 
 
 
From Chapter VII 

 
Bot sen invention is ane of the cheif vertewis in a poete, it is best that ye invent your awin subject 
your self and not to compose of sene subjectis.  Especially, translating of any thing out of uther 
language, quhilk doing, ye not only assay not your awin ingyne of inventioun, bot be the same 
meanes ye are bound as to a staik to follow that buikis phrasis, quhilk ye translate. 
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(b) Applying the ‘Reulis’ 
 
TO THE RYCHT EXCELLENT RYCHT 
HICH AND MYCHTIE PRENCE 
IAMES THE SEXT KYNG OF SCOTLAND 
His maiesteis most humyll Seruant 
J. Stewart of Baldynneis wishith 
Long And most prosperous reigne 
In the continewall fauor 
And feir of God. 

 
SIR, haifing red Ʒour maiesteis maist prudent 
Precepts in the deuyn art of poesie, I haif assayit my 
Sempill spreit to becum Ʒour hienes scholler; Not that 
I am onnywais vorthie, Bot to gif vthers occasion (seing 
My Inexpertnes) to publiss thair better leirnyng.  I grant 
In deid I haif mekill errit, Not onlie in electing of ane 
So small and fectless subiect, As als be the Inept orthographie 
And Inlegebill scribling of my Imprompt pen, Bot maist of 
All in pithles and vnplesand framyng of the sam, Quhairin 
I haif playit the part of ane Ʒoung and Imperfyt prentes 
Quho at his first Interprys of schaiping takith not in 
Hand the fynnest stuff  Bot rather sum slycht cloth to 
Susteine the sklents and manks of his cunnyngles clipping; 
Remitting all to the courtassie, correction, and protection, of 
Ʒour maiesteis visdome, Not doutting bot Ʒour grace 
Vill accept this my vitles vork of Ʒour grayt clementie 
As my maist gratius Maister and chiefest lod Star… 
  
(John Stewart of Baldynneis) 
 
Rhyme 
 
That blessed houre, when first was broght to light 
Our earthlie June and our gratious Queene, 
Three goddesses how soone they had her seene 
Contended who protect her shoulde by right. 
(James VI) 
 
Guid day, madam, with humyll thanks also, 
That me unto your ludgeing lairge did gyd 
Yea, skairs I knew quhan I thairin did go 
Quhair I sould wend, the wallis war so wyd. 
(John Stewart of Baldynneis) 
 
Eye weep, heart groan, black birds my mirth have mard, 
Moon hath no light, the sun his beames withdraweth: 
The mouth of godly Zephanie is bard 
Because the truth in honestie he showeth. 
Fountains of life, which make Gods citie glad 
Are fild with earth, clear springs can not bee had. 
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(Sir William Mure of Rowallan) 
 
 
‘Flowing’ 
 
 x    /      x       /       x      /        x       /          x     / 
Awake my muse and leave to dreame of loves, 
Shake off soft fancies chaines || I must be free! 
Ile perch no more upon the mirtle tree 
Nor glide through th’aire with beauties sacred doves; 
But with Jove’s stately bird || Ile leave my nest 
And try my sight against Appolloes raies. 
(Sir William Alexander) 
 
Decorum & Alliteration 
 
He sees ane christall revere douce distell 
About the bordour of ane medow fair, 
Quhair flouris fresche maist savouruslie did smell 
And monie seimlie frondise trie preclair 
Obumbrat all this situation rair. 
 (John Stewart of Baldynneis, Roland Furious) 
 
 
Comparisons, Epithets and Proverbs 
 
As dryest dust – winddrift in drouthie day –  
Quhyls lychts on lordis and ladies of renoune, 
Quhyls on thair face and quhyls on their array 
And quyls upon ane kingis statlie croune; 
Yit as it cums sum ay are bussie boune   busily ready 
To cleinge it thence, so that it finds no rest 
Quhill to the erth it be again snipt doune: 
So mortall men, quho dois thair mynd molest 
To be in gloir coequall with the best, 
Thocht for ane space they volt with waltring wind    rise up…tossing 
Doune to the ground thay sall again be drest, 
For few aloft may fortouns firmtie find. 
Bot ay the swyfter and moir hich thay brall  soar 
Moir low and suddane cums thair feirfull fall.   
(John Stewart of Baldynneis) 
 
Repetition 
 
Haill, mirthfull May, the moneth full of joye! 
Haill mother milde of hartsume herbes and floweres! 
Haill fostrer faire of everie sporte and toye 
And of Auroras dewis and summer showres! 
Haill friend to Phoebus and his glancing houres!  shining 
Haill sister scheine to Nature breeding all…  bright 
 (James VI) 
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 Alexander Montgomerie: 
  

A Baxters bird, a bluiter beggar borne, 
Ane ill heud huirsone lyk a barkit hyde, 
A saulles swinger, sevintie tymes mensworne, 
A peltrie pultron poyson’d up with pryde, 
A treuthles tongue that turnes with eviry tyde, 
A double deillar with dissait indeud, 
A luikar bak whare he was bund to byde, 
A retrospicien whom the Lord outspeud, 
A brybour baird that mekle baill hes breud 
Ane hypocrit, ane ydill atheist als, 
A skurvie skybell for to be escheu’d 
A faithles, fekles, fingerles and fals, 
A Turk that tint Tranent for the Tolbuith. 
Quha reids this riddil he is sharp forsuith 
 

 
 

From Forth Feasting, by William Drummond of Hawthornden (1617) 
 
This poem was composed 32 years after James VI’s Essay of a Prentise. It scolds James for 

favouring London (Isis = the river Thames) and neglecting Edinburgh (which stands at the mouth of 
the river Forth). How has the language changed from the late 16th century to the early 17th century 
– and why? 

 
Ah, why should Isis only see thee shine? 
Is not thy FORTH as well as Isis thine? 
Though Isis vaunt she hath more Wealth in store, 
Let it suffice Thy FORTH doth love Thee more: 
Though shee for Beautie may compare with Seine, 
For Swannes and Sea-Nymphes with imperiall Rhene, 
Yet in the Title may bee claim’d in Thee, 
Nor Shee, nor all the World, can match with mee. 
Now, when (by Honour drawne) thou shalt away 
To Her alreadie jelous of thy Stay, 
When in Her amourous Armes Shee doth Thee fold, 
And dries thy Dewie Haires with Hers of Gold, 
Much questioning of Thy Fare, much of Thy Sport, 
Much of Thine Absence, Long, how e’re so short, 
And chides (perhaps) Thy Comming to the North, 
Loathe not to thinke on Thy much-loving FORTH: 
O love these Bounds, whereof Thy royall Stemme 
More then a hundreth wore a Diademe. 
 
(ll. 383-400) 
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5. Fancy and Plain: From Sir Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty to the 
Scottish Ballads 

 
(a) From Trissotetras (1641) 

 
In all plain rectangled triangles, the ambients are equall in power to the subtendent; for by demitting 
from the right angle a perpendicular, there will arise two correctangles, from whose equiangularity 
with the great rectangle will proceed such a proportion amongst the homologall sides of all the 
three, that if you can set them right in the rule, beginning your analogy at the main subtendent 
(seeing the including sides of the totall rectangle prove subtendents in the partiall correctangles, and 
the bases of those rectanglets, the segments of the great subtendent) it will fall out, that as the main 
subtendent is to his base, on either side (for either of the legs of a rectangled triangle, in reference 
to one another is both base and perpendicular) so the same bases, which are subtendents in the 
lesser rectangles, are to their bases, the segments of the prime subtendent.  Then, by the golden 
rule, we find, that the multiplying of the middle termes (which is nothing else but the squaring of the 
comprehending sides of the prime rectangular) affords two products, equall to the oblongs made of 
the great subtendent, and his respective segments, the aggregate whereof, by equation, is the same 
with the square of the chief subtendent, or hypotenusa, which was to be demonstrated. 

 
(b) From Ekskubalauron (The Jewel) (1653) 

 
Thus for a while their eloquence was mute, and all they spoke was but with the eye and hand, yet so 
persuasively, by vertue of the intermutual unlimitedness of their visotactil sensation, that each part 
and portion of the persons of either was obvious to the sight and touch of the persons of both; the 
visuriency of either, by ushering the tacturiency of both, made the attrectation of both consequent 
to the inspection of either.  Here it was that passion was active, and action passive, they both being 
overcome by other, and each the conquerour.  To speak of her hirquitalliency at the elevation of the 
pole of his microcosme, or of his luxuriousness to erect a gnomon on her horizontal dyal, will 
perhaps be held by some to be expressions full of obscoeness, and offensive to the purity of chaste 
ears; yet seeing she was to be his wife, and that she could not be such without consummation of 
marriage, which signifieth the same thing in effect, it may be thought, as definitiones logicae 
verificantur in rebus, if the exerced act be lawful, that the diction which suppones it, can be of no 
greater transgression, unless you would call it a solaecisme, or that vice in grammar which imports 
the copulating of the masculine with the feminine gender. 

 
visotactil: involving sight & touch hirquitalliency:  delighted shouts 
visuriency: desire to be looked at  gnomon: rod 
tacturiency: desire to be touched  solaecisme: error in grammar/etiquette 
attrectation: touching with hands  exerced act: performed act 

 
definitiones logicae verificantur in rebus: logical definitions are verified by actual things 

 
  

(c) From Gargantua and Pantagruel (1653) 
 

By G—(said Pantagruel), I will teach you to speak, but first come hither, and tell me whence 
thou art?  To this the Scholar answered: The primeval origin of my aves and ataves was indigenerie 
of the Lemovick regions, where requiesceth the corpor of the hagiotat St. Martial.  I understand thee 
very well (said Pantagruel), when all comes to all, thou art a Limousin, and thou wilt here by thy 
affected speech counterfeit the Parisiens: well, now, come hither, I must shew thee a new trick, and 
handsomely give thee combfeat: with this he took him by the throat, saying to him, Thou flayest the 
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Latine: by St. John, I will make thee flay the foxe, for I will now flay thee alive: Then began the poor 
Limousin to cry; Haw, gwid Maaster, haw, Laord, my halp and St. Marshaw, haw, I’m worried: Haw, 
my thropple, the bean of my cragg is bruck!  Haw, for gauad’s seck, lawt my lean, Mawster; waw, 
waw, waw.  Now (said Pantagruel) thou speakest naturally, and so let him go, for the poor Limousin 
had totally berayed, and throughly conshit his breeche 
 
[…] but this hug of Pantagruels was such a terrour to him all the dayes of his life, and took such deep 
impression in his fancie, that very often, distracted with sudden affrightments, he would startle and 
say that Pantagruel held him by the neck; besides that it procured him in a continual drought and 
desire to drink, so that after some few years he died of the death Roland, in plain English called 
thirst, a work of divine vengeance, shewing us that which saith the Philosopher and Aulus Gellius, 
that it becometh us to speak according to the common language: and that we should, (as said 
Octavian Augustus) strive to shun all strange and unknown termes with as much heedfulnesse and 
circumspection as Pilots of ships use to avoid the rocks and banks in the sea. 

(Bk 2, Ch VI) 
 

(d) A Scottish Ballad: Thomas the Rhymer (Anonymous. 17th Cent.) 
   
TRUE Thomas lay on Huntlie bank;   
  A ferlie he spied wi' his e'e;     ferlie = marvel  
And there he saw a ladye bright   
  Come riding down by the Eildon Tree.   
  
Her skirt was o' the grass-green silk,           5 
  Her mantle o' the velvet fyne;   
At ilka tett o' her horse's mane,     tett = tuft 
  Hung fifty siller bells and nine.     siller = silver 
  
True Thomas he pu'd aff his cap,   
  And louted low down on his knee    10 louted = bowed, knelt 
'Hail to thee Mary, Queen of Heaven!   
  For thy peer on earth could never be.'   
  
'O no, O no, Thomas' she said,   
  'That name does not belang to me;   
I'm but the Queen o' fair Elfland,    15 
  That am hither come to visit thee.   
  
'Harp and carp, Thomas,' she said;    harp and carp = play and recite 
  'Harp and carp along wi' me;   
And if ye dare to kiss my lips,   
  Sure of your bodie I will be.'     20 
  
'Betide me weal; betide me woe,   
  That weird shall never daunten me.'    weird = fate, destiny 
Syne he has kiss'd her rosy lips,     syne = then 
  All underneath the Eildon Tree.   
  
'Now ye maun go wi' me,' she said,    25 maun = must 
  'True Thomas, ye maun go wi' me;   
And ye maun serve me seven years,   
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  Thro' weal or woe as may chance to be.'   
  
She 's mounted on her milk-white steed,   
  She 's ta'en true Thomas up behind;    30 
And aye, whene'er her bridle rang,   
  The steed gaed swifter than the wind.   
  
O they rade on, and farther on,   
  The steed gaed swifter than the wind;   
Until they reach'd a desert wide,   35 
  And living land was left behind.   
  
'Light down, light down now, true Thomas,   
  And lean your head upon my knee;   
Abide ye there a little space,   
  And I will show you ferlies three.    40 
  
'O see ye not yon narrow road,   
  So thick beset wi' thorns and briers?   
 
That is the Path of Righteousness,   
  Though after it but few inquires.   
  
'And see ye not yon braid, braid road,    45 
  That lies across the lily leven?     leven = ?lawn 
That is the Path of Wickedness,   
  Though some call it the Road to Heaven.   
  
'And see ye not yon bonny road   
  That winds about the fernie brae?  50 
That is the Road to fair Elfland,   
  Where thou and I this night maun gae.   
  
'But, Thomas, ye sall haud your tongue,    haud = hold 
  Whatever ye may hear or see;   
For speak ye word in Elfyn-land,     55 
  Ye'll ne'er win back to your ain countrie.'   
  
O they rade on, and farther on,   
  And they waded rivers abune the knee;   
And they saw neither sun nor moon,   
  But they heard the roaring of the sea.    60 
  
It was mirk, mirk night, there was nae starlight,   mirk = dark, gloomy 
  They waded thro' red blude to the knee;   
For a' the blude that's shed on the earth   
  Rins through the springs o' that countrie.   
  
Syne they came to a garden green,    65 
  And she pu'd an apple frae a tree:   
'Take this for thy wages, true Thomas;   
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  It will give thee the tongue that can never lee.'   
  
'My tongue is my ain,' true Thomas he said;   
  'A gudely gift ye wad gie to me!    70 
I neither dought to buy or sell     dought = would be able to 
  At fair or tryst where I might be.    tryst = meeting-place 
  
'I dought neither speak to prince or peer,   
  Nor ask of grace from fair ladye!'—   
'Now haud thy peace, Thomas,' she said,  75 
  'For as I say, so must it be.'   
  
He has gotten a coat of the even cloth,   
  And a pair o' shoon of the velvet green;  shoon = shoes 
And till seven years were gane and past,   
  True Thomas on earth was never seen.    80 

 

 
6. The 18th Century Vernacular Revival 

 
 

(a) Versions of Horace’s Odes 
 
Allan Ramsay:  Preface to Poems (1721): 
 
I understand Horace but faintly in the Original, and yet can feast on his beautiful Thoughts dress’d in 
British; and do not see any great occasion for every Man’s being made capable to translate the 
Classicks, when they are so elegantly done to his hand. 
 
 
Book 1, Ode V  Quis multa gracilis  translated by David West (1997) 
 
What slim youngster soaked in perfumes 
is hugging you now, Pyrrha, on a bed of roses 
deep in your lovely cave?  For whom 
are you tying up your blonde hair? 
 
You’re so elegant and so simple.  Many’s the time 
he’ll weep at your faithlessness and the changing gods, 
and be amazed at seas 
roughened by black winds, 
 
but now in all innocence he enjoys your golden beauty 
and imagines you always available, always lovable, 
not knowing about treacherous breezes – 
I pity the poor devils who have no experience of you 
 
and are dazzled by your radiance.  As for me, 
the tablet on the temple wall announces 
that I have dedicated my dripping clothes  
to the god who rules the sea. 
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Horace: Book I, Ode V, by Allan Ramsay 
 
What young raw muisted beau bred at his glass  perfumed 
Now wilt thou on a rose’s bed carress? 
Wha niest to thy white breasts wilt thou intice, 
With hair unsnooded and without thy stays?    
O bonny lass, wi’ thy sweet landart air,   rustic 
How will thy fikle humour gie him care. 
When’er thou takes the fling-strings, like the wind take a sulk 
That jaws the ocean, thou’lt disturb his mind.  dashes 
When thou looks smirky, kind and claps his cheek: 
To poor friends then he’l hardly look or speak. 
The coof believes’t na, but right soon he’ll find  fool 
Thee light as cork, and wav’ring as the wind. 
On that slid place where I ’maist brake my bains, slippery, bones 
To be a warning I set up twa stains,   stones 
That nane may venture there as I hae done, 
Unless wi’ frosted nails he clink his shoon.   hammer, shoes 
 
 
Ode XI. Book I  Tu ne quaesieris, translated by David West (1997) 
 
Don’t you ask, Lauconoe – the gods do not wish it to be known – 
what end they have given to me or to you, and don’t meddle with 
Babylonian horoscopes.  How much better to accept whatever comes, 
whether Jupiter gives us other winters or whether this is our last 
 
now wearying out the Tyrrhenian sea on the pumice stones 
opposing it.  Be wise, strain the wine and cut back long hope 
into a small space.  Even as we speak, envious time 
flies past.  Harvest the day and leave as little as possible for tomorrow. 
 
Horace, Ode XI. Lib I, by Robert Fergusson 
 
Ne’er fash your thumb what gods decree trouble yourself  
To be the weird o’ you or me,   fate 
Nor deal in cantrup’s kittle cunning  witchcraft’s mysterious 
To speir how fast your days are running.  ask 
But patient lippen for the best,   trust 
Nor be in dowy thought opprest,  gloomy 
Whether we see mare winters come 
Than this that spits wi’ canker’d foam. 
   Now moisten weel your geyzen’d wa’s  dried-out walls 
Wi’ couthy friends and hearty blaws;  sociable 
Ne’er let your hope oe’rgang your days,  over-reach 
For eild and thraldom never stays;  age, servitude 
The day looks gash, toot aff your horn,  bright, drain your cup 
Nor care yae strae about the morn.  give a care, tomorrow 
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(b) Poems by Robert Burns 
 
(i) Holy Willie’s Prayer (extract) 
 
O thou, wha in the heavens dost dwell, 
Wha, as it pleases best thysel’, 
Sends ane to heaven, and ten to hell, 
A’ for thy glory, 
And no for ony gude or ill 
They’ve done afore thee! 
 
I bless and praise thy matchless might, 
Whan thousands thou hast left in night, 
That I am here afore thy sight, 
For gifts and grace, 
A burnin’ and a shinin’ light 
To a’ this place. 
 
What was I, or my generation, 
That I should get sic exaltation, 
I wha deserve sic just damnation, 
For broken laws, 
Five thousand years ‘fore my creation, 
Thro’ Adam’s cause. 
 
When frae my mither’s womb I fell, 
Thou might hae plunged me in hell, 
To gnash my gums, to weep and wail, 
In burnin’ lake, 
Whar damned devils roar and yell, 
Chain’d to a stake. 
 
Yet I am here a chosen sample; 
To show thy grace is great and ample; 
I’m here a pillar in thy temple, 
Strong as a rock, 
A guide, a buckler, an example, 
To a’ thy flock. 
 
But yet, O Lord! confess I must, 
At times I’m fash’d wi’ fleshly lust; 
And sometimes, too, wi’ warldly trust, 
Vile self gets in; 
But thou remembers we are dust, 
Defil’d in sin. 
 
 
O Lord! yestreen thou kens, wi’ Meg— 
Thy pardon I sincerely beg, 
O! may’t ne’er be a livin’ plague 
To my dishonour, 
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An’ I’ll ne’er lift a lawless leg 
Again upon her. 
 
(ii) To a Mouse 
 
Wee, sleekit, cow’rin’, tim’rous beastie, 
O, what a panic’s in thy breastie! 
Thou need na start awa sae hasty, 
Wi’ bickering brattle! 
I wad be laith to rin an’ chase thee, 
Wi’ murd’ring pattle! 
 
I’m truly sorry man’s dominion 
Has broken nature’s social union, 
An’ justifies that ill opinion, 
Which makes thee startle 
At me, thy poor earth-born companion, 
An’ fellow-mortal! 
 
I doubt na, whyles, but thou may thieve; 
What then? poor beastie, thou maun live! 
A daimen icker in a thrave 
‘S a sma’ request: 
I’ll get a blessin’ wi’ the lave, 
And never miss’t! 
 
Thy wee bit housie, too, in ruin; 
Its silly wa’s the win’s are strewin’! 
An’ naething, now, to big a new ane, 
O’ foggage green! 
An’ bleak December’s winds ensuin’, 
Baith snell and keen! 
 
Thou saw the fields laid bare an’ waste, 
An’ weary winter comin’ fast, 
An’ cozie here, beneath the blast, 
Thou thought to dwell, 
’Till, crash! the cruel coulter past 
Out thro’ thy cell. 
 
That wee bit heap o’ leaves an’ stibble, 
Has cost thee mony a weary nibble! 
Now thou’s turn’d out, for a’ thy trouble, 
But house or hald, 
To thole the winter’s sleety dribble, 
An’ cranreuch cauld! 
 
But, Mousie, thou art no thy lane, 
In proving foresight may be vain: 
The best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men, 
Gang aft a-gley, 
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An’ lea’e us nought but grief and pain, 
For promis’d joy. 
 
Still thou art blest, compar’d wi’ me! 
The present only toucheth thee: 
But, Och! I backward cast my e’e, 
On prospects drear! 
An’ forward, tho’ I canna see, 
I guess an’ fear. 
 
(iii) Song: ‘O, my luve’s like a red, red rose’ 
 
O, my luve’s like a red, red rose, 
That’s newly sprung in June: 
O, my luve’s like the melodie, 
That’s sweetly play’d in tune. 
 
As fair art thou, my bonnie lass, 
So deep in luve am I: 
And I will luve thee still, my dear, 
’Till a’ the seas gang dry. 
 
’Till a’ the seas gang dry, my dear, 
And the rocks melt wi’ the sun: 
I will luve thee still, my dear, 
While the sands o’ life shall run. 
 
And fare thee weel, my only luve! 
And fare thee weel a-while! 
And I will come again, my luve, 
Tho’ it were ten thousand mile! 
 
(iv) Song: ‘Ae fond kiss, and then we sever’ 
 
Ae fond kiss, and then we sever; 
Ae fareweel, and then for ever! 
Deep in heart-wrung tears I’ll pledge thee, 
Warring sighs and groans I’ll wage thee. 
Who shall say that fortune grieves him 
While the star of hope she leaves him? 
Me, nae cheerfu’ twinkle lights me; 
Dark despair around benights me. 
 
I’ll ne’er blame my partial fancy, 
Naething could resist my Nancy; 
But to see her, was to love her; 
Love but her, and love for ever.— 
Had we never lov’d sae kindly, 
Had we never lov’d sae blindly, 
Never met—or never parted, 
We had ne’er been broken hearted. 
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Fare thee weel, thou first and fairest! 
Fare thee weel, thou best and dearest! 
Thine be ilka joy and treasure, 
Peace, enjoyment, love, and pleasure! 
Ae fond kiss, and then we sever; 
Ae farewell, alas! for ever! 
Deep in heart-wrung tears I’ll pledge thee, 
Warring sighs and groans I’ll wage thee! 

  
 
 

7. Mid-Semester Review 
 

(a) William Dunbar, On the Resurrection of Christ [Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro] 
 
Done is a battell on the dragon blak, 
Our campioun Chryst confountit hes his force; 
The gettis of Hell ar brokin with a crak, 
The signe triumphall rasit is of the Croce, 
The divillis trymmillis with hiddous voce, 
The saulis ar borrowit and to the blis can go, 
Chryst with His blud our ransonis dois indoce: 
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro. 
 
Dungin is the deidly dragon Lucifer, 
The crewall serpent with the mortall stang, 
The auld kene tegir with his teith on char, 
Quhilk in a wait hes lyne for us so lang, 
Thinking to grip us in his clowis strang; 
The merciful Lord wald nocht that it wer so, 
He maid him for to felye of that fang: 
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro. 
 
He for our saik that sufferit to be slane, 
And lyk a lamb in sacrifice wes dicht, 
Is lyk a lyone rissin up agane, 
And as a gyane raxit Him on hicht; 
Sprungin is Aurora, radius and bricht, 
On loft is gone the glorius Appollo, 
The blisfull day depairtit fro the nycht: 
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro. 
 
The grit Victour agane is rissin on hicht 
That for our querrell to the deth wes woundit; 
The sone that wox all paill now schynis bricht, 
And dirknes clerit, our fayth is now refoundit. 
The knell of mercy fra the hevin is soundit, 
The Cristin ar deliverit of thair wo, 
The Jowis and thair errour ar confoundit: 
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro. 
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The fo is chasit, the battell is done ceis, 
The presone brokin, the jevellouris fleit and flemit; 
The weir is gon, confermit is the peis, 
The fetteris lowsit and the dungeoun temit, 
The ransoun maid, the presoneris redemit, 
The feild is win, ourcumin is the fo, 
Dispulit of the tresur that he yemit: 
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchro. 
 
 
 

(b) Robert Henryson: Prologue to The Fables of Aesop. 
 
Thocht feinyeit fabils of ald poetre 
Be not al grunded upon truth, yit than 
Thair polite termes of sweit rhetore 
Richt plesand ar unto the eir of man 
And als the caus quhy that thay first began 
Wes to repreif thee of thi misleving, 
O man, be figure of ane uther thing, 
 
In lyke maner as throw a bustious eird, 
Swa it be laubourit with grit diligence, 
Springis the flouris and the corne abreird 
Hailsum and gude to mannis sustenence, 
Sa springis thar a morall sweit sentence 
Oute of the subtell dyte of poetry 
To gude purpois, quha culd it weill apply. 
 
The nuttis schell thocht it be hard and teuch 
Haldis the kirnell sweit and delectabill, 
Sa lyis thair ane doctrine wyse aneuch 
And full of frute under ane fenyeit fabill, 
And clerkis sayis it is richt profitabill 
Amangis ernist to ming ane merie sport 
To blyth the spreit and gar the tyme be schort. 
 
For as we se, ane bow that ay is bent 
Worthis unsmart and dullis on the string 
Sa dois the mynd that ay is diligent 
In ernistfull thochtis and in studying. 
With sad materis sum merines to ming 
Accordis weill; thus Esope said iwis, 
Dulcius arrident seria picta iocis.1 
 
Of this authour, my maisteris, with your leif, 
Submitting me to your correctioun, 
In mother toung, of Latyng, I wald preif 
To mak ane maner of translatioun, 

                                                             
1 Serious matters please more sweetly when mixed with entertainment 
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Nocht of myself for vane presumptioun 
Bot be requeist and precept of ane lord 
Of quhome the name it neidis not record. 
 
In hamelie language and in termes rude 
Me neidis wryte for quhy of eloquence 
Nor rethorike I never understude, 
Thairfoir meiklie I pray your reverence 
Gif ye find ocht that throw my negligence 
Be deminute or yit superfluous, 
Correct it at your willis gratious. 
 
My author in his fabillis tellis how 
That brutal beistis spak and understude 
And to gude purpois dispute and argow, 
Ane sillogisme propone and eik conclude, 
Puttyng exempill and similitude 
How mony men in operatioun 
Ar like to beistis in conditioun. 
 
Na mervell is ane man be lyke ane beist 
Quhilk lufis ay carnall and foull delyte 
That schame cannot him renye nor arreist 
Bot takis all the lust and appetyte 
Quhilk throw custum and the daylie ryte 
Syne in the mynd sa fast is radicate 
That he in brutal beist is transformate. 
 
This nobill clerk Esope, as I haif tauld, 
In gay metir and facound purpurat 
Be figure wrait his buke for he nocht wald 
Tak the disdane off hie nor low estate, 
And to begin, first of ane cok he wrate, 
Seikand his meit, quhilk fand ane jolie stone, 
Of quhome the fabill ye sall heir anone. 
 
 
 

(c) From Sir David Lyndsay’s A Satire of the Three Estates 
 

SPIRITVALITIE.  
3e temporall men, be him that heryit hell ! 
3e ar ovir peart with sik maters to mell.    You laymen have no business with such things.  
 

TEMPORALITIE. 
Sit still, my Lord.  
3e neid not for til braull.  
Thir ar the verie words of th' Apostill Paull.  
 

SPIRITVALITIE.  
Sum sayis, be him that woare the croun of thorne!  
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It had bene gude that Paull had neir bene borne. 
 

GVDE-COVNSALL.  
Bot je may knaw, my Lord, Sanct Pauls intent.  
Did you never read the New testament ? 
 

SPIRITVALITIE.  
Na, sir. Be him that our Lord Jesus sauld !  
I red never the New testament, nor auld ;  
Nor ever thinks to do, sir, be the Rude !  
I heir freiris say that reiding dois na gude. 
 

GVDE-COVNSALL. 
Till jow to reid them I think it is na lack;   Reading would do you no harm 

For, anis I saw them, baith, bund on jour back, —  
That samin day that je was consecrat.  
Sir, quhat meinis that?  
 

SPIRITVALITIE.  
The feind stick them that wat!     “To hell with that!” 
 

MERCHAND.  
Then befoir God how can je be excusit,    …how can you be excused 

To haif ane office, and waits not how to vs it?   To have an office and not know how to use it? 
Quhairfoir war gifin jow all the temporal lands,  
And all thir teinds je haif amang jour hands ?  
Thay war giuin jow for vther causses, I weine,  
Nor mummil matins and hald jour clayis cleine.   Than to mumble matins and keep your clothes  

Je say to the Appostils that je succeid ;        clean 

Bot je schaw nocht that into word nor deid.  
The law is plaine, our teinds suld furnisch teichours. Our tithes should supply teachers. 
 
 
 
 

(d) William Fowler, ‘O quhat great power lurketh in these eyes’  
       
O quhat great power lurketh in these eyes,      
Which brings me deathe quhen I there beames behold!      
O how bothe sueit and soure ar these bright rayes,      
Which att one instant maks me whote and cold!      
Proud eyes, meik eyes, which maks in doubts me bold,   5    
And dimmis my sight, and dois subdewe my harte;      
Fair eyes which bothe dois plagues and peace vnfold,      
And by sueit discord dois my saule subvert.      
Stey, stey, my faire, and do not theme devert      
Which beares the message of my future payne;    10    
Go, go, my dame, and theme no more convert      
To summond me unto your love agayne.      
Stey, stey! Go, go! I wott not quhat I wishe:         I don’t know what I desire 

Bot this I knaw, they bring me bayle and bliss.    pain and joy 
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(e) From Sir Thomas Urquhart’s Logopandecteision [‘The Universal Language’] 
 
70. Now to the end the Reader may be more enamored of the Language, wherein I am to publish a 
Grammar and Lexicon, I will here set down some few qualities and advantages peculiar to it self, and 
which no Language else (although all other concurred with it) is able to reach unto. 
71. First, There is not a word utterable by the mouth of man, which in this language hath not a 
peculiar signification by it self ; so that the allegation of Bliteri by the Summulists, will be of small 
validity. 
72. Secondly, Such as will harken to my instructions, if some strange word be proposed to them, 
whereof there are many thousands of millions, deviseable by the wit of man, which never hitherto 
by any breathing have been uttered, shall be able, although he know not the ultimate signification 
thereof, to declare what part of speech it is ; or if a Noun, unto what predicament or class it is to be 
reduced ; whether it be the sign of a real or notional thing, or somewhat concerning mechanick 
Trades in their Tooles, or tearmes ; or if real, whether natural or artificial, compleat, or incompleat ; 
for words here do suppose for the things which they signifie ; as when we see my Lord Generals 
picture, we say, there is my Lord General. 
73. Thirdly, This world of words hath but two hundred and fifty prime radices, upon which all the 
rest are branched : for better understanding whereof, with all its dependant boughs, sprigs, and 
ramelets, I have before my Lexicon set down the division thereof (making use of another allegory) 
into so many Cities, which are subdivided into streets, they again into lanes, those in to houses, 
these into stories, whereof each room standeth for a word : and all these so methodically, that who 
observeth my precepts therein, shall at the first hearing of a word, know to what City it belongeth, 
and consequently not to be ignorant of some generall signification thereof, till after a most exact 
prying into all its letters, finding the street, lane, house, story and room thereby denotated, he 
punctually hit upon the very proper thing it represents in its most specifical signification. 
74. Fourthly, By vertue of adjectious syllabicals annexible to Nouns and Verbs, there will arise of 
several words, what compound, what derivative, belonging in this Language to one Noune or to one 
Verb alone, a greater number then doth pertain to all the parts of speech, in the most copious 
Language in the world besides. 
75. Fifthly, So great energy to every meanest constitutive part of a word in this Language is 
appropriated, that one word thereof, though but of seven syllables at most shall comprehend that 
which no Language else in the world is able to express in fewer then fourscore and fifteen several 
words ; and that not only a word here and there for masteries sake, but several millions of such ; 
which, to any initiated in the rudiments of my Grammar, shall be easie to frame. 
76. Sixthly, In the cases of the declinable parts of speech, it surpasseth all other Languages 
whatsoever : for whilst others have but five or six at most, it hath ten, besides the nominative. 
77. Seventhly, There is none of the learned Languages, but hath store of Nouns defective of some 
case or other, but in this Language there is no Heteroclite in any declinable word, nor redundancie or 
deficiencie of cases. 
78. Eighthly, Every word capable of number, is better provided therewith in this Language, then by 
any other : for instead of two or three numbers which others have, this affordeth you four ; to wit, 
the singular, dual, plural, and redual. 
79. Ninthly, It is not in this as other Languages, wherein some words lack one number, and some 
another : for here each casitive or personal part of speech is endued with all the numbers. 
80. Tenthly, In this Tongue there are eleven genders ; wherein likewise it exceedeth all other 
Languages. 
81. Eleventhly, Verbs, Mongrels, Participles, and Hybrids, have all of them ten Tenses, besides the 
present ; which number, no Language else is able to attain to. 
82. Twelfthly, though there be many conjugable words in other Languages defective of Tenses, yet 
doth this Tongue allow of no such anomaly, but granteth all to each. 
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83. Thirteenthly, In lieu of six Moods which other Languages have at most, this one injoyeth seven in 
its conjugable words. 
84. Fourteenthly, Verbs here, or other conjugable parts of speech, admit of no want of Moodes, as 
do other Languages. 
85. Fifteenthly, In this Language, the Verbs and Participles have four voices, although it was never 
heard that ever any other Language had above three. 
86. Sixteenthly, No other Tongue hath above eight or nine parts of speech ; but this hath twelve. 
87. Seventeenthly, For variety of diction in each part of speech, it surmounteth all the Languages in 
the world. 
88. Eighteenthly, Each Noun thereof, or Verb, may begin or end with a Vowel or Consonant, as to the 
peruser shall seem most expedient. 
 

(f) Anonymous, ‘The Daemon Lover’ 
 
"O where have you been, my long, long love, 
This long seven years and more?"— 
"O I'm come to seek my former vows 
Ye granted me before."— 
 
"O hold your tongue of your former vows, 
For they will breed sad strife; 
 O hold your tongue of your former vows, 
For I am become a wife." 
 
He turn'd him right and round about, 
And the tear blinded his ee; 
 "I wad never hae trodden on Irish ground, 
If it had not been for thee. 
 
"I might hae had a king's daughter 
Far, far beyond the sea; 
I might have had a king's daughter, 
Had it not been for love o' thee."— 
 
 
"If ye might have had a king's daughter, 
Yer sell ye had to blame; 
 Ye might have taken the king's daughter, 
For ye kend that I was nane."— 
 
"O faulse are the vows of womankind, 
But fair is their faulse bodie; 
 I never wad hae trodden on Irish ground, 
Had it not been for love o' thee."— 
 
"If I was to leave my husband dear, 
And my two babes also, 
 O what have you to take me to, 
If with you I should go?"— 
 
"I hae seven ships upon the sea, 
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The eighth brought me to land; 
 With four-and-twenty bold mariners, 
And music on every hand." 
 
She has taken up her two little babes, 
Kiss'd them baith cheek and chin; 
"O fair ye weel, my ain two babes, 
For I'll never see you again." 
 
 
 
 
She set her foot upon the ship, 
No mariners could she behold; 
 But the sails were o' the taffetie, 
And the masts o' the beaten gold. 
 
She had not sail'd a league, a league, 
A league but barely three, 
 When dismal grew his countenance, 
And drumlie grew his ee. 
 
The masts that were like the beaten gold, 
Bent not on the heaving seas; 
 But the sails, that were o' the taffetie, 
Fill'd not in the east land breeze.— 
 
They had not sailed a league, a league, 
A league but barely three, 
 Until she espied his cloven foot, 
And she wept right bitterlie. 
 
"O hold your tongue of your weeping," says he, 
"Of your weeping now let me be; 
I will show you how the lilies grow 
On the banks of Italy."— 
 
 
"O what hills are yon, yon pleasant hills, 
That the sun shines sweetly on?"— 
"O yon are the hills of heaven," he said, 
"Where you will never win."— 
 
"O whaten a mountain is yon," she said,[Pg 204] 
"All so dreary wi' frost and snow?"— 
"O yon is the mountain of hell," he cried, 
"Where you and I will go." 
 
And aye when she turn'd her round about, 
Aye taller he seem'd for to be; 
 Until that the tops o' that gallant ship 
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Nae taller were than he. 
 
The clouds grew dark, and the wind grew loud, 
And the levin fill'd her ee; 
 And waesome wail'd the snaw-white sprites 
Upon the gurlie sea. 
 
He strack the tap-mast wi' his hand, 
The fore-mast wi' his knee; 
And he brake that gallant ship in twain, 
And sank her in the sea. 
 
 

(g) Robert Burns, ‘To A Louse, On Seeing One On A Lady's Bonnet, At Church’ 
 
Ha! whaur ye gaun, ye crowlin ferlie?    crawling wonder 

 Your impudence protects you sairly;  
 I canna say but ye strunt rarely,  

Owre gauze and lace;  
 Tho', faith! I fear ye dine but sparely  
  On sic a place.  
 
 Ye ugly, creepin, blastit wonner,  
 Detested, shunn'd by saunt an' sinner,  
 How daur ye set your fit upon her-  

Sae fine a lady?  
Gae somewhere else and seek your dinner  

 On some poor body.  
 
 Swith! in some beggar's haffet squattle;   squat in some beggar’s temple 

 There ye may creep, and sprawl, and sprattle,  
Wi' ither kindred, jumping cattle,  

 In shoals and nations;  
Whaur horn nor bane ne'er daur unsettle   horn & bane [bone] = combs 

  Your thick plantations.  
 
 Now haud you there, ye're out o' sight,  
 Below the fatt'rels, snug and tight;    ends of ribbons 
 Na, faith ye yet! ye'll no be right,  

Till ye've got on it-  
 The verra tapmost, tow'rin height  

O' Miss' bonnet.  
 
 My sooth! right bauld ye set your nose out,  
 As plump an' grey as ony groset:    gooseberry 

 O for some rank, mercurial rozet,    resin (for treating thread) 

 Or fell, red smeddum,     fine particles of grain 

 I'd gie you sic a hearty dose o't,  
  Wad dress your droddum.    give you a thrashing 

 
 I wad na been surpris'd to spy  
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 You on an auld wife's flainen toy;  
Or aiblins some bit dubbie boy,  

On's wyliecoat;      flannel undercoat 

But Miss' fine Lunardi! fye!     Lunardi = a fashionable bonnet 
  How daur ye do't?  
 
 O Jeany, dinna toss your head,  
 An' set your beauties a' abread!  
 Ye little ken what cursed speed  

 The blastie's makin:  
Thae winks an' finger-ends, I dread,  
  Are notice takin.  
 
 O wad some Power the giftie gie us  
 To see oursels as ithers see us!  
 It wad frae mony a blunder free us,  

 An' foolish notion:  
 What airs in dress an' gait wad lea'e us,  

An' ev'n devotion!  

 

8. ‘The Two Drovers’, by Sir Walter Scott 
 
Chapter I. 
 
It was the day after Doune Fair when my story commences. It had been a brisk market. 
Several dealers had attended from the northern and midland counties in England, and 
English money had flown so merrily about as to gladden the hearts of the Highland farmers. 
Many large droves were about to set off for England, under the protection of their owners, 
or of the topsmen whom they employed in the tedious, laborious, and responsible office of 
driving the cattle for many hundred miles, from the market where they had been 
purchased, to the fields or farmyards where they were to be fattened for the shambles. 
 
The Highlanders in particular are masters of this difficult trade of driving, which seems to 
suit them as well as the trade of war. It affords exercise for all their habits of patient 
endurance and active exertion. They are required to know perfectly the drove-roads, which 
lie over the wildest tracts of the country, and to avoid as much as possible the highways, 
which distress the feet of the bullocks, and the turnpikes, which annoy the spirit of the 
drover; whereas on the broad green or grey track which leads across the pathless moor, the 
herd not only move at ease and without taxation, but, if they mind their business, may pick 
up a mouthful of food by the way. At night the drovers usually sleep along with their cattle, 
let the weather be what it will; and many of these hardy men do not once rest under a roof 
during a journey on foot from Lochaber to Lincolnshire. They are paid very highly, for the 
trust reposed is of the last importance, as it depends on their prudence, vigilance, and 
honesty whether the cattle reach the final market in good order, and afford a profit to the 
grazier. But as they maintain themselves at their own expense, they are especially 
economical in that particular. At the period we speak of, a Highland drover was victualled 
for his long and toilsome journey with a few handfulls of oatmeal and two or three onions, 
renewed from time to time, and a ram's horn filled with whisky, which he used regularly, 
but sparingly, every night and morning. His dirk, or SKENE-DHU, (that is, black-knife), so 
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worn as to be concealed beneath the arm, or by the folds of the plaid, was his only weapon, 
excepting the cudgel with which he directed the movements of the cattle. A Highlander was 
never so happy as on these occasions. There was a variety in the whole journey, which 
exercised the Celt's natural curiosity and love of motion. There were the constant change of 
place and scene, the petty adventures incidental to the traffic, and the intercourse with the 
various farmers, graziers, and traders, intermingled with occasional merry-makings, not the 
less acceptable to Donald that they were void of expense. And there was the consciousness 
of superior skill; for the Highlander, a child amongst flocks, is a prince amongst herds, and 
his natural habits induce him to disdain the shepherd's slothful life, so that he feels himself 
nowhere more at home than when following a gallant drove of his country cattle in the 
character of their guardian. 
 
    Of the number who left Doune in the morning, and with the purpose we have described, 
not a GLUNAMIE of them all cocked his bonnet more briskly, or gartered his tartan hose 
under knee over a pair of more promising SPIOGS, (legs), than did Robin Oig M'Combich, 
called familiarly Robin Oig, that is young, or the Lesser, Robin. Though small of stature, as 
the epithet Oig implies, and not very strongly limbed, he was as light and alert as one of the 
deer of his mountains. He had an elasticity of step which, in the course of a long march, 
made many a stout fellow envy him; and the manner in which he busked his plaid and 
adjusted his bonnet argued a consciousness that so smart a John Highlandman as himself 
would not pass unnoticed among the Lowland lasses. The ruddy cheek, red lips, and white 
teeth set off a countenance which had gained by exposure to the weather a healthful and 
hardy rather than a rugged hue. If Robin Oig did not laugh, or even smile frequently--as, 
indeed, is not the practice among his countrymen--his bright eyes usually gleamed from 
under his bonnet with an expression of cheerfulness ready to be turned into mirth. 
 
    The departure of Robin Oig was an incident in the little town, in and near which he had 
many friends, male and female. He was a topping person in his way, transacted considerable 
business on his own behalf, and was entrusted by the best farmers in the Highlands, in 
preference to any other drover in that district. He might have increased his business to any 
extent had he condescended to manage it by deputy; but except a lad or two, sister's sons 
of his own, Robin rejected the idea of assistance, conscious, perhaps, how much his 
reputation depended upon his attending in person to the practical discharge of his duty in 
every instance. He remained, therefore, contented with the highest premium given to 
persons of his description, and comforted himself with the hopes that a few journeys to 
England might enable him to conduct business on his own account, in a manner becoming 
his birth. For Robin Oig's father, Lachlan M'Combich (or SON OF MY FRIEND, his actual clan 
surname being M'Gregor), had been so called by the celebrated Rob Roy, because of the 
particular friendship which had subsisted between the grandsire of Robin and that 
renowned cateran. Some people even said that Robin Oig derived his Christian name from 
one as renowned in the wilds of Loch Lomond as ever was his namesake Robin Hood in the 
precincts of merry Sherwood. "Of such ancestry," as James Boswell says, "who would not be 
proud?" Robin Oig was proud accordingly; but his frequent visits to England and to the 
Lowlands had given him tact enough to know that pretensions which still gave him a little 
right to distinction in his own lonely glen, might be both obnoxious and ridiculous if 
preferred elsewhere. The pride of birth, therefore, was like the miser's treasure--the secret 
subject of his contemplation, but never exhibited to strangers as a subject of boasting. 
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    Many were the words of gratulation and good-luck which were bestowed on Robin Oig. 
The judges commended his drove, especially Robin's own property, which were the best of 
them. Some thrust out their snuff-mulls for the parting pinch, others tendered the DOCH-
AN-DORRACH, or parting cup. All cried, "Good-luck travel out with you and come home with 
you. Give you luck in the Saxon market--brave notes in the LEABHAR-DHU," (black pocket-
book), "and plenty of English gold in the SPORRAN" (pouch of goat-skin).  
 
    The bonny lasses made their adieus more modestly, and more than one, it was said, 
would have given her best brooch to be certain that it was upon her that his eye last rested 
as he turned towards the road. 
 
    Robin Oig had just given the preliminary "HOO-HOO!" to urge forward the loiterers of the 
drove, when there was a cry behind him:-- 
 
    "Stay, Robin--bide a blink. Here is Janet of Tomahourich--auld Janet, your father's sister." 
 
    "Plague on her, for an auld Highland witch and spaewife," said a farmer from the Carse of 
Stirling; "she'll cast some of her cantrips on the cattle." 
 
    "She canna do that," said another sapient of the same profession. "Robin Oig is no the lad 
to leave any of them without tying Saint Mungo's knot on their tails, and that will put to her 
speed the best witch that ever flew over Dimayet upon a broomstick." 
 
    It may not be indifferent to the reader to know that the Highland cattle are peculiarly 
liable to be TAKEN, or infected, by spells and witchcraft, which judicious people guard 
against by knitting knots of peculiar complexity on the tuft of hair which terminates the 
animal's tail. 
 
    But the old woman who was the object of the farmer's suspicion seemed only busied 
about the drover, without paying any attention to the drove. Robin, on the contrary, 
appeared rather impatient of her presence. 
 
    "What auld-world fancy," he said, "has brought you so early from the ingle-side this 
morning, Muhme? l am sure I bid you good-even, and had your God-speed, last night." 
 
    "And left me more siller than the useless old woman will use till you come back again, bird 
of my bosom," said the sibyl. "But it is little I would care for the food that nourishes me, or 
the fire that warms me, or for God's blessed sun itself, if aught but weel should happen to 
the grandson of my father. So let me walk the DEASIL round you, that you may go safe out 
into the far foreign land, and come safe home." 
 
    Robin Oig stopped, half embarrassed, half laughing, and signing to those around that he 
only complied with the old woman to soothe her humour. In the meantime, she traced 
around him, with wavering steps, the propitiation, which some have thought has been 
derived from the Druidical mythology. It consists, as is well known, in the person who makes 
the DEASIL walking three times round the person who is the object of the ceremony, taking 
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care to move according to the course of the sun. At once, however, she stopped short, and 
exclaimed, in a voice of alarm and horror, "Grandson of my father, there is blood on your 
hand." 
 
    "Hush, for God's sake, aunt!" said Robin Oig. "You will bring more trouble on yourself with 
this TAISHATARAGH" (second sight) "than you will be able to get out of for many a day." 
 
    The old woman only repeated, with a ghastly look, "There is blood on your hand, and it is 
English blood. The blood of the Gael is richer and redder. Let us see--let us--" 
 
    Ere Robin Oig could prevent her, which, indeed, could only have been by positive 
violence, so hasty and peremptory were her proceedings, she had drawn from his side the 
dirk which lodged in the folds of his plaid, and held it up, exclaiming, although the weapon 
gleamed clear and bright in the sun, "Blood, blood--Saxon blood again. Robin Oig 
M'Combich, go not this day to England!" 
 
    "Prutt, trutt," answered Robin Oig, "that will never do neither --it would be next thing to 
running the country. For shame, Muhme--give me the dirk. You cannot tell by the colour the 
difference betwixt the blood of a black bullock and a white one, and you speak of knowing 
Saxon from Gaelic blood. All men have their blood from Adam, Muhme. Give me my skene-
dhu, and let me go on my road. I should have been half way to Stirling brig by this time. Give 
me my dirk, and let me go." 
 
    "Never will I give it to you," said the old woman--"Never will I quit my hold on your plaid--
unless you promise me not to wear that unhappy weapon." 
 
    The women around him urged him also, saying few of his aunt's words fell to the ground; 
and as the Lowland farmers continued to look moodily on the scene, Robin Oig determined 
to close it at any sacrifice. 
 
    "Well, then," said the young drover, giving the scabbard of the weapon to Hugh Morrison, 
"you Lowlanders care nothing for these freats. Keep my dirk for me. I cannot give it you, 
because it was my father's; but your drove follows ours, and I am content it should be in 
your keeping, not in mine.--Will this do, Muhme?" 
 
    "It must," said the old woman--"that is, if the Lowlander is mad enough to carry the 
knife." 
 
    The strong Westlandman laughed aloud. 
 
    "Goodwife," said he, "I am Hugh Morrison from Glenae, come of the Manly Morrisons of 
auld lang syne, that never took short weapon against a man in their lives. And neither 
needed they. They had their broadswords, and I have this bit supple"--showing a formidable 
cudgel; "for dirking ower the board, I leave that to John Highlandman.--Ye needna snort, 
none of you Highlanders, and you in especial, Robin. I'll keep the bit knife, if you are feared 
for the auld spaewife's tale, and give it back to you whenever you want it." 
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    Robin was not particularly pleased with some part of Hugh Morrison's speech; but he had 
learned in his travels more patience than belonged to his Highland constitution originally, 
and he accepted the service of the descendant of the Manly Morrisons without finding fault 
with the rather depreciating manner in which it was offered. 
 
    "If he had not had his morning in his head, and been but a Dumfriesshire hog into the 
boot, he would have spoken more like a gentleman. But you cannot have more of a sow 
than a grumph. It's shame my father's knife should ever slash a haggis for the like of him." 
 
    Thus saying, (but saying it in Gaelic), Robin drove on his cattle, and waved farewell to all 
behind him. He was in the greater haste, because he expected to join at Falkirk a comrade 
and brother in profession, with whom he proposed to travel in company. 
 
    Robin Oig's chosen friend was a young Englishman, Harry Wakefield by name, well known 
at every northern market, and in his way as much famed and honoured as our Highland 
driver of bullocks. He was nearly six feet high, gallantly formed to keep the rounds at 
Smithfield, or maintain the ring at a wrestling match; and although he might have been 
overmatched, perhaps, among the regular professors of the Fancy, yet, as a yokel or rustic, 
or a chance customer, he was able to give a bellyful to any amateur of the pugilistic art. 
Doncaster races saw him in his glory, betting his guinea, and generally successfully; nor was 
there a main fought in Yorkshire, the feeders being persons of celebrity, at which he was not 
to be seen if business permitted. But though a SPRACK lad, and fond of pleasure and its 
haunts, Harry Wakefield was steady, and not the cautious Robin Oig M'Combich himself was 
more attentive to the main chance. His holidays were holidays indeed; but his days of work 
were dedicated to steady and persevering labour. In countenance and temper, Wakefield 
was the model of Old England's merry yeomen, whose clothyard shafts, in so many hundred 
battles, asserted her superiority over the nations, and whose good sabres, in our own time, 
are her cheapest and most assured defence. His mirth was readily excited; for, strong in 
limb and constitution, and fortunate in circumstances, he was disposed to be pleased with 
every thing about him, and such difficulties as he might occasionally encounter were, to a 
man of his energy, rather matter of amusement than serious annoyance. With all the merits 
of a sanguine temper, our young English drover was not without his defects. He was 
irascible, sometimes to the verge of being quarrelsome; and perhaps not the less inclined to 
bring his disputes to a pugilistic decision, because he found few antagonists able to stand up 
to him in the boxing ring. 
 
    It is difficult to say how Harry Wakefield and Robin Oig first became intimates, but it is 
certain a close acquaintance had taken place betwixt them, although they had apparently 
few common subjects of conversation or of interest, so soon as their talk ceased to be of 
bullocks. Robin Oig, indeed, spoke the English language rather imperfectly upon any other 
topics but stots and kyloes, and Harry Wakefield could never bring his broad Yorkshire 
tongue to utter a single word of Gaelic. It was in vain Robin spent a whole morning, during a 
walk over Minch Moor, in attempting to teach his companion to utter, with true precision, 
the shibboleth LLHU, which is the Gaelic for a calf. From Traquair to Murder Cairn, the hill 
rung with the discordant attempts of the Saxon upon the unmanageable monosyllable, and 
the heartfelt laugh which followed every failure. They had, however, better modes of 
awakening the echoes; for Wakefield could sing many a ditty to the praise of Moll, Susan, 
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and Cicely, and Robin Oig had a particular gift at whistling interminable pibrochs through all 
their involutions, and what was more agreeable to his companion's southern ear, knew 
many of the northern airs, both lively and pathetic, to which Wakefield learned to pipe a 
bass. Thus, though Robin could hardly have comprehended his companion's stories about 
horse-racing, and cock-fighting, or fox-hunting, and although his own legends of clan-fights 
and CREAGHS, varied with talk of Highland goblins and fairy folk, would have been caviare to 
his companion, they contrived, nevertheless to find a degree of pleasure in each other's 
company, which had for three years back induced them to join company and travel 
together, when the direction of their journey permitted. Each, indeed, found his advantage 
in this companionship; for where could the Englishman have found a guide through the 
Western Highlands like Robin Oig M'Combich? and when they were on what Harry called 
the RIGHT side of the Border, his patronage, which was extensive, and his purse, which was 
heavy, were at all times at the service of his Highland friend, and on many occasions his 
liberality did him genuine yeoman's service. 
 
Chapter II. 
 
    Were ever two such loving friends!-- 
        How could they disagree? 
      Oh, thus it was, he loved him dear, 
        And thought how to requite him, 
      And having no friend left but he, 
       He did resolve to fight him. 
    DUKE UPON DUKE. 
 
    The pair of friends had traversed with their usual cordiality the grassy wilds of Liddesdale, 
and crossed the opposite part of Cumberland, emphatically called The Waste. In these 
solitary regions the cattle under the charge of our drovers derived their subsistence chiefly 
by picking their food as they went along the drove-road, or sometimes by the tempting 
opportunity of a START AND OWERLOUP, or invasion of the neighbouring pasture, where an 
occasion presented itself. But now the scene changed before them. They were descending 
towards a fertile and enclosed country, where no such liberties could be taken with 
impunity, or without a previous arrangement and bargain with the possessors of the 
ground. This was more especially the case, as a great northern fair was upon the eve of 
taking place, where both the Scotch and English drover expected to dispose of a part of their 
cattle, which it was desirable to produce in the market rested and in good order. Fields were 
therefore difficult to be obtained, and only upon high terms. This necessity occasioned a 
temporary separation betwixt the two friends, who went to bargain, each as he could, for 
the separate accommodation of his herd. Unhappily it chanced that both of them, unknown 
to each other, thought of bargaining for the ground they wanted on the property of a 
country gentleman of some fortune, whose estate lay in the neighbourhood. The English 
drover applied to the bailiff on the property, who was known to him. It chanced that the 
Cumbrian Squire, who had entertained some suspicions of his manager's honesty, was 
taking occasional measures to ascertain how far they were well founded, and had desired 
that any enquiries about his enclosures, with a view to occupy them for a temporary 
purpose, should be referred to himself. As however, Mr. Ireby had gone the day before 
upon a journey of some miles distance to the northward, the bailiff chose to consider the 
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check upon his full powers as for the time removed, and concluded that he should best 
consult his master's interest, and perhaps his own, in making an agreement with Harry 
Wakefield. Meanwhile, ignorant of what his comrade was doing, Robin Oig, on his side, 
chanced to be overtaken by a good-looking smart little man upon a pony, most knowingly 
hogged and cropped, as was then the fashion, the rider wearing tight leather breeches, and 
long-necked bright spurs. This cavalier asked one or two pertinent questions about markets 
and the price of stock. So Robin, seeing him a well-judging civil gentleman, took the freedom 
to ask him whether he could let him know if there was any grass-land to be let in that 
neighbourhood, for the temporary accommodation of his drove. He could not have put the 
question to more willing ears. The gentleman of the buckskins was the proprietor, with 
whose bailiff Harry Wakefield had dealt, or was in the act of dealing. 
 
    "Thou art in good luck, my canny Scot," said Mr. Ireby, "to have spoken to me, for I see 
thy cattle have done their day's work, and I have at my disposal the only field within three 
miles that is to be let in these parts." 
 
    "The drove can pe gang two, three, four miles very pratty weel indeed"--said the cautious 
Highlander; "put what would his honour pe axing for the peasts pe the head, if she was to 
tak the park for twa or three days?" 
 
    "We won't differ, Sawney, if you let me have six stots for winterers, in the way of reason." 
 
    "And which peasts wad your honour pe for having?" 
 
    "Why--let me see--the two black--the dun one--yon doddy--him with the twisted horn--
the brockit--How much by the head?" 
 
    "Ah," said Robin, "your honour is a shudge--a real shudge. I couldna have set off the pest 
six peasts petter mysel'--me that ken them as if they were my pairns, puir things." 
 
    "Well, how much per head, Sawney?" continued Mr. Ireby. 
 
    "It was high markets at Doune and Falkirk," answered Robin. 
 
    And thus the conversation proceeded, until they had agreed on the PRIX JUSTE for the 
bullocks, the Squire throwing in the temporary accommodation of the enclosure for the 
cattle into the boot, and Robin making, as he thought, a very good bargain, provided the 
grass was but tolerable. The Squire walked his pony alongside of the drove, partly to show 
him the way, and see him put into possession of the field, and partly to learn the latest news 
of the northern markets. 
 
    They arrived at the field, and the pasture seemed excellent. But what was their surprise 
when they saw the bailiff quietly inducting the cattle of Harry Wakefield into the grassy 
Goshen which had just been assigned to those of Robin Oig M'Combich by the proprietor 
himself! Squire Ireby set spurs to his horse, dashed up to his servant, and learning what had 
passed between the parties, briefly informed the English drover that his bailiff had let the 
ground without his authority, and that he might seek grass for his cattle wherever he would, 
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since he was to get none there. At the same time he rebuked his servant severely for having 
transgressed his commands, and ordered him instantly to assist in ejecting the hungry and 
weary cattle of Harry Wakefield, which were just beginning to enjoy a meal of unusual 
plenty, and to introduce those of his comrade, whom the English drover now began to 
consider as a rival. 
 
    The feelings which arose in Wakefield's mind would have induced him to resist Mr. Ireby's 
decision; but every Englishman has a tolerably accurate sense of law and justice, and John 
Fleecebumpkin, the bailiff, having acknowledged that he had exceeded his commission, 
Wakefield saw nothing else for it than to collect his hungry and disappointed charge, and 
drive them on to seek quarters elsewhere. Robin Oig saw what had happened with regret, 
and hastened to offer to his English friend to share with him the disputed possession. But 
Wakefield's pride was severely hurt, and he answered disdainfully, "Take it all, man--take it 
all; never make two bites of a cherry. Thou canst talk over the gentry, and blear a plain 
man's eye. Out upon you, man. I would not kiss any man's dirty latchets for leave to bake in 
his oven." 
 
    Robin Oig, sorry but not surprised at his comrade's displeasure, hastened to entreat his 
friend to wait but an hour till he had gone to the Squire's house to receive payment for the 
cattle he had sold, and he would come back and help him to drive the cattle into some 
convenient place of rest, and explain to him the whole mistake they had both of them fallen 
into. But the Englishman continued indignant: "Thou hast been selling, hast thou? Ay, ay; 
thou is a cunning lad for kenning the hours of bargaining. Go to the devil with thyself, for I 
will ne'er see thy fause loon's visage again--thou should be ashamed to look me in the face." 
 
    "I am ashamed to look no man in the face," said Robin Oig, something moved; "and, 
moreover, I will look you in the face this blessed day, if you will bide at the Clachan down 
yonder." 
 
    "Mayhap you had as well keep away," said his comrade; and turning his back on his 
former friend, he collected his unwilling associates, assisted by the bailiff, who took some 
real and some affected interest in seeing Wakefield accommodated. 
 
    After spending some time in negotiating with more than one of the neighbouring farmers, 
who could not, or would not, afford the accommodation desired, Henry Wakefield at last, 
and in his necessity, accomplished his point by means of the landlord of the alehouse at 
which Robin Oig and he had agreed to pass the night, when they first separated from each 
other. Mine host was content to let him turn his cattle on a piece of barren moor, at a price 
little less than the bailiff had asked for the disputed enclosure; and the wretchedness of the 
pasture, as well as the price paid for it, were set down as exaggerations of the breach of 
faith and friendship of his Scottish crony. This turn of Wakefield's passions was encouraged 
by the bailiff, (who had his own reasons for being offended against poor Robin, as having 
been the unwitting cause of his falling into disgrace with his master), as well as by the 
innkeeper, and two or three chance guests, who stimulated the drover in his resentment 
against his quondam associate--some from the ancient grudge against the Scots, which, 
when it exists anywhere, is to be found lurking in the Border counties, and some from the 
general love of mischief, which characterises mankind in all ranks of life, to the honour of 
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Adam's children be it spoken. Good John Barleycorn also, who always heightens and 
exaggerates the prevailing passions, be they angry or kindly, was not wanting in his offices 
on this occasion, and confusion to false friends and hard masters was pledged in more than 
one tankard. 
 
    In the meanwhile Mr. Ireby found some amusement in detaining the northern drover at 
his ancient hall. He caused a cold round of beef to be placed before the Scot in the butler's 
pantry, together with a foaming tankard of home-brewed, and took pleasure in seeing the 
hearty appetite with which these unwonted edibles were discussed by Robin Oig 
M'Combich. The Squire himself lighting his pipe, compounded between his patrician dignity 
and his love of agricultural gossip, by walking up and down while he conversed with his 
guest. 
 
    "I passed another drove," said the Squire, with one of your countrymen behind them. 
They were something less beasts than your drove--doddies most of them. A big man was 
with them. None of your kilts, though, but a decent pair of breeches. D'ye know who he may 
be?" 
 
    "Hout aye; that might, could, and would be Hughie Morrison. I didna think he could hae 
peen sae weel up. He has made a day on us; but his Argyleshires will have wearied shanks. 
How far was he pehind?" 
 
    "I think about six or seven miles," answered the Squire, "for I passed them at the 
Christenbury Crag, and I overtook you at the Hollan Bush. If his beasts be leg-weary, he will 
be maybe selling bargains." 
 
    "Na, na, Hughie Morrison is no the man for pargains--ye maun come to some Highland 
body like Robin Oig hersel' for the like of these. Put I maun pe wishing you goot night, and 
twenty of them, let alane ane, and I maun down to the Clachan to see if the lad Harry 
Waakfelt is out of his humdudgeons yet." 
 
    The party at the alehouse were still in full talk, and the treachery of Robin Oig still the 
theme of conversation, when the supposed culprit entered the apartment. His arrival, as 
usually happens in such a case, put an instant stop to the discussion of which he had 
furnished the subject, and he was received by the company assembled with that chilling 
silence which, more than a thousand exclamations, tells an intruder that he is unwelcome. 
Surprised and offended, but not appalled by the reception which he experienced, Robin 
entered with an undaunted and even a haughty air, attempted no greeting, as he saw he 
was received with none, and placed himself by the side of the fire, a little apart from a table 
at which Harry Wakefield, the bailiff, and two or three other persons, were seated. The 
ample Cumbrian kitchen would have afforded plenty of room, even for a larger separation. 
 
    Robin thus seated, proceeded to light his pipe, and call for a pint of twopenny. 
 
    "We have no twopence ale," answered Ralph Heskett the landlord; "but as thou find'st 
thy own tobacco, it's like thou mayst find thy own liquor too--it's the wont of thy country, I 
wot." 
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    "Shame, goodman," said the landlady, a blithe, bustling housewife, hastening herself to 
supply the guest with liquor. "Thou knowest well enow what the strange man wants, and it's 
thy trade to be civil, man. Thou shouldst know, that if the Scot likes a small pot, he pays a 
sure penny." 
 
    Without taking any notice of this nuptial dialogue, the Highlander took the flagon in his 
hand, and addressing the company generally, drank the interesting toast of "Good markets" 
to the party assembled. 
 
    "The better that the wind blew fewer dealers from the north," said one of the farmers, 
"and fewer Highland runts to eat up the English meadows." 
 
    "Saul of my pody, put you are wrang there, my friend," answered Robin, with composure; 
"it is your fat Englishmen that eat up our Scots cattle, puir things." 
 
    "I wish there was a summat to eat up their drovers," said another; "a plain Englishman 
canna make bread within a kenning of them." 
 
    "Or an honest servant keep his master's favour but they will come sliding in between him 
and the sunshine," said the bailiff. 
 
    "If these pe jokes," said Robin Oig, with the same composure, "there is ower mony jokes 
upon one man." 
 
    "It is no joke, but downright earnest," said the bailiff. "Harkye, Mr. Robin Ogg, or 
whatever is your name, it's right we should tell you that we are all of one opinion, and that 
is, that you, Mr. Robin Ogg, have behaved to our friend Mr. Harry Wakefield here, like a raff 
and a blackguard." 
 
    "Nae doubt, nae doubt," answered Robin, with great composure; "and you are a set of 
very pretty judges, for whose prains or pehaviour I wad not gie a pinch of sneeshing. If Mr. 
Harry Waakfelt kens where he is wranged, he kens where he may be righted."  
 
    "He speaks truth," said Wakefield, who had listened to what passed, divided between the 
offence which he had taken at Robin's late behaviour, and the revival of his habitual feelings 
of regard. 
 
    He now rose, and went towards Robin, who got up from his seat as he approached, and 
held out his hand. 
 
    "That's right, Harry--go it--serve him out," resounded on all sides--"tip him the nailer--
show him the mill." 
 
    "Hold your peace all of you, and be--," said Wakefield; and then addressing his comrade, 
he took him by the extended hand, with something alike of respect and defiance. "Robin," 
he said, "thou hast used me ill enough this day; but if you mean, like a frank fellow, to shake 
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hands, and take a tussle for love on the sod, why I'll forgie thee, man, and we shall be better 
friends than ever." 
 
    "And would it not pe petter to pe cood friends without more of the matter?" said Robin; 
"we will be much petter friendships with our panes hale than proken." 
 
    Harry Wakefield dropped the hand of his friend, or rather threw it from him. 
 
    "I did not think I had been keeping company for three years with a coward." 
 
    "Coward pelongs to none of my name," said Robin, whose eyes began to kindle, but 
keeping the command of his temper. "It was no coward's legs or hands, Harry Waakfelt, that 
drew you out of the fords of Frew, when you was drifting ower the plack rock, and every eel 
in the river expected his share of you." 
 
    "And that is true enough, too," said the Englishman, struck by the appeal. 
 
    "Adzooks!" exclaimed the bailiff--"sure Harry Wakefield, the nattiest lad at Whitson 
Tryste, Wooler Fair, Carlisle Sands, or Stagshaw Bank, is not going to show white feather? 
Ah, this comes of living so long with kilts and bonnets--men forget the use of their daddles." 
 
    "I may teach you, Master Fleecebumpkin, that I have not lost the use of mine," said 
Wakefield and then went on. "This will never do, Robin. We must have a turn-up, or we shall 
be the talk of the country-side. I'll be d--d if I hurt thee--I'll put on the gloves gin thou like. 
Come, stand forward like a man." 
 
    "To be peaten like a dog," said Robin; "is there any reason in that? If you think I have done 
you wrong, I'll go before your shudge, though I neither know his law nor his language." 
 
    A general cry of "No, no--no law, no lawyer! a bellyful and be friends," was echoed by the 
bystanders. 
 
    "But," continued Robin, "if I am to fight, I have no skill to fight like a jackanapes, with 
hands and nails." 
 
    "How would you fight then?" said his antagonist; "though I am thinking it would be hard 
to bring you to the scratch anyhow." 
 
    "I would fight with proadswords, and sink point on the first plood drawn--like a 
gentlemans." 
 
    A loud shout of laughter followed the proposal, which indeed had rather escaped from 
poor Robin's swelling heart, than been the dictate of his sober judgment. 
 
    "Gentleman, quotha!" was echoed on all sides, with a shout of unextinguishable laughter; 
"a very pretty gentleman, God wot. --Canst get two swords for the gentleman to fight with, 
Ralph Heskett?" 
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    "No, but I can send to the armoury at Carlisle, and lend them two forks, to be making shift 
with in the meantime." 
 
    "Tush, man," said another, "the bonny Scots come into the world with the blue bonnet on 
their heads, and dirk and pistol at their belt." 
 
    "Best send post," said Mr. Fleecebumpkin, "to the Squire of Corby Castle, to come and 
stand second to the GENTLEMAN." 
 
    In the midst of this torrent of general ridicule, the Highlander instinctively griped beneath 
the folds of his plaid, 
 
    "But it's better not," he said in his own language. "A hundred curses on the swine-eaters, 
who know neither decency nor civility!" 
 
    "Make room, the pack of you," he said, advancing to the door. 
 
    But his former friend interposed his sturdy bulk, and opposed his leaving the house; and 
when Robin Oig attempted to make his way by force, he hit him down on the floor, with as 
much ease as a boy bowls down a nine-pin. 
 
    "A ring, a ring!" was now shouted, until the dark rafters, and the hams that hung on them, 
trembled again, and the very platters on the BINK clattered against each other. "Well done, 
Harry" --"Give it him home, Harry"--"Take care of him now--he sees his own blood!" 
 
    Such were the exclamations, while the Highlander, starting from the ground, all his 
coldness and caution lost in frantic rage, sprung at his antagonist with the fury, the activity, 
and the vindictive purpose of an incensed tiger-cat. But when could rage encounter science 
and temper? Robin Oig again went down in the unequal contest; and as the blow was 
necessarily a severe one, he lay motionless on the floor of the kitchen. The landlady ran to 
offer some aid, but Mr. Fleecebumpkin would not permit her to approach. 
 
    "Let him alone," he said, "he will come to within time, and come up to the scratch again. 
He has not got half his broth yet." 
 
    "He has got all I mean to give him, though," said his antagonist, whose heart began to 
relent towards his old associate; "and I would rather by half give the rest to yourself, Mr. 
Fleecebumpkin, for you pretend to know a thing or two, and Robin had not art enough even 
to peel before setting to, but fought with his plaid dangling about him.--Stand up, Robin, my 
man! All friends now; and let me hear the man that will speak a word against you, or your 
country, for your sake." 
 
    Robin Oig was still under the dominion of his passion, and eager to renew the onset; but 
being withheld on the one side by the peacemaking Dame Heskett, and on the other, aware 
that Wakefield no longer meant to renew the combat, his fury sunk into gloomy sullenness. 
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    "Come, come, never grudge so much at it, man," said the brave-spirited Englishman, with 
the placability of his country; "shake hands, and we will be better friends than ever." 
 
    "Friends!" exclaimed Robin Oig with strong emphasis--"friends! Never. Look to yourself, 
Harry Waakfelt." 
 
    "Then the curse of Cromwell on your proud Scots stomach, as the man says in the play, 
and you may do your worst, and be d--d; for one man can say nothing more to another after 
a tussle, than that he is sorry for it." 
 
    On these terms the friends parted. Robin Oig drew out, in silence, a piece of money, 
threw it on the table, and then left the alehouse. But turning at the door, he shook his hand 
at Wakefield, pointing with his forefinger upwards, in a manner which might imply either a 
threat or a caution. He then disappeared in the moonlight. 
 
    Some words passed after his departure, between the bailiff, who piqued himself on being 
a little of a bully, and Harry Wakefield, who, with generous inconsistency, was now not 
indisposed to begin a new combat in defence of Robin Oig's reputation, "although he could 
not use his daddles like an Englishman, as it did not come natural to him." But Dame Heskett 
prevented this second quarrel from coming to a head by her peremptory interference. 
"There should be no more fighting in her house," she said; "there had been too much 
already.--And you, Mr. Wakefield, may live to learn," she added, "what it is to make a deadly 
enemy out of a good friend." 
 
    "Pshaw, dame! Robin Oig is an honest fellow, and will never keep malice." 
 
    "Do not trust to that; you do not know the dour temper of the Scots, though you have 
dealt with them so often. I have a right to know them, my mother being a Scot." 
 
    "And so is well seen on her daughter," said Ralph Heskett. 
 
    This nuptial sarcasm gave the discourse another turn. Fresh customers entered the tap-
room or kitchen, and others left it. The conversation turned on the expected markets, and 
the report of prices from different parts both of Scotland and England. Treaties were 
commenced, and Harry Wakefield was lucky enough to find a chap for a part of his drove, 
and at a very considerable profit--an event of consequence more than sufficient to blot out 
all remembrances of the unpleasant scuffle in the earlier part of the day. But there 
remained one party from whose mind that recollection could not have been wiped away by 
the possession of every head of cattle betwixt Esk and Eden. 
 
    This was Robin Oig M'Combich. "That I should have had no weapon," he said, "and for the 
first time in my life! Blighted be the tongue that bids the Highlander part with the dirk. The 
dirk--ha! the English blood! My Muhme's word! When did her word fall to the ground?" 
 
    The recollection of the fatal prophecy confirmed the deadly intention which instantly 
sprang up in his mind. 
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    "Ha! Morrison cannot be many miles behind; and if it were an hundred, what then?" 
 
    His impetuous spirit had now a fixed purpose and motive of action, and he turned the 
light foot of his country towards the wilds, through which he knew, by Mr. Ireby's report, 
that Morrison was advancing. His mind was wholly engrossed by the sense of injury--injury 
sustained from a friend; and by the desire of vengeance on one whom he now accounted his 
most bitter enemy. The treasured ideas of self-importance and self-opinion --of ideal birth 
and quality, had become more precious to him, (like the hoard to the miser) because he 
could only enjoy them in secret. But that hoard was pillaged--the idols which he had secretly 
worshipped had been desecrated and profaned. Insulted, abused, and beaten, he was no 
longer worthy, in his own opinion, of the name he bore, or the lineage which he belonged 
to. Nothing was left to him--nothing but revenge; and as the reflection added a galling spur 
to every step, he determined it should be as sudden and signal as the offence. 
 
    When Robin Oig left the door of the alehouse, seven or eight English miles at least lay 
betwixt Morrison and him. The advance of the former was slow, limited by the sluggish pace 
of his cattle; the latter left behind him stubble-field and hedgerow, crag and dark heath, all 
glittering with frost-rime in the broad November moonlight, at the rate of six miles an hour. 
And now the distant lowing of Morrison's cattle is heard; and now they are seen creeping 
like moles in size and slowness of motion on the broad face of the moor; and now he meets 
them--passes them, and stops their conductor. 
 
    "May good betide us," said the Westlander. "Is this you, Robin M'Combich, or your 
wraith?" 
 
    "It is Robin Oig M'Combich," answered the Highlander, "and it is not. But never mind that, 
put pe giving me the skene-dhu." 
 
    "What! you are for back to the Highlands! The devil! Have you selt all off before the fair? 
This beats all for quick markets!" 
 
    "I have not sold--I am not going north--maype I will never go north again. Give me pack 
my dirk, Hugh Morrison, or there will pe words petween us." 
 
    "Indeed, Robin, I'll be better advised before I gie it back to you; it is a wanchancy weapon 
in a Highlandman's hand, and I am thinking you will be about some harns-breaking." 
 
    "Prutt, trutt! let me have my weapon," said Robin Oig impatiently. 
 
    "Hooly and fairly," said his well-meaning friend. "I'll tell you what will do better than these 
dirking doings. Ye ken Highlander, and Lowlander, and Border-men are a' ae man's bairns 
when you are over the Scots dyke. See, the Eskdale callants, and fighting Charlie of 
Liddesdale, and the Lockerby lads, and the four Dandies of Lustruther, and a wheen mair 
grey plaids, are coming up behind; and if you are wranged, there is the hand of a Manly 
Morrison, we'll see you righted, if Carlisle and Stanwix baith took up the feud." 
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    "To tell you the truth," said Robin Oig, desirous of eluding the suspicions of his friend, "I 
have enlisted with a party of the Black Watch, and must march off to-morrow morning." 
 
    "Enlisted! Were you mad or drunk? You must buy yourself off. I can lend you twenty 
notes, and twenty to that, if the drove sell." 
 
    "I thank you--thank ye, Hughie; but I go with good-will the gate that I am going. So the 
dirk, the dirk!" 
 
    "There it is for you then, since less wunna serve. But think on what I was saying. Waes me, 
it will be sair news in the braes of Balquidder that Robin Oig M'Combich should have run an 
ill gate, and ta'en on." 
 
    "Ill news in Balquidder, indeed!" echoed poor Robin. "But Cot speed you, Hughie, and 
send you good marcats. Ye winna meet with Robin Oig again, either at tryste or fair." 
 
    So saying, he shook hastily the hand of his acquaintance, and set out in the direction from 
which he had advanced, with the spirit of his former pace. 
 
    "There is something wrang with the lad," muttered the Morrison to himself; "but we will 
maybe see better into it the morn's morning." 
 
    But long ere the morning dawned, the catastrophe of our tale had taken place. It was two 
hours after the affray had happened, and it was totally forgotten by almost every one, when 
Robin Oig returned to Heskett's inn. The place was filled at once by various sorts of men, 
and with noises corresponding to their character. There were the grave low sounds of men 
engaged in busy traffic, with the laugh, the song, and the riotous jest of those who had 
nothing to do but to enjoy themselves. Among the last was Harry Wakefield, who, amidst a 
grinning group of smock-frocks, hobnailed shoes, and jolly English physiognomies, was 
trolling forth the old ditty,-- 
 
 
      "What though my name be Roger, 
       Who drives the plough and cart--" 
 
    when he was interrupted by a well-known voice saying in a high and stern voice, marked 
by the sharp Highland accent, "Harry Waakfelt--if you be a man stand up!" 
 
    "What is the matter?--what is it?" the guests demanded of each other. 
 
    "It is only a d--d Scotsman," said Fleecebumpkin, who was by this time very drunk, "whom 
Harry Wakefield helped to his broth today, who is now come to have HIS CAULD KAIL het 
again." 
 
    "Harry Waakfelt," repeated the same ominous summons, "stand up, if you be a man!" 
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    There is something in the tone of deep and concentrated passion, which attracts 
attention and imposes awe, even by the very sound. The guests shrunk back on every side, 
and gazed at the Highlander as he stood in the middle of them, his brows bent, and his 
features rigid with resolution. 
 
    "I will stand up with all my heart, Robin, my boy, but it shall be to shake hands with you, 
and drink down all unkindness. It is not the fault of your heart, man, that you don't know 
how to clench your hands." 
 
    By this time he stood opposite to his antagonist, his open and unsuspecting look strangely 
contrasted with the stern purpose, which gleamed wild, dark, and vindictive in the eyes of 
the Highlander. 
 
    "'Tis not thy fault, man, that, not having the luck to be an Englishman, thou canst not fight 
more than a school-girl." 
 
    "I can fight," answered Robin Oig sternly, but calmly, "and you shall know it. You, Harry 
Waakfelt, showed me to-day how the Saxon churls fight; I show you now how the Highland 
Dunnie-wassel fights." 
 
    He seconded the word with the action, and plunged the dagger, which he suddenly 
displayed, into the broad breast of the English yeoman, with such fatal certainty and force 
that the hilt made a hollow sound against the breast-bone, and the double-edged point split 
the very heart of his victim. Harry Wakefield fell and expired with a single groan. His assassin 
next seized the bailiff by the collar, and offered the bloody poniard to his throat, whilst 
dread and surprise rendered the man incapable of defence. 
 
    "It were very just to lay you peside him," he said, "but the blood of a pase pickthank shall 
never mix on my father's dirk, with that of a brave man." 
 
    As he spoke, he cast the man from him with so much force that he fell on the floor, while 
Robin, with his other hand, threw the fatal weapon into the blazing turf-fire. 
 
    "There," he said, "take me who likes--and let fire cleanse blood if it can." 
 
    The pause of astonishment still continuing, Robin Oig asked for a peace-officer, and a 
constable having stepped out, he surrendered himself to his custody. 
 
    "A bloody night's work you have made of it," said the constable. 
 
    "Your own fault," said the Highlander. "Had you kept his hands off me twa hours since, he 
would have been now as well and merry as he was twa minutes since." 
 
    "It must be sorely answered," said the peace-officer. 
 
    "Never you mind that--death pays all debts; it will pay that too." 
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    The horror of the bystanders began now to give way to indignation, and the sight of a 
favourite companion murdered in the midst of them, the provocation being, in their 
opinion, so utterly inadequate to the excess of vengeance, might have induced them to kill 
the perpetrator of the deed even upon the very spot. The constable, however, did his duty 
on this occasion, and with the assistance of some of the more reasonable persons present, 
procured horses to guard the prisoner to Carlisle, to abide his doom at the next assizes. 
While the escort was preparing, the prisoner neither expressed the least interest, nor 
attempted the slightest reply. Only, before he was carried from the fatal apartment, he 
desired to look at the dead body, which, raised from the floor, had been deposited upon the 
large table (at the head of which Harry Wakefield had presided but a few minutes before, 
full of life, vigour, and animation), until the surgeons should examine the mortal wound. The 
face of the corpse was decently covered with a napkin. To the surprise and horror of the 
bystanders, which displayed itself in a general AH! drawn through clenched teeth and half-
shut lips, Robin Oig removed the cloth, and gazed with a mournful but steady eye on the 
lifeless visage, which had been so lately animated that the smile of good-humoured 
confidence in his own strength, of conciliation at once and contempt towards his enemy, 
still curled his lip. While those present expected that the wound, which had so lately flooded 
the apartment with gore, would send forth fresh streams at the touch of the homicide, 
Robin Oig replaced the covering with the brief exclamation, "He was a pretty man!" 
 
    My story is nearly ended. The unfortunate Highlander stood his trial at Carlisle. I was 
myself present, and as a young Scottish lawyer, or barrister at least, and reputed a man of 
some quality, the politeness of the Sheriff of Cumberland offered me a place on the bench. 
The facts of the case were proved in the manner I have related them; and whatever might 
be at first the prejudice of the audience against a crime so un-English as that of 
assassination from revenge, yet when the rooted national prejudices of the prisoner had 
been explained, which made him consider himself as stained with indelible dishonour, when 
subjected to personal violence--when his previous patience, moderation, and endurance 
were considered--the generosity of the English audience was inclined to regard his crime as 
the wayward aberration of a false idea of honour rather than as flowing from a heart 
naturally savage, or perverted by habitual vice. I shall never forget the charge of the 
venerable judge to the jury, although not at that time liable to be much affected either by 
that which was eloquent or pathetic. 
 
    "We have had," he said, "in the previous part of our duty" (alluding to some former trials), 
"to discuss crimes which infer disgust and abhorrence, while they call down the well-
merited vengeance of the law. It is now our still more melancholy task to apply its salutary 
though severe enactments to a case of a very singular character, in which the crime (for a 
crime it is, and a deep one) arose less out of the malevolence of the heart, than the error of 
the understanding--less from any idea of committing wrong, than from an unhappily 
perverted notion of that which is right. Here we have two men, highly esteemed, it has been 
stated, in their rank of life, and attached, it seems, to each other as friends, one of whose 
lives has been already sacrificed to a punctilio, and the other is about to prove the 
vengeance of the offended laws; and yet both may claim our commiseration at least, as men 
acting in ignorance of each other's national prejudices, and unhappily misguided rather than 
voluntarily erring from the path of right conduct. 
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    "In the original cause of the misunderstanding, we must in justice give the right to the 
prisoner at the bar. He had acquired possession of the enclosure, which was the object of 
competition, by a legal contract with the proprietor, Mr. Ireby; and yet, when accosted with 
reproaches undeserved in themselves, and galling, doubtless, to a temper at least 
sufficiently susceptible of passion, he offered notwithstanding, to yield up half his 
acquisition, for the sake of peace and good neighbourhood, and his amicable proposal was 
rejected with scorn. Then follows the scene at Mr. Heskett the publican's, and you will 
observe how the stranger was treated by the deceased, and, I am sorry to observe, by those 
around, who seem to have urged him in a manner which was aggravating in the highest 
degree. While he asked for peace and for composition, and offered submission to a 
magistrate, or to a mutual arbiter, the prisoner was insulted by a whole company, who 
seem on this occasion to have forgotten the national maxim of 'fair play;' and while 
attempting to escape from the place in peace, he was intercepted, struck down, and beaten 
to the effusion of his blood. 
 
    "Gentlemen of the jury, it was with some impatience that I heard my learned brother who 
opened the case for the crown give an unfavourable turn to the prisoner's conduct on this 
occasion. He said the prisoner was afraid to encounter his antagonist in fair fight, or to 
submit to the laws of the ring; and that therefore, like a cowardly Italian, he had recourse to 
his fatal stiletto, to murder the man whom he dared not meet in manly encounter. I 
observed the prisoner shrink from this part of the accusation with the abhorrence natural to 
a brave man; and as I would wish to make my words impressive when I point his real crime, I 
must secure his opinion of my impartiality by rebutting everything that seems to me a false 
accusation. There can be no doubt that the prisoner is a man of resolution--too much 
resolution. I wish to Heaven that he had less--or, rather that he had had a better education 
to regulate it. 
 
    "Gentlemen, as to the laws my brother talks of, they may be known in the bull-ring, or the 
bear-garden, or the cock-pit, but they are not known here. Or, if they should be so far 
admitted as furnishing a species of proof that no malice was intended in this sort of combat, 
from which fatal accidents do sometimes arise, it can only be so admitted when both parties 
are IN PARI CASU, equally acquainted with, and equally willing to refer themselves to, that 
species of arbitrament. But will it be contended that a man of superior rank and education is 
to be subjected, or is obliged to subject himself, to this coarse and brutal strife, perhaps in 
opposition to a younger, stronger, or more skilful opponent? Certainly even the pugilistic 
code, if founded upon the fair play of Merry Old England, as my brother alleges it to be, can 
contain nothing so preposterous. And, gentlemen of the jury, if the laws would support an 
English gentleman, wearing, we will suppose, his sword, in defending himself by force 
against a violent personal aggression of the nature offered to this prisoner, they will not less 
protect a foreigner and a stranger, involved in the same unpleasing circumstances. If, 
therefore, gentlemen of the jury, when thus pressed by a VIS MAJOR, the object of obloquy 
to a whole company, and of direct violence from one at least, and, as he might reasonably 
apprehend, from more, the panel had produced the weapon which his countrymen, as we 
are informed, generally carry about their persons, and the same unhappy circumstance had 
ensued which you have heard detailed in evidence, I could not in my conscience have asked 
from you a verdict of murder. The prisoner's personal defence might indeed, even in that 
case, have gone more or less beyond the MODERAMEN INCULPATAE TUTELAE, spoken of by 
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lawyers; but the punishment incurred would have been that of manslaughter, not of 
murder. I beg leave to add that I should have thought this milder species of charge was 
demanded in the case supposed, notwithstanding the statute of James I. cap. 8, which takes 
the case of slaughter by stabbing with a short weapon, even without MALICE PREPENSE, out 
of the benefit of clergy. For this statute of stabbing, as it is termed, arose out of a temporary 
cause; and as the real guilt is the same, whether the slaughter be committed by the dagger, 
or by sword or pistol, the benignity of the modern law places them all on the same, or 
nearly the same, footing. 
 
    "But, gentlemen of the jury, the pinch of the case lies in the interval of two hours 
interposed betwixt the reception of the injury and the fatal retaliation. In the heat of affray 
and CHAUDE MELEE, law, compassionating the infirmities of humanity, makes allowance for 
the passions which rule such a stormy moment --for the sense of present pain, for the 
apprehension of further injury, for the difficulty of ascertaining with due accuracy the 
precise degree of violence which is necessary to protect the person of the individual, 
without annoying or injuring the assailant more than is absolutely necessary. But the time 
necessary to walk twelve miles, however speedily performed, was an interval sufficient for 
the prisoner to have recollected himself; and the violence with which he carried his purpose 
into effect, with so many circumstances of deliberate determination, could neither be 
induced by the passion of anger, nor that of fear. It was the purpose and the act of 
predetermined revenge, for which law neither can, will, nor ought to have sympathy or 
allowance. 
 
    "It is true, we may repeat to ourselves, in alleviation of this poor man's unhappy action, 
that his case is a very peculiar one. The country which he inhabits was, in the days of many 
now alive, inaccessible to the laws, not only of England, which have not even yet penetrated 
thither, but to those to which our neighbours of Scotland are subjected, and which must be 
supposed to be, and no doubt actually are, founded upon the general principles of justice 
and equity which pervade every civilized country. Amongst their mountains, as among the 
North American Indians, the various tribes were wont to make war upon each other, so that 
each man was obliged to go armed for his own protection. These men, from the ideas which 
they entertained of their own descent and of their own consequence, regarded themselves 
as so many cavaliers or men-at-arms, rather than as the peasantry of a peaceful country. 
Those laws of the ring, as my brother terms them, were unknown to the race of warlike 
mountaineers; that decision of quarrels by no other weapons than those which nature has 
given every man must to them have seemed as vulgar and as preposterous as to the 
NOBLESSE of France. Revenge, on the other hand, must have been as familiar to their habits 
of society as to those of the Cherokees or Mohawks. It is indeed, as described by Bacon, at 
bottom a kind of wild untutored justice; for the fear of retaliation must withhold the hands 
of the oppressor where there is no regular law to check daring violence. But though all this 
may be granted, and though we may allow that, such having been the case of the Highlands 
in the days of the prisoner's fathers, many of the opinions and sentiments must still 
continue to influence the present generation, it cannot, and ought not, even in this most 
painful case, to alter the administration of the law, either in your hands, gentlemen of the 
jury, or in mine. The first object of civilisation is to place the general protection of the law, 
equally administered, in the room of that wild justice which every man cut and carved for 
himself, according to the length of his sword and the strength of his arm. The law says to the 
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subjects, with a voice only inferior to that of the Deity, 'Vengeance is mine.' The instant that 
there is time for passion to cool, and reason to interpose, an injured party must become 
aware that the law assumes the exclusive cognisance of the right and wrong betwixt the 
parties, and opposes her inviolable buckler to every attempt of the private party to right 
himself. I repeat that this unhappy man ought personally to be the object rather of our pity 
than our abhorrence, for he failed in his ignorance, and from mistaken notions of honour. 
But his crime is not the less that of murder, gentlemen, and, in your high and important 
office, it is your duty so to find. Englishmen have their angry passions as well as Scots; and 
should this man's action remain unpunished, you may unsheath, under various pretences, a 
thousand daggers betwixt the Land's-End and the Orkneys." 
 
    The venerable Judge thus ended what, to judge by his apparent emotion, and by the tears 
which filled his eyes, was really a painful task. The jury, according to his instructions, 
brought in a verdict of Guilty; and Robin Oig M'Combich, ALIAS McGregor, was sentenced to 
death, and left for execution, which took place accordingly. He met his fate with great 
firmness, and acknowledged the justice of his sentence. But he repelled indignantly the 
observations of those who accused him of attacking an unarmed man. "I give a life for the 
life I took," he said, "and what can I do more?"  
 
[See Note 11.--Robert Donn's Poems.] 
 
 

9. From John Galt’s The Annals of the Parish 
 
 
From ANNALS OF THE PARISH Or The Chronicle of Dalmailing during the ministry of the Rev. 
Micah Balwhidder. Written by himself and arranged and edited by John Galt 
 
From ‘CHAPTER II YEAR 1761’ 
 
Before this year, the drinking of tea was little known in the parish, saving among a few of 
the heritors' houses on a Sabbath evening; but now it became very rife: yet the commoner 
sort did not like to let it be known that they were taking to the new luxury, especially the 
elderly women, who, for that reason, had their ploys in out-houses and by-places, just as the 
witches lang syne had their sinful possets and galravitchings; and they made their tea for 
common in the pint-stoup, and drank it out of caps and luggies, for there were but few 
among them that had cups and saucers. Well do I remember one night in harvest, in this 
very year, as I was taking my twilight dauner aneath the hedge along the back side of 
Thomas Thorl's yard, meditating on the goodness of Providence, and looking at the sheaves 
of victual on the field, that I heard his wife, and two three other carlins, with their Bohea in 
the inside of the hedge, and no doubt but it had a lacing of the conek, {3} for they were all 
cracking like pen-guns. But I gave them a sign, by a loud host, that Providence sees all, and it 
skailed the bike; for I heard them, like guilty creatures, whispering, and gathering up their 
truck-pots and trenchers, and cowering away home. 
It was in this year that Patrick Dilworth (he had been schoolmaster of the parish from the 
time, as his wife said, of Anna Regina, and before the Rexes came to the crown), was 
disabled by a paralytic, and the heritors, grudging the cost of another schoolmaster as long 
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as he lived, would not allow the session to get his place supplied, which was a wrong thing, I 
must say, of them; for the children of the parishioners were obliged, therefore, to go to the 
neighbouring towns for their schooling, and the custom was to take a piece of bread and 
cheese in their pockets for dinner, and to return in the evening always voracious for more, 
the long walk helping the natural crave of their young appetites. In this way Mrs Malcolm's 
two eldest laddies, Charlie and Robert, were wont to go to Irville, and it was soon seen that 
they kept themselves aloof from the other callans in the clachan, and had a genteeler turn 
than the grulshy bairns of the cottars. Her bit lassies, Kate and Effie, were better off; for 
some years before, Nanse Banks had taken up a teaching in a garret-room of a house, at the 
corner where John Bayne has biggit the sclate-house for his grocery-shop. Nanse learnt 
them reading and working stockings, and how to sew the semplar, for twal-pennies a-week. 
She was a patient creature, well cut out for her calling, with blear een, a pale face, and a 
long neck, but meek and contented withal, tholing the dule of this world with a Christian 
submission of the spirit; and her garret-room was a cordial of cleanliness, for she made the 
scholars set the house in order, time and time about, every morning; and it was a common 
remark for many a day, that the lassies, who had been at Nanse Banks's school, were always 
well spoken of, both for their civility, and the trigness of their houses when they were 
afterwards married. In short, I do not know, that in all the long epoch of my ministry, any 
individual body did more to improve the ways of the parishioners, in their domestic 
concerns, than did that worthy and innocent creature, Nanse Banks, the schoolmistress; and 
she was a great loss when she was removed, as it is to be hoped, to a better world; but 
anent this I shall have to speak more at large hereafter. 
 
It was in this year that my patron, the Laird of Breadland, departed this life, and I preached 
his funeral sermon; but he was non-beloved in the parish; for my people never forgave him 
for putting me upon them, although they began to be more on a familiar footing with 
myself. This was partly owing to my first wife, Betty Lanshaw, who was an active 
throughgoing woman, and wonderfu' useful to many of the cottars' wives at their lying-in; 
and when a death happened among them, her helping hand, and any thing we had at the 
manse, was never wanting; and I went about myself to the bedsides of the frail, leaving no 
stone unturned to win the affections of my people, which, by the blessing of the Lord, in 
process of time, was brought to a bearing. 
But a thing happened in this year, which deserves to be recorded, as manifesting what 
effect the smuggling was beginning to take in the morals of the country side. One Mr 
Macskipnish, of Highland parentage, who had been a valet-de-chambre with a major in the 
campaigns, and taken a prisoner with him by the French, he having come home in a cartel, 
took up a dancing-school at Irville, the which art he had learnt in the genteelest fashion, in 
the mode of Paris, at the French court. Such a thing as a dancing-school had never, in the 
memory of man, been known in our country side; and there was such a sound about the 
steps and cottillions of Mr Macskipnish, that every lad and lass, that could spare time and 
siller, went to him, to the great neglect of their work. The very bairns on the loan, instead of 
their wonted play, gaed linking and louping in the steps of Mr Macskipnish, who was, to be 
sure, a great curiosity, with long spindle legs, his breast shot out like a duck's, and his head 
powdered and frizzled up like a tappit-hen. He was, indeed, the proudest peacock that could 
be seen, and he had a ring on his finger, and when he came to drink his tea at the 
Breadland, he brought no hat on his head, but a droll cockit thing under his arm, which, he 
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said, was after the manner of the courtiers at the petty suppers of one Madam Pompadour, 
who was at that time the concubine of the French king. 
I do not recollect any other remarkable thing that happened in this year. The harvest was 
very abundant, and the meal so cheap, that it caused a great defect in my stipend; so that I 
was obligated to postpone the purchase of a mahogany scrutoire for my study, as I had 
intended. But I had not the heart to complain of this: on the contrary, I rejoiced thereat; for 
what made me want my scrutoire till another year, had carried blitheness into the hearth of 
the cottar, and made the widow's heart sing with joy; and I would have been an unnatural 
creature, had I not joined in the universal gladness, because plenty did abound. 
 
[…] 
 
CHAPTER XLIV YEAR 1803 
During the tempestuous times that ensued, from the death of the King of France by the 
hands of the executioner in 1793, there had been a political schism among my people that 
often made me very uneasy. The folk belonging to the cotton-mill, and the muslin-weavers 
in Cayenneville, were afflicted with the itch of jacobinism, but those of the village were 
stanch and true to king and country; and some of the heritors were desirous to make 
volunteers of the young men of them, in case of anything like the French anarchy and 
confusion rising on the side of the manufacturers. I, however, set myself, at that time, 
against this, for I foresaw that the French business was but a fever which would soon pass 
off; but no man could tell the consequence of putting arms in the hands of neighbour 
against neighbour, though it was but in the way of policy. 
But when Bonaparte gathered his host fornent the English coast, and the government at 
London were in terror of their lives for an invasion, all in the country saw that there was 
danger, and I was not backward in sounding the trumpet to battle. For a time, however, 
there was a diffidence among us somewhere. The gentry had a distrust of the 
manufacturers, and the farming lads were wud with impatience, that those who should be 
their leaders would not come forth. I, knowing this, prepared a sermon suitable to the 
occasion, giving out from the pulpit myself, the Sabbath before preaching it, that it was my 
intent, on the next Lord's day, to deliver a religious and political exhortation on the present 
posture of public affairs. This drew a vast congregation of all ranks. 
I trow that the stoor had no peace in the stuffing of the pulpit in that day; and the effect 
was very great and speedy: for next morning the weavers and cotton-mill folk held a 
meeting, and they, being skilled in the ways of committees and associating together, had 
certain resolutions prepared, by which a select few was appointed to take an enrolment of 
all willing in the parish to serve as volunteers in defence of their king and country, and to 
concert with certain gentlemen named therein, about the formation of a corps, of which, it 
was an understood thing, the said gentlemen were to be the officers. The whole of this 
business was managed with the height of discretion; and the weavers, and spinners, and 
farming lads, vied with one another who should be first on the list. But that which the most 
surprised me, was the wonderful sagacity of the committee in naming the gentlemen that 
should be the officers. I could not have made a better choice myself; for they were the best 
built, the best bred, and the best natured, in the parish. In short, when I saw the bravery 
that was in my people, and the spirit of wisdom by which it was directed, I said in my heart, 
the Lord of Hosts is with us, and the adversary shall not prevail. 
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The number of valiant men which at that time placed themselves around the banners of 
their country was so great, that the government would not accept of all who offered; so, like 
as in other parishes, we were obligated to make a selection, which was likewise done in a 
most judicious manner, all men above a certain age being reserved for the defence of the 
parish, in the day when the young might be called to England to fight the enemy. 
When the corps was formed, and the officers named, they made me their chaplain, and Dr. 
Marigold their doctor. He was a little man with a big belly, and was as crouse as a bantam 
cock; but it was not thought he could do so well in field exercises, on which account he was 
made the doctor, although he had no repute in that capacity in comparison with Dr. Tanzey, 
who was not, however, liked, being a stiff-mannered man, with a sharp temper. 
All things having come to a proper head, the young ladies of the parish resolved to present 
the corps with a stand of colours, which they embroidered themselves, and a day was fixed 
for the presentation of the same. Never was such a day seen in Dalmailing. The sun shone 
brightly on that scene of bravery and grandeur, and far and near the country folk came 
flocking in; and we had the regimental band of music hired from the soldiers that were in 
Ayr barracks. The very first sound o't made the hair on my old grey head to prickle up, and 
my blood to rise and glow as if youth was coming again into my veins. 
Sir Hugh Montgomerie was the commandant; and he came in all the glory of war, on his 
best horse, and marched at the head of the men to the green-head. The doctor and me 
were the rearguard: not being able, on account of my age and his fatness, to walk so fast as 
the quick-step of the corps. On the field, we took our place in front, near Sir Hugh and the 
ladies with the colours; and after some salutations, according to the fashion of the army, Sir 
Hugh made a speech to the men, and then Miss Maria Montgomerie came forward, with 
her sister Miss Eliza, and the other ladies, and the banners were unfurled, all glittering with 
gold, and the king's arms in needlework. Miss Maria then made a speech, which she had got 
by heart; but she was so agitated that it was said she forgot the best part of it: however, it 
was very well considering. When this was done, I then stepped forward, and laying my hat 
on the ground, every man and boy taking off theirs, I said a prayer, which I had conned most 
carefully, and which I thought the most suitable I could devise, in unison with Christian 
principles, which are averse to the shedding of blood; and I particularly dwelt upon some of 
the specialities of our situation. 
When I had concluded, the volunteers gave three great shouts, and the multitude answered 
them to the same tune, and all the instruments of music sounded, making such a bruit as 
could not be surpassed for grandeur—a long, and very circumstantial account of all which, 
may be read in the newspapers of that time. 
The volunteers, at the word of command, then showed us the way they were to fight with 
the French, in the doing of which a sad disaster happened; for when they were charging 
bayonets, they came towards us like a flood, and all the spectators ran; and I ran, and the 
doctor ran; but being laden with his belly, he could not run fast enough, so he lay down, and 
being just before me at the time, I tumbled over him, and such a shout of laughter shook 
the field as was never heard. 
When the fatigues of the day were at an end, we marched to the cotton-mill, where, in one 
of the ware-houses, a vast table was spread, and a dinner, prepared at Mr Cayenne's own 
expense, sent in from the Cross-Keys, and the whole corps, with many of the gentry of the 
neighbourhood, dined with great jollity, the band of music playing beautiful airs all the time. 
At night there was a universal dance, gentle and semple mingled together. All which made it 
plain to me, that the Lord, by this unison of spirit, had decreed our national preservation; 
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but I kept this in my own breast, lest it might have the effect to relax the vigilance of the 
kingdom. And I should note that Colin Mavis, the poetical lad, of whom I have spoken in 
another part, made a song for this occasion that was very mightily thought of, having in it a 
nerve of valiant genius, that kindled the very souls of those that heard it. 
 
[…] 
 
CHAPTER XLVII YEAR 1806 
Mr Cayenne of Wheatrig having for several years been in a declining way, partly brought on 
by the consuming fire of his furious passion, and partly by the decay of old age, sent for me 
on the evening of the first Sabbath of March in this year. I was surprised at the message, 
and went to the Wheatrig House directly, where, by the lights in the windows as I gaed up 
through the policy to the door, I saw something extraordinary was going on. Sambo, the 
blackamoor servant, opened the door, and, without speaking, shook his head; for it was an 
affectionate creature, and as fond of his master as if he had been his own father. By this sign 
I guessed that the old gentleman was thought to be drawing near his latter end; so I walked 
softly after Sambo up the stair, and was shown into the chamber where Mr Cayenne, since 
he had been confined to the house, usually sat. His wife had been dead some years before. 
Mr Cayenne was sitting in his easy chair, with a white cotton nightcap on his head, and a 
pillow at his shoulders to keep him straight. But his head had fallen down on his breast, and 
he breathed like a panting baby. His legs were swelled, and his feet rested on a footstool. 
His face, which was wont to be the colour of a peony rose, was of a yellow hue, with a patch 
of red on each cheek like a wafer; and his nose was shirpit and sharp, and of an unnatural 
purple. Death was evidently fighting with nature for the possession of the body. "Heaven 
have mercy on his soul!" said I to myself, as I sat down beside him. 
When I had been seated some time, the power was given him to raise his head as it were a-
jee; and he looked at me with the tail of his eye, which I saw was glittering and glassy. 
"Doctor," for he always called me doctor, though I am not of that degree, "I am glad to see 
you," were his words, uttered with some difficulty. 
"How do you find yourself, sir?" I replied, in a sympathising manner. 
"Damned bad," said he, as if I had been the cause of his suffering. I was daunted to the very 
heart to hear him in such an unregenerate state; but after a short pause I addressed myself 
to him again, saying, that "I hoped he would soon be more at ease; and he should bear in 
mind that the Lord chasteneth whom he loveth." 
"The devil take such love!" was his awful answer, which was to me as a blow on the 
forehead with a mell. However, I was resolved to do my duty to the miserable sinner, let 
him say what he would. Accordingly, I stooped towards him with my hands on my knees, 
and said in a compassionate voice, "It's very true, sir, that you are in great agony; but the 
goodness of God is without bound." 
"Curse me if I think so, doctor!" replied the dying uncircumcised Philistine. But he added at 
whiles, his breathlessness being grievous, and often broken by a sore hiccup, "I am, 
however, no saint, as you know, doctor; so I wish you to put in a word for me, doctor; for 
you know that in these times, doctor, it is the duty of every good subject to die a Christian." 
This was a poor account of the state of his soul; but it was plain I could make no better o't, 
by entering into any religious discourse or controversy with him, he being then in the last 
gasp; so I knelt down and prayed for him with great sincerity, imploring the Lord, as an 
awakening sense of grace to the dying man, that it would please him to lift up, though it 
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were but for the season of a minute, the chastening hand which was laid so heavily upon his 
aged servant; at which Mr Cayenne, as if, indeed, the hand had been then lifted, cried out, 
"None of that stuff, doctor; you know that I cannot call myself his servant." 
Was ever a minister in his prayer so broken in upon by a perishing sinner! However, I had 
the weight of a duty upon me, and made no reply, but continued, "Thou hearest, O Lord, 
how he confesses his unworthiness! Let not thy compassion, therefore, be withheld, but 
verify to him the words that I have spoken in faith, of the boundlessness of thy goodness, 
and the infinite multitude of thy tender mercies." I then calmly, but sadly, sat down, and 
presently, as if my prayer had been heard, relief was granted; for Mr Cayenne raised his 
head, and giving me a queer look, said, "That last clause of your petition, doctor, was well 
put, and I think, too, it has been granted, for I am easier"—adding, "I have no doubt, doctor, 
given much offence in the world, and oftenest when I meant to do good; but I have wilfully 
injured no man; and as God is my judge, and his goodness, you say, is so great, he may, 
perhaps, take my soul into his holy keeping." In saying which words, Mr Cayenne dropped 
his head upon his breast, his breathing ceased, and he was wafted away out of this world 
with as little trouble as a blameless baby. 
 
CHAPTER L YEAR 1809 
As I come towards the events of these latter days, I am surprised to find myself not at all so 
distinct in my recollection of them as in those of the first of my ministry; being apt to 
confound the things of one occasion with those of another, which Mrs Balwhidder says is an 
admonishment to me to leave off my writing. But, please God, I will endeavour to fulfil this 
as I have through life tried, to the best of my capacity, to do every other duty; and, with the 
help of Mrs Balwhidder, who has a very clear understanding, I think I may get through my 
task in a creditable manner, which is all I aspire after; not writing for a vain world, but only 
to testify to posterity anent the great changes that have happened in my day and 
generation—a period which all the best-informed writers say, has not had its match in the 
history of the world since the beginning of time. 
By the failure of the cotton-mill company, whose affairs were not settled till the spring of 
this year, there was great suffering during the winter; but my people, those that still 
adhered to the establishment, bore their share of the dispensation with meekness and 
patience, nor was there wanting edifying monuments of resignation even among the 
stravaigers. 
On the day that the Canaille Meeting-house was opened, which was in the summer, I was 
smitten to the heart to see the empty seats that were in my kirk; for all the thoughtless, and 
some that I had a better opinion of, went to hear the opening discourse. Satan that day had 
power given to him to buffet me as he did Job of old; and when I looked around and saw the 
empty seats, my corruption rose, and I forgot myself in the remembering prayer; for when I 
prayed for all denominations of Christians, and worshippers, and infidels, I could not speak 
of the schismatics with patience, but entreated the Lord to do with the hobleshow at 
Cayenneville, as he saw meet in his displeasure, the which, when I came afterwards to think 
upon, I grieved at with a sore contrition. 
 
In the course of the week following, the elders, in a body, came to me in the manse, and 
after much commendation of my godly ministry, they said, that seeing I was now growing 
old, they thought they could not testify their respect for me in a better manner than by 
agreeing to get me a helper. But I would not at that time listen to such a proposal, for I felt 
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no falling off in my powers of preaching; on the contrary, I found myself growing better at it, 
as I was enabled to hold forth, in an easy manner, often a whole half hour longer, than I 
could do a dozen years before. Therefore nothing was done in this year anent my 
resignation; but during the winter, Mrs Balwhidder was often grieved, in the bad weather, 
that I should preach, and, in short, so worked upon my affections, that I began to think it 
was fitting for me to comply with the advice of my friends. Accordingly, in the course of the 
winter, the elders began to cast about for a helper; and during the bleak weather in the 
ensuing spring, several young men spared me from the necessity of preaching. But this 
relates to the concerns of the next and last year of my ministry. So I will now proceed to give 
an account of it, very thankful that I have been permitted, in unmolested tranquillity, to 
bring my history to such a point. 
 
For the whole novel, see http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/1310/pg1310.html 
 

 
10. Ghost Stories: James Hogg, Robert Louis Stevenson and Margaret 

Oliphant 
 

(a) From The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner by James Hogg  
 
From ‘The Editor´s Narrative’ 
 
George was, from infancy, of a stirring active disposition and could not endure confinement; and, 
having been of late much restrained in his youthful exercises by this singular persecutor, he grew 
uneasy under such restraint, and, one morning, chancing to awaken very early, he arose to make an 
excursion to the top of Arthur's Seat, to breathe the breeze of the dawning, and see the sun arise 
out of the eastern ocean. The morning was calm and serene; and as he walked down the south back 
of the Canongate, towards the Palace, the haze was so close around him that he could not see the 
houses on the opposite side of the way. As he passed the Lord-Commissioner's house, the guards 
were in attendance, who cautioned him not to go by the Palace, as all the gates would be shut and 
guarded for an hour to come, on which he went by the back of St. Anthony's gardens, and found his 
way into that little romantic glade adjoining to the saint's chapel and well. He was still involved in a 
blue haze, like a dense smoke, but yet in the midst of it the respiration was the most refreshing and 
delicious. The grass and the flowers were loaden with dew; and, on taking off his hat to wipe his 
forehead, he perceived that the black glossy fur of which his chaperon was wrought was all covered 
with a tissue of the most delicate silver—a fairy web, composed of little spheres, so minute that no 
eye could discern any of them; yet there they were shining in lovely millions. Afraid of defacing so 
beautiful and so delicate a garnish, he replaced his hat with the greatest caution, and went on his 
way light of heart.  
 
As he approached the swire at the head of the dell—that little delightful verge from which in one 
moment the eastern limits and shores of Lothian arise on the view—as he approached it, I say, and a 
little space from the height, he beheld, to his astonishment, a bright halo in the cloud of haze, that 
rose in a semicircle over his head like a pale rainbow. He was struck motionless at the view of the 
lovely vision; for it so chanced that he had never seen the same appearance before, though common 
at early morn. But he soon perceived the cause of the phenomenon, and that it proceeded from the 
rays of the sun from a pure unclouded morning sky striking upon this dense vapour which refracted 
them. But, the better all the works of nature are understood, the more they will be ever admired. 
That was a scene that would have entranced the man of science with delight, but which the 

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/1310/pg1310.html
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uninitiated and sordid man would have regarded less than the mole rearing up his hill in silence and 
in darkness.  
 
George did admire this halo of glory, which still grew wider, and less defined, as he approached the 
surface, of the cloud. But, to his utter amazement and supreme delight, he found, on reaching the 
top of Arthur's Seat, that this sublunary rainbow, this terrestrial glory, was spread in its most vivid 
hues beneath his feet. Still he could not perceive the body of the sun, although the light behind him 
was dazzling; but the cloud of haze lying dense in that deep dell that separates the hill from the 
rocks of Salisbury, and the dull shadow of the hill mingling with that cloud made the dell a pit of 
darkness. On that shadowy cloud was the lovely rainbow formed, spreading itself on a horizontal 
plain, and having a slight and brilliant shade of all the colours of the heavenly bow, but all of them 
paler and less defined. But this terrestrial phenomenon of the early morn cannot be better 
delineated than by the name given of it by the shepherd boys, "The little wee ghost of the rainbow."  
 
Such was the description of the morning, and the wild shades of the hill, that George gave to his 
father and Mr. Adam Gordon that same day on which he had witnessed them; and it is necessary 
that the reader should comprehend something of their nature to understand what follows.  
 
He seated himself on the pinnacle of the rocky precipice, a little within the top of the hill to the 
westward, and, with a light and buoyant heart, viewed the beauties of the morning, and inhaled its 
salubrious breeze. "Here," thought he, "I can converse with nature without disturbance, and without 
being intruded on by any appalling or obnoxious visitor." The idea of his brother's dark and 
malevolent looks coming at that moment across his mind, he turned his eyes instinctively to the 
right, to the point where that unwelcome guest was wont to make his appearance. Gracious 
Heaven! What an apparition was there presented to his view! He saw, delineated in the cloud, the 
shoulders, arms, and features of a human being of the most dreadful aspect. The face was the face 
of his brother, but dilated to twenty times the natural size. Its dark eyes gleamed on him through the 
mist, while every furrow of its hideous brow frowned deep as the ravines on the brow of the hill. 
George started, and his hair stood up in bristles as he gazed on this horrible monster. He saw every 
feature and every line of the face distinctly as it gazed on him with an intensity that was hardly 
brookable. Its eyes were fixed on him, in the same manner as those of some carnivorous animal 
fixed on its prey; and yet there was fear and trembling in these unearthly features, as plainly 
depicted as murderous malice. The giant apparition seemed sometimes to be cowering down as in 
terror, so that nothing but his brow and eyes were seen; still these never turned one moment from 
their object—again it rose imperceptively up, and began to approach with great caution; and, as it 
neared, the dimensions of its form lessened, still continuing, however, far above the natural size.  
 
George conceived it to be a spirit. He could conceive it to be nothing else; and he took it for some 
horrid demon by which he was haunted, that had assumed the features of his brother in every 
lineament, but, in taking on itself the human form, had miscalculated dreadfully on the size, and 
presented itself thus to him in a blown-up, dilated frame of embodied air, exhaled from the caverns 
of death or the regions of devouring fire. He was further confirmed in the belief that it was a 
malignant spirit on perceiving that it approached him across the front of a precipice, where there 
was not footing for thing of mortal frame. Still, what with terror and astonishment, he continued 
riveted to the spot, till it approached, as he deemed, to within two yards of him; and then, 
perceiving that it was setting itself to make a violent spring on him, he started to his feet and fled 
distractedly in the opposite direction, keeping his eye cast behind him lest he had been seized in that 
dangerous place. But the very first bolt that he made in his flight he came in contact with a real body 
of flesh and blood, and that with such violence that both went down among some scragged rocks, 
and George rolled over the other. The being called out "Murder"; and, rising, fled precipitately. 
George then perceived that it was his brother; and being confounded between the shadow and the 
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substance, he knew not what he was doing or what he had done; and, there being only one natural 
way of retreat from the brink of the rock, he likewise arose and pursued the affrighted culprit with 
all his speed towards the top of the hill. Wringhim was braying out, "Murder! murder!" at which 
George, being disgusted, and his spirits all in a ferment from some hurried idea of intended harm, 
the moment he came up with the craven he seized him rudely by the shoulder, and clapped his hand 
on his mouth. "Murder, you beast!" said he; "what do you mean by roaring out murder in that way? 
Who the devil is murdering you, or offering to murder you?"  
 
Wringhim forced his mouth from under his brother's hand, and roared with redoubled energy: "Eh! 
Egh! Murder! murder!" etc. George had felt resolute to put down this shocking alarm, lest someone 
might hear it and fly to the spot, or draw inferences widely different from the truth; and, perceiving 
the terror of this elect youth to be so great that expostulation was vain, he seized him by the mouth 
and nose with his left hand so strenuously that he sank his fingers into his cheeks. But, the poltroon 
still attempting to bray out, George gave him such a stunning blow with his fist on the left temple 
that he crumbled, as it were, to the ground, but more from the effects of terror than those of the 
blow. His nose, however, again gushed out blood, a system of defence which seemed as natural to 
him as that resorted to by the race of stinkards. He then raised himself on his knees and hams, and 
raising up his ghastly face, while the blood streamed over both ears, he besought his life of his 
brother, in the most abject whining manner, gaping and blubbering most piteously.  
"Tell me then, Sir," said George, resolved to make the most of the wretch's terror—"tell me for what 
purpose it is that you haunt my steps? Tell me plainly, and instantly, else I will throw you from the 
verge of that precipice."  
 
"Oh, I will never do it again! I will never do it again! Spare my life, dear, good brother! Spare my life! 
Sure I never did you any hurt."  
 
"Swear to me, then, by the God that made you, that you will never henceforth follow after me to 
torment me with your hellish threatening looks; swear that you will never again come into my 
presence without being invited. Will you take an oath to this effect?"  
 
"Oh yes! I will, I will!"  
 
"But this is not all: you must tell me for what purpose you sought me out here this morning?"  
 
"Oh, brother! For nothing but your good. I had nothing at heart but your unspeakable profit, and 
great and endless good."  
 
"So, then, you indeed knew that I was here?"  
 
"I was told so by a friend, but I did not believe him; a—a—at least I did not know that it was true till I 
saw you."  
 
"Tell me this one thing, then, Robert, and all shall be forgotten and forgiven. Who was that friend?"  
 
"You do not know him."  
 
"How then does he know me?"  
 
"I cannot tell."  
 
"Was he here present with you to-day?"  
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"Yes; he was not far distant. He came to this hill with me."  
 
"Where then is he now?"  
 
"I cannot tell."  
 
"Then, wretch, confess that the devil was that friend who told you I was here, and who came here 
with you. None else could possibly know of my being here. " 
 

[…] 
 
 

From ‘The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Sinner WRITTEN BY HIMSELF’  
 
I soon came close upon my brother, sitting on the dizzy pinnacle, with his eyes fixed steadfastly in 
the direction opposite to me. I descended the little green ravine behind him with my feet foremost, 
and every now and then raised my head, and watched his motions. His posture continued the same, 
until at last I came so near him I could have heard him breathe if his face had been towards me. I laid 
my cap aside, and made me ready to spring upon him and push him over. I could not for my life 
accomplish it! I do not think it was that I durst not, I have always felt my courage equal to anything 
in a good cause. But I had not the heart, or something that I ought to have had. In short, it was not 
done in time, as it easily might have been. These THOUGHTS are hard enemies wherewith to 
combat! And I was so grieved that I could not effect my righteous purpose that I laid me down on my 
face and shed tears. Then, again, I thought of what my great enlightened friend and patron would 
say to me, and again my resolution rose indignant and indissoluble save by blood. I arose on my right 
knee and left foot, and had just begun to advance the latter forward: the next step my great purpose 
had been accomplished, and the culprit had suffered the punishment due to his crimes. But what 
moved him I knew not: in the critical moment he sprung to his feet, and, dashing himself furiously 
against me, he overthrew me, at the imminent peril of my life. I disencumbered myself by main force 
and fled, but he overhied me, knocked me down, and threatened, with dreadful oaths, to throw me 
from the cliff. After I was a little recovered from the stunning blow, I aroused myself to the combat; 
and, though I do not recollect the circumstances of that deadly scuffle very minutely, I know that I 
vanquished him so far as to force him to ask my pardon, and crave a reconciliation. I spurned at both 
and left him to the chastisements of his own wicked and corrupt heart. 
 
My friend met me again on the hill and derided me in a haughty and stern manner for my imbecility 
and want of decision. I told him how nearly I had effected my purpose, and excused myself as well as 
I was able. On this, seeing me bleeding, he advised me to swear the peace against my brother, and 
have him punished in the meantime, he being the first aggressor. I promised compliance and we 
parted, for I was somewhat ashamed of my failure, and was glad to be quit for the present of one of 
whom I stood so much in awe. 
 

(b) THRAWN JANET by Robert Louis Stevenson 
 
The Reverend Murdoch Soulis was long minister of the moorland parish of Balweary, in the vale of 
Dule. A severe, bleak-faced old man, dreadful to his hearers, he dwelt in the last years of his life, 
without relative or servant or any human company, in the small and lonely manse under the Hanging 
Shaw. In spite of the iron composure of his features, his eye was wild, scared, and uncertain; and 
when he dwelt, in private admonitions, on the future of the impenitent, it seemed as if his eye 
pierced through the storms of time to the terrors of eternity. Many young persons, coming to 
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prepare themselves against the season of the Holy Communion, were dreadfully affected by his talk. 
He had a sermon on 1st Peter v. and 8th, “The devil as a roaring lion,” on the Sunday after every 
seventeenth of August, and he was accustomed to surpass himself upon that text both by the 
appalling nature of the matter and the terror of his bearing in the pulpit. The children were 
frightened into fits, and the old looked more than usually oracular, and were, all that day, full of 
those hints that Hamlet deprecated. The manse itself, where it stood by the water of Dule among 
some thick trees, with the Shaw overhanging it on the one side, and on the other many cold, 
moorish hill-tops rising towards the sky, had begun, at a very early period of Mr. Soulis’s ministry, to 
be avoided in the dusk hours by all who valued themselves upon their prudence; and guidmen sitting 
at the clachan alehouse shook their heads together at the thought of passing late by that uncanny 
neighbourhood. There was one spot, to be more particular, which was regarded with especial awe. 
The manse stood between the high-road and the water of Dule, with a gable to each; its back was 
towards the kirktown of Balweary, nearly half a mile away; in front of it, a bare garden, hedged with 
thorn, occupied the land between the river and the road. The house was two stories high, with two 
large rooms on each. It opened not directly on the garden, but on a causewayed path, or passage, 
giving on the road on the one hand, and closed on the other by the tall willows and elders that 
bordered on the stream. And it was this strip of causeway that enjoyed among the young 
parishioners of Balweary so infamous a reputation. The minister walked there often after dark, 
sometimes groaning aloud in the instancy of his unspoken prayers; and when he was from home, 
and the manse door was locked, the more daring schoolboys ventured, with beating hearts, to 
“follow my leader” across that legendary spot. 
 
This atmosphere of terror, surrounding, as it did, a man of God of spotless character and orthodoxy, 
was a common cause of wonder and subject of inquiry among the few strangers who were led by 
chance or business into that unknown, outlying country. But many even of the people of the parish 
were ignorant of the strange events which had marked the first year of Mr. Soulis’s ministrations; 
and among those who were better informed, some were naturally reticent, and others shy of that 
particular topic. Now and again, only, one of the older folk would warm into courage over his third 
tumbler, and recount the cause of the minister’s strange looks and solitary life. 
  
Fifty years syne, when Mr. Soulis cam’ first into Ba’weary, he was still a young man—a callant, the 
folk said—fu’ o’ book-learnin’ an’ grand at the exposition, but, as was natural in sae young a man, wi’ 
nae leevin’ experience in religion. The younger sort were greatly taken wi’ his gifts an’ his gab; but 
auld, concerned, serious men and women were moved even to prayer for the young man, whom 
they took to be a self-deceiver, an’ the parish that was like to be sae ill-supplied. It was before the 
days o’ the Moderates—weary fa’ them; but ill things are like guid—they baith come bit by bit, a 
pickle at a time; an’ there were folk even then that said the Lord had left the college professors to 
their ain devices, an’ the lads that went to study wi’ them wad hae done mair an’ better sittin’ in a 
peat-bog, like their forbears o’ the persecution, wi’ a Bible under their oxter an’ a speerit o’ prayer in 
their heart. There was nae doubt, onyway, but that Mr. Soulis had been ower lang at the college. He 
was careful an’ troubled for mony things besides the ae thing needful. He had a feck o’ books wi’ 
him—mair than had ever been seen before in a’ that presbytery; and a sair wark the carrier had wi’ 
them, for they were a’ like to have smoored in the De’il’s Hag between this an’ Kilmackerlie. They 
were books o’ divinity, to be sure, or so they ca’d them; but the serious were of opinion there was 
little service for sae mony, when the hale o’ God’s Word would gang in the neuk o’ a plaid. Then he 
wad sit half the day, an’ half the nicht forbye, which was scant decent—writin’, nae less; an’ first, 
they were feared he wad read his sermons; an’ syne it proved he was writin’ a book himsel’, which 
was surely no’ flttin’ for ane o’ his years an’ sma’ experience. 
 
Onyway it behoved him to get an auld, decent wife to keep the manse for him an’ see to his bit 
denners; an’ he was recommended to an auld limmer—Janet M’Clour, they ca’d her—an’ sae far left 
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to himsel’ as to be ower persuaded. There was mony advised him to the contrar, for Janet was mair 
than suspeckit by the best folk in Ba’weary. Lang or that, she had had a wean to a dragoon; she 
hadna come forrit1 for maybe thretty year; an’ bairns had seen her mumblin’ to hersel’ up on Key’s 
Loan in the gloamin’, whilk was an unco time an’ place for a God-fearin’ woman. Howsoever, it was 
the laird himsel’ that had first tauld the minister o’ Janet; an’ in thae days he wad hae gane a far gate 
to pleesure the laird. When folk  tauld him that Janet was sib to the de’il, it was a’ superstition by his 
way o’ it; an’ when they cast up the Bible to him an’ the witch o’ Endor, he wad threep it doun their 
thrapples that thir days were a’ gane by, an’ the de’il was mercifully restrained. 
 
Weel, when it got about the clachan that Janet M’Clour was to be servant at the manse, the folk 
were fair mad wi’ her an’ him thegither; an’ some o’ the guid wives had nae better to dae than get 
round her door-cheeks and chairge her wi’ a’ that was ken’t again’ her, frae the sodger’s bairn to 
John Tamson’s twa kye. She was nae great speaker; folk usually let her gang her ain gate, an’ she let 
them gang theirs, wi’ neither Fair-guid-een nor Fair-guid-day: but when she buckled to, she had a 
tongue to deave the miller. Up she got, an’ there wasna an auld story in Ba’weary but she gart 
somebody lowp for it that day; they couldna say ae thing but she could say twa to it; till, at the 
hinder end, the guidwives up and claught hand o’ her, an’ clawed the coats aff her back, an’ pu’d her 
doun the clachan to the water o’ Dule, to see if she were a witch or no, soom or droun. The carline 
skirled till ye could hear her at the Hangin’ Shaw, an’ she focht like ten; there was mony a guidwife 
bure the mark o’ her neist day an’ mony a lang day after; an’ just in the hottest o’ the collieshangie, 
wha suld come up (for his sins) but the new minister. 
 
“Women,” said he (and he had a grand voice), “I charge you in the Lord’s name to let her go.” 
 
Janet ran to him—she was fair wud wi’ terror—an’ clang to him, an’ prayed him, for Christ’s sake, 
save her frae the cummers; an’ they, for their pairt, tauld him a’ that was ken’t, an’ maybe mair. 
 
“Woman,” says he to Janet, “is this true?” 
 
“As the Lord sees me,” says she, “as the Lord made me, no a word o’t. Forbye the bairn,” says she, 
“I’ve been a decent woman a’ my days.” 
 
“Will you,” says Mr. Soulis, “in the name of God, and before me, His unworthy minister, renounce 
the devil and his works?” 
 
Weel, it wad appear that when he askit that, she gave a girn that fairly frichtit them that saw her, an’ 
they could hear her teeth play dirl thegither in her chafts; but there was naething for’t but the ae 
way or the ither; an’ Janet lifted up her hand an’ renounced the de’il before them a’. 
 
“And now,” says Mr. Soulis to the guidwives, “home with ye, one and all, and pray to God for His 
forgiveness.” 
 
An’ he gied Janet his arm, though she had little on her but a sark, an’ took her up the clachan to her 
ain door like a leddy o’ the land; an’ her screighin’ and laughin’ as was a scandal to be heard. 
 
There were mony grave folk lang ower their prayers that nicht; but when the morn cam’ there was 
sic a fear fell upon a’ Ba’weary that the bairns hid theirsels, an’ even the men-folk stood an’ keekit 
frae their doors. For there was Janet comin’ doun the clachan—her or her likeness, nane could tell—
wi’ her neck thrawn, an’ her heid on ae side, like a body that has been hangit, an’ a girn on her face 
like an unstreakit corp. By an’ by they got used wi’ it, an’ even speered at her to ken what was 
wrang; but frae that day forth she couldna speak like a Christian woman, but slavered an’ played 
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click wi’ her teeth like a pair o’ shears; an’ frae that day forth the name o’ God cam’ never on her 
lips. Whiles she wad try to say it, but it michtna be. Them that kenned best said least; but they never 
gied that Thing the name o’ Janet M’Clour; for the auld Janet, by their way o’t, was in muckle hell 
that day. But the minister was neither to haud nor to bind; he preached about naething but the 
folk’s cruelty that had gi’en her a stroke of the palsy; he skelpit the bairns that meddled her; an’ he 
had her up to the manse that same nicht, an’ dwalled there a’ his lane wi’ her under the Hangin’ 
Shaw. 
 
Weel, time gaed by: an’ the idler sort commenced to think mair lichtly o’ that black business. The 
minister was weel thocht o’; he was aye late at the writing, folk wad see his can’le doon by the Dule 
water after twal’ at e’en; an’ he seemed pleased wi’ himsel’ an’ upsitten as at first, though a’ body 
could see that he was dwining. As for Janet she cam’ an’ she gaed; if she didna speak muckle afore, it 
was reason she should speak less then; she meddled naebody; but she was an eldritch thing to see, 
an’ nane wad hae mistrysted wi’ her for Ba’weary glebe. 
 
About the end o’ July there cam’ a spell o’ weather, the like o’t never was in that countryside; it was 
lown an’ het an’ heartless; the herds couldna win up the Black Hill, the bairns were ower weariet to 
play; an’ yet it was gousty too, wi’ claps o’ het wund that rumm’led in the glens, and bits o’ shouers 
that slockened naething. We aye thocht it but to thun’er on the morn; but the morn cam’, an’ the 
morn’s morning, an’ it was aye the same uncanny weather, sair on folks and bestial. O’ a’ that were 
the waur, nane suffered like Mr. Soulis; he could neither sleep nor eat, he tauld his elders; an’ when 
he wasna writin’ at his weary book, he wad be stravaguin’ ower a’ the countryside like a man 
possessed, when a’ body else was blithe to keep caller ben the house. 
 
Abune Hangin’ Shaw, in the bield o’ the Black Hill, there’s a bit enclosed grund wi’ an iron yett; an’ it 
seems, in the auld days, that was the kirkyaird o’ Ba’weary, and consecrated by the Papists before 
the blessed licht shone upon the kingdom. It was a great howff o’ Mr. Soulis’s, onyway; there he wad 
sit an’ consider his sermons; an’ indeed it’s a bieldy bit. Weel, as he cam’ ower the wast end o’ the 
Black Hill ae day, he saw first twa, an’ syne fower, an’ syne seeven corbie craws fleein’ round an’ 
round abune the auld kirkyaird. They flew laigh an’ heavy, an’ squawked to ither as they gaed; an’ it 
was clear to Mr. Soulis that something had put them frae their ordinar’. He wasna easy fleyed, an’ 
gaed straucht up to the wa’s; an’ what suld he find there but a man, or the appearance o’ a man, 
sittin’ in the inside upon a grave. He was of a great stature, an’ black as hell, an’ his e’en were 
singular to see.2  Mr. Soulis had heard tell o’ black men, mony’s the time; but there was something 
unco about this black man that daunted him. Het as he was, he took a kind o’ cauld grue in the 
marrow o’ his banes; but up he spak for a’ that; an’ says he: “My friend, are you a stranger in this 
place?” The black man answered never a word; he got upon his feet, an’ begoud to hirsle to the wa’ 
on the far side; but he aye lookit at the minister; an’ the minister stood an’ lookit back; till a’ in a 
meenit the black man was ower the wa’ an’ rinnin’ for the bield o’ the trees. Mr. Soulis, he hardly 
kenned why, ran after him; but he was fair forjeskit wi’ his walk an’ the het, unhalesome weather; 
an’ rin as he likit, he got nae mair than a glisk o’ the black man amang the birks, till he won doun to 
the foot o’ the hillside, an’ there he saw him ance mair, gaun hap-step-an’-lowp ower Dule water to 
the manse. 
 
Mr. Soulis wasna weel pleased that this fearsome gangrel suld mak’ sae free wi’ Ba’weary manse; an’ 
he ran the harder, an’, wet shoon, ower the burn, an’ up the walk; but the deil a black man was 
there to see. He stepped out upon the road, but there was naebody there; he gaed a’ ower the 
gairden, but na, nae black man. At the hinder end, an’ a bit feared, as was but natural, he lifted the 
hasp an’ into the manse; an’ there was Janet M’Clour before his een, wi’ her thrawn craig, an’ nane 
sae pleased to see him. An’ he aye minded sinsyne, when first he set his een upon her, he had the 
same cauld and deidly grue. 
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“Janet,” says he, “have you seen a black man?” 
 
“A black man?” quo’ she. “Save us a’! Ye’re no wise, minister. There’s nae black man in a’ Ba’weary.” 
 
But she didna speak plain, ye maun understand; but yam-yammered, like a powney wi’ the bit in its 
moo. 
 
“Weel,” says he, “Janet, if there was nae black man, I have spoken with the Accuser of the 
Brethren.” 
 
An’ he sat down like ane wi’ a fever, an’ his teeth chittered in his heid. 
 
“Hoots,” says she, “think shame to yoursel’, minister“; an’ gied him a drap brandy that she keept aye 
by her. 
 
Syne Mr. Soulis gaed into his study amang a’ his books. It’s a lang, laigh, mirk chalmer, perishin’ cauld 
in winter, an’ no’ very dry even in the tap o’ the simmer, for the manse stands near the burn. Sae 
doun he sat, an’ thocht o’ a’ that had come an’ gane since he was in Ba’weary, an’ his hame, an’ the 
days when he was a bairn an’ ran daffin’ on the braes; an’ that black man aye ran in his heid like the 
owercome o’ a sang. Aye the mair he thocht, the mair he thocht o’ the black man. He tried the 
prayer, an’ the words wadna come to him; an’ he tried, they say, to write at his book, but he couldna 
mak’ nae mair o’ that. There was whiles he thocht the black man was at his oxter, an’ the swat stood 
upon him cauld as well-water; an’ there was ither whiles when he cam’ to himsel’ like a christened 
bairn an’ minded naething. 
 
The upshot was that he gaed to the window an’ stood glowrin’ at Dule water. The trees are unco 
thick, an’ the water lies deep an’ black under the manse; an’ there was Janet washin’ the cla’es wi’ 
her coats kilted. She had her back to the minister, an’ he, for his pairt, hardly kenned what he was 
lookin’ at. Syne she turned round, an’ shawed her face; Mr. Soulis had the same cauld grue as twice 
that day afore, an’ it was borne in upon him what folk said, that Janet was deid lang syne, an’ this 
was a bogle in her clay-cauld flesh. He drew back a pickle and he scanned her narrowly. She was 
tramp-trampin’ in the cla’es, croonin’ to hersel’; and eh! Gude guide us, but it was a fearsome face. 
Whiles she sang louder, but there was nae man born o’ woman that could tell the words o’ her sang; 
an’ whiles she lookit side-lang doun, but there was naething there for her to look at. There gaed a 
scunner through the flesh upon his banes; an’ that was Heeven’s advertisement. But Mr. Soulis just 
blamed himsel’, he said, to think sae ill o’ a puir, auld afflicted wife that hadna a freend forbye 
himsel’; an’ he put up a bit prayer for him an’ her, an’ drank a little caller water—for his heart rose 
again’ the meat—an’ gaed up to his naked bed in the gloamin’. 
 
That was a nicht that has never been forgotten in Ba’weary, the nicht o’ the seeventeenth o’ August, 
seeventeen hun’er’ an’ twal’. It had been het afore, as I hae said, but that nicht it was better than 
ever. The sun gaed doun amang unco-lookin’ clouds; it fell as mirk as the pit; no’ a star, no’ a breath 
o’ wund; ye couldna see your han’ afore your face, an’ even the auld folk cuist the covers frae their 
beds an’ lay pechin’ for their breath. Wi’ a’ that he had upon his mind, it was geyan unlikely Mr. 
Soulis wad get muckle sleep. He lay an’ he tummled; the gude, caller bed that he got into brunt his 
very banes; whiles he slept, an’ whiles he waukened; whiles he heard the time o’ nicht, an’ whiles a 
tyke yowlin’ up the muir, as if somebody was deid; whiles he thocht he heard bogles claverin’ in his 
lug, an’ whiles he saw spunkies in the room. He behoved, he judged, to be sick; an’ sick he was—
little he jaloosed the sickness. 
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At the hinder end he got a clearness in his mind, sat up in his sark on the bed-side, an’ fell thinkin’ 
ance mair o’ the black man an’ Janet. He couldna weel tell how—maybe it was the cauld to his 
feet—but it cam’ in upon him wi’ a spate that there was some connection between thir twa, an’ that 
either or baith o’ them were bogles. An’ just at that moment, in Janet’s room, which was neist to his, 
there cam’ a stramp o’ feet as if men were wars’lin’, an’ then a loud bang; an’ then a wund gaed 
reishling round the fower quarters o’ the house; an’ then a’ was aince mair as seelent as the grave. 
 
Mr. Soulis was feared for neither man nor deevil. He got his tinder-box, an’ lit a can’le, an’ made 
three steps o’t ower to Janet’s door. It was on the hasp, an’ he pushed it open, an’ keekit bauldly in. 
It was a big room, as big as the minister’s ain, an’ plenished wi’ grand, auld, solid gear, for he had 
naething else. There was a fower-posted bed wi’ auld tapestry; an’ a braw cabinet o’ aik, that was fu’ 
o’ the minister’s divinity books, an’ put there to be out o’ the gate; an’ a wheen duds o’ Janet’s lying 
here an’ there about the floor. But nae Janet could Mr. Soulis see; nor ony sign o’ a contention. In he 
gaed (an’ there’s few that wad hae followed him) an’ lookit a’ round, an’ listened. But there was 
naething to be heard, neither inside the manse nor in a’ Ba’weary parish, an’ naething to be seen but 
the muckle shadows turnin’ round the can’le. An’ then a’ at aince, the minister’s heart played dunt 
an’ stood stock-still; an’ a cauld wund blew amang the hairs o’ his heid. Whaten a weary sicht was 
that for the puir man’s een! For there was Janet hangin’ frae a nail beside the auld aik cabinet: her 
heid aye lay on her shouther, her een were steekit, the tongue projected frae her mouth, an’ her 
heels were twa feet clear abune the floor. 
 
“God forgive us all!” thocht Mr. Soulis; “poor Janet’s dead.” 
 
He cam’ a step nearer to the corp; an’ then his heart fair whammled in his inside. For, by what 
cantrip it wad ill beseem a man to judge, she was hingin’ frae a single nail an’ by a single wursted 
thread for darnin’ hose. 
 
It’s an awfu’ thing to be your lane at nicht wi’ siccan prodigies o’ darkness; but Mr. Soulis was strong 
in the Lord. He turned an’ gaed his ways oot o’ that room, an’ lockit the door ahint him; an’ step by 
step, doon the stairs, as heavy as leed; an’ set doon the can’le on the table at the stairfoot. He 
couldna pray, he couldna think, he was dreepin’ wi’ caul’ swat, an’ naething could he hear but the 
dunt-dunt-duntin’ o’ his ain heart. He micht maybe hae stood there an hour, or maybe twa, he 
minded sae little; when a’ o’ a sudden, he heard a laigh, uncanny steer upstairs; a foot gaed to an’ 
fro in the chalmer whaur the corp was hingin’; syne the door was opened, though he minded weel 
that he had lockit it; an’ syne there was a step upon the landin’, an’ it seemed to him as if the corp 
was lookin’ ower the rail an’ doun upon him whaur he stood. 
 
He took up the can’le again (for he couldna want the licht), an’ as saftly as ever he could, gaed 
straucht out o’ the manse an’ to the far end o’ the causeway. It was aye pit-mirk; the flame o’ the 
can’le, when he set it on the grund, brunt steedy and clear as in a room; naething moved, but the 
Dule water seepin’ an’ sabbin’ doun the glen, an’ yon unhaly footstep that cam’ ploddin’ doun the 
stairs inside the manse. He kenned the foot ower weel, for it was Janet’s; an’ at ilka step that cam’ a 
wee thing nearer, the cauld got deeper in his vitals. He commended his soul to Him that made an’ 
keepit him; “and, O Lord,” said he, “give me strength this night to war against the powers of evil.” 
 
By this time the foot was comin’ through the passage for the door; he could hear a hand skirt alang 
the wa’, as if the fearsome thing was feelin’ for its way. The saughs tossed an’ maned thegither, a 
lang sigh cam’ ower the hills, the flame o’ the can’le was blawn aboot; an’ there stood the corp o’ 
Thrawn Janet, wi’ her grogram goun an’ her black mutch, wi’ the heid aye upon the shouther, an’ the 
girn still upon the face o’t—leevin’, ye wad hae said—deid, as Mr. Soulis weel kenned—upon the 
threshold o’ the manse. 
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It’s a strange thing that the saul o’ man should be that thirled into his perishable body; but the 
minister saw that, an’ his heart didna break. 
 
She didna stand there lang; she began to move again an’ cam’ slowly towards Mr. Soulis whaur he 
stood under the saughs. A’ the life o’ his body, a’ the strength o’ his speerit, were glowerin’ frae his 
een. It seemed she was gaun to speak, but wanted words, an’ made a sign wi’ the left hand. There 
cam’ a clap o’ wund, like a cat’s fuff; oot gaed the can’le, the saughs skreighed like folk; and Mr. 
Soulis kenned that, live or die, this was the end o’t. 
 
“Witch, beldame, devil!” he cried, “I charge you, by the power of God, begone—if you be dead, to 
the grave—if you be damned, to hell.” 
 
An’ at that moment the Lord’s ain hand out o’ the Heevens struck the Horror whaur it stood; the 
auld, deid, desecrated corp o’ the witch-wife, sae lang keepit frae the grave an’ hirsled round by 
de’ils, lowed up like a brunstane spunk an’ fell in ashes to the grund; the thunder followed, peal on 
dirlin’ peal, the rairin’ rain upon the back o’ that; an’ Mr. Soulis lowped through the garden hedge, 
an’ ran, wi’ skelloch upon skelloch, for the clachan. 
 
That same mornin’, John Christie saw the Black Man pass the Muckle Cairn as it was chappin’ six; 
before eicht, he gaed by the change-house at Knockdow; an’ no’ lang after, Sandy M’Lellan saw him 
gaun linkin’ doun the braes frae Kilmackerlie. There’s little doubt but it was him that dwalled sae 
lang in Janet’s body; but he was awa’ at last; an’ sinsyne the de’il has never fashed us in Ba’weary. 
 
But it was a sair dispensation for the minister; lang, lang he lay ravin’ in his bed; an’ frae that hour to 
this he was the man ye ken the day. 
 
Notes [RLS] 
 
1 “To come forrit“—to offer oneself as a communicant. 
 
2 It was a common belief in Scotland that the devil appeared as a black man. This appears in several 
witch trials, and I think in Law’s “Memorials,” that delightful storehouse of the quaint and grisly. 

 
(c) THE LIBRARY WINDOW: A STORY OF THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN from Blackwood's (January 
1896) by Mrs. Margaret Oliphant  
 
I 
I WAS not aware at first of the many discussions which had gone on about that window. It was 
almost opposite one of the windows of the large old-fashioned drawing-room of the house in which I 
spent that summer, which was of so much importance in my life. Our house and the library were on 
opposite sides of the broad High Street of St Rule's, which is a fine street, wide and ample, and very 
quiet, as strangers think who come from noisier places; but in a summer evening there is much 
coming and going, and the stillness is full of sound--the sound of footsteps and pleasant voices, 
softened by the summer air. There are even exceptional moments when it is noisy: the time of the 
fair, and on Saturday nights sometimes, and when there are excursion trains. Then even the softest 
sunny air of the evening will not smooth the harsh tones and the stumbling steps; but at these 
unlovely moments we shut the windows, and even I, who am so fond of that deep recess where I 
can take refuge from all that is going on inside, and make myself a spectator of all the varied story 
out of doors, withdraw from my watch-tower. To tell the truth, there never was very much going on 
inside. The house belonged to my aunt, to whom (she says, Thank God!) nothing ever happens. I 
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believe that many things have happened to her in her time; but that was all over at the period of 
which I am speaking, and she was old, and very quiet. Her life went on in a routine never broken. She 
got up at the same hour every day, and did the same things in the same rotation, day by day the 
same. She said that this was the greatest support in the world, and that routine is a kind of salvation. 
It may be so; but it is a very dull salvation, and I used to feel that I would rather have incident, I 
whatever kind of incident it might be. But then at that time I was not old, which makes all the 
difference. At the time of which I speak the deep recess of the drawing-room window was a great 
comfort to me. Though she was an old lady (perhaps because she was so old) she was very tolerant, 
and had a kind of feeling for me. She never said a word, but often gave me a smile when she saw 
how I had built myself up, with my books and my basket of work. I did very little work, I fear--now 
and then a few stitches when the spirit moved me, or when I had got well afloat in a dream, and was 
more tempted to follow it out than to read my book, as sometimes happened. At other times, and if 
the book were interesting, I used to get through volume after volume sitting there, paying no 
attention to anybody. And yet I did pay a kind of attention. Aunt Mary's old ladies came in to call, 
and I heard them talk, though I very seldom listened; but for all that, if they had anything to say that 
was interesting, it is curious how I found it in my mind afterwards, as if the air had blown it to me. 
They came and went, and I had the sensation of their old bonnets gliding out and in, and their 
dresses rustling; and now and then had to jump up and shake hands with some one who knew me, 
and asked after my papa and mamma. Then Aunt Mary would give me a little smile again, and I 
slipped back to my window. She never seemed to mind. My mother would not have let me do it, I 
know. She would have remembered dozens of things there were to do. She would have sent me up-
stairs to fetch something which I was quite sure she did not want, or down-stairs to carry some quite 
unnecessary message to the housemaid. She liked to keep me running about. Perhaps that was one 
reason why I was so fond of Aunt Mary's drawing-room, and the deep recess of the window, and the 
curtain that fell half over it, and the broad window-seat where one could collect so many things 
without being found fault with for untidiness. Whenever we had anything the matter with us in 
these days, we were sent to St Rule's to get up our strength. And this was my case at the time of 
which I am going to speak.  
  Everybody had said, since ever I learned to speak, that I was fantastic and fanciful and dreamy, and 
all the other words with which a girl who may happen to like poetry, and to be fond of thinking, is so 
often made uncomfortable. People don't know what they mean when they say fantastic. It sounds 
like Madge Wildfire or something of that sort. My mother thought I should always be busy, to keep 
nonsense out of my head. But really I was not at all fond of nonsense. I was rather serious than 
otherwise. I would have been no trouble to anybody if I had been left to myself. It was only that I 
had a sort of second-sight, and was conscious of things to which I paid no attention. Even when 
reading the most interesting book, the things that were being talked about blew in to me; and I 
heard what the people were saying in the streets as they passed under the window. Aunt Mary 
always said I could do two or indeed three things at once--both read and listen, and see. I am sure 
that I did not listen much, and seldom looked out, of set purpose--as some people do who notice 
what bonnets the ladies in the street have on; but I did hear what I couldn't help hearing, even when 
I was reading my book, and I did see all sorts of things, though often for a whole half-hour I might 
never lift my eyes.  
  This does not explain what I said at the beginning, that there were many discussions about that 
window. It was, and still is, the last window in the row, of the College Library, which is opposite my 
aunt's house in the High Street. Yet it is not exactly opposite, but a little to the west, so that I could 
see it best from the left side of my recess. I took it calmly for granted that it was a window like any 
other till I first heard the talk about it which was going on in the drawing-room. "Have you never 
made up your mind, Mrs Balcarres," said old Mr Pitmilly, "whether that window opposite is a 
window or no?" He said Mistress Balcarres--and he was always called Mr Pitmilly, Morton: which 
was the name of his place.  
  "I am never sure of it, to tell the truth," said Aunt Mary, "all these years."  
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  "Bless me!" said one of the old ladies, "and what window may that be?"  
  Mr Pitmilly had a way of laughing as he spoke, which did not please me; but it was true that he was 
not perhaps desirous of pleasing me. He said, "Oh, just the window opposite," with his laugh running 
through his words; "our friend can never make up her mind about it, though she has been living 
opposite it since----"  
  "You need never mind the date," said another; "the Leebrary window! Dear me, what should it be 
but a window? up at that height it could not be a door."  
  "The question is," said my aunt, "if it is a real window with glass in it, or if it is merely painted, or if 
it once was a window, and has been built up. And the oftener people look at it, the less they are able 
to say."  
  "Let me see this window," said old Lady Carnbee, who was very active and strong-minded; and then 
they all came crowding upon me--three or four old ladies, very eager, and Mr Pitmilly's white hair 
appearing over their heads, and my aunt sitting quiet and smiling behind.  
  "I mind the window very well," said Lady Carnbee; "ay: and so do more than me. But in its present 
appearance it is just like any other window; but has not been cleaned, I should say, in the memory of 
man."  
  "I see what ye mean," said one of the others. "It is just a very dead thing without any reflection in 
it; but I've seen as bad before."  
  "Ay, it's dead enough," said another, "but that's no rule; for these hizzies of women-servants in this 
ill age----"  
  "Nay, the women are well enough," said the softest voice of all, which was Aunt Mary's. "I will 
never let them risk their lives cleaning the outside of mine. And there are no women-servants in the 
Old Library: there is maybe something more in it than that."  
  They were all pressing into my recess, pressing upon me, a row of old faces, peering into something 
they could not understand. I had a sense in my mind how curious it was, the wall of old ladies in 
their old satin gowns all glazed with age, Lady Carnbee with her lace about her head. Nobody was 
looking at me or thinking of me; but I felt unconsciously the contrast of my youngness to their 
oldness, and stared at them as they stared over my head at the Library window. I had given it no 
attention up to this time. I was more taken up with the old ladies than with the thing they were 
looking at.  
  "The framework is all right at least, I can see that, and pented black----"  
  "And the panes are pented black too. It's no window, Mrs Balcarres. It has been filled in, in the days 
of the window duties: you will mind, Leddy Carnbee."  
  "Mind!" said that oldest lady. "I mind when your mother was marriet, Jeanie: and that's neither the 
day nor yesterday. But as for the window, it's just a delusion: and that is my opinion of the matter, if 
you ask me."  
  "There's a great want of light in that muckle room at the college," said another. "If it was a window, 
the Leebrary would have more light."  
  "One thing is clear," said one of the younger ones, "it cannot be a window to see through. It may be 
filled in or it may be built up, but it is not a window to give light."  
  "And who ever heard of a window that was no to see through?" Lady Carnbee said. I was fascinated 
by the look on her face, which was a curious scornful look as of one who knew more than she chose 
to say: and then my wandering fancy was caught by her hand as she held it up, throwing back the 
lace that dropped over it. Lady Carnbee's lace was the chief thing about her--heavy black Spanish 
lace with large flowers. Everything she wore was trimmed with it. A large veil of it hung over her old 
bonnet. But her hand coming out of this heavy lace was a curious thing to see. She had very long 
fingers, very taper, which had been much admired in her youth; and her hand was very white, or 
rather more than white, pale, bleached, and bloodless, with large blue veins standing up upon the 
back; and she wore some fine rings, among others a big diamond in an ugly old claw setting. They 
were too big for her, and were wound round and round with yellow silk to make them keep on: and 
this little cushion of silk, turned brown with long wearing, had twisted round so that it was more 
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conspicuous than the jewels; while the big diamond blazed underneath in the hollow of her hand, 
like some dangerous thing hiding and sending out darts of light. The hand, which seemed to come 
almost to a point, with this strange ornament underneath, clutched at my half-terrified imagination. 
It too seemed to mean far more than was said. I felt as if it might clutch me with sharp claws, and 
the lurking, dazzling creature bite--with a sting that would go to the heart.  
  Presently, however, the circle of the old faces broke up, the old ladies returned to their seats, and 
Mr Pitmilly, small but very erect, stood up in the midst of them, talking with mild authority like a 
little oracle among the ladies. Only Lady Carnbee always contradicted the neat, little, old gentleman. 
She gesticulated, when she talked, like a Frenchwoman, and darted forth that hand of hers with the 
lace hanging over it, so that I always caught a glimpse of the lurking diamond. I thought she looked 
like a witch among the comfortable little group which gave such attention to everything Mr Pitmilly 
said.  
  "For my part, it is my opinion there is no window there at all," he said. "It's very like the thing that's 
called in scientific language an optical illusion. It arises generally, if I may use such a word in the 
presence of ladies, from a liver that is not just in the perfitt order and balance that organ demands--
and then you will see things--a blue dog, I remember, was the thing in one case, and in another----"  
  "The man has gane gyte," said Lady Carnbee; "I mind the windows in the Auld Leebrary as long as I 
mind anything. Is the Leebrary itself an optical illusion too?"  
  "Na, na," and "No, no," said the old ladies; "a blue dogue would be a strange vagary: but the Library 
we have all kent from our youth," said one. "And I mind when the Assemblies were held there one 
year when the Town Hall was building," another said.  
  "It is just a great divert to me," said Aunt Mary: but what was strange was that she paused there, 
and said in a low tone, "now": and then went on again, "for whoever comes to my house, there are 
aye discussions about that window. I have never just made up my mind about it myself. Sometimes I 
think it's a case of these wicked window duties, as you said, Miss Jeanie, when half the windows in 
our houses were blocked up to save the tax. And then, I think, it may be due to that blank kind of 
building like the great new buildings on the Earthen Mound in Edinburgh, where the windows are 
just ornaments. And then whiles I am sure I can see the glass shining when the sun catches it in the 
afternoon."  
  "You could so easily satisfy yourself, Mrs Balcarres, if you were to----"  
  "Give a laddie a penny to cast a stone, and see what happens," said Lady Carnbee.  
  "But I am not sure that I have any desire to satisfy myself," Aunt Mary said. And then there was a 
stir in the room, and I had to come out from my recess and open the door for the old ladies and see 
them down-stairs, as they all went away following one another. Mr Pitmilly gave his arm to Lady 
Carnbee, though she was always contradicting him; and so the tea-party dispersed. Aunt Mary came 
to the head of the stairs with her guests in an old-fashioned gracious way, while I went down with 
them to see that the maid was ready at the door. When I came back Aunt Mary was still standing in 
the recess looking out. Returning to my seat she said, with a kind of wistful look, "Well, honey: and 
what is your opinion?"  
  "I have no opinion. I was reading my book all the time," I said.  
  "And so you were, honey, and no' very civil; but all the same I ken well you heard every word we 
said."  
 
II 
 
IT was a night in June; dinner was long over, and had it been winter the maids would have been 
shutting up the house, and my Aunt Mary preparing to go upstairs to her room. But it was still clear 
daylight, that daylight out of which the sun has been long gone, and which has no longer any rose 
reflections, but all has sunk into a pearly neutral tint--a light which is daylight yet is not day. We had 
taken a turn in the garden after dinner, and now we had returned to what we called our usual 
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occupations. My aunt was reading. The English post had come in, and she had got her 'Times,' which 
was her great diversion. The 'Scotsman' was her morning reading, but she liked her 'Times' at night.  
  As for me, I too was at my usual occupation, which at that time was doing nothing. I had a book as 
usual, and was absorbed in it: but I was conscious of all that was going on all the same. The people 
strolled along the broad pavement, making remarks as they passed under the open window which 
came up into my story or my dream, and sometimes made me laugh. The tone and the faint sing-
song, or rather chant, of the accent, which was "a wee Fifish," was novel to me, and associated with 
holiday, and pleasant; and sometimes they said to each other something that was amusing, and 
often something that suggested a whole story; but presently they began to drop off, the footsteps 
slackened, the voices died away. It was getting late, though the clear soft daylight went on and on. 
All through the lingering evening, which seemed to consist of interminable hours, long but not 
weary, drawn out as if the spell of the light and the outdoor life might never end, I had now and 
then, quite unawares, cast a glance at the mysterious window which my aunt and her friends had 
discussed, as I felt, though I dared not say it even to myself, rather foolishly. It caught my eye 
without any intention on my part, as I paused, as it were, to take breath, in the flowing and current 
of undistinguishable thoughts and things from without and within which carried me along. First it 
occurred to me, with a little sensation of discovery, how absurd to say it was not a window, a living 
window, one to see through! Why, then, had they never seen it, these old folk? I saw as I looked up 
suddenly the faint greyness as of visible space within--a room behind, certainly dim, as it was natural 
a room should be on the other side of the street--quite indefinite: yet so clear that if some one were 
to come to the window there would be nothing surprising in it. For certainly there was a feeling of 
space behind the panes which these old half-blind ladies had disputed about whether they were 
glass or only fictitious panes marked on the wall. How silly! when eyes that could see could make it 
out in a minute. It was only a greyness at present, but it was unmistakable, a space that went back 
into gloom, as every room does when you look into it across a street. There were no curtains to 
show whether it was inhabited or not; but a room--oh, as distinctly as ever room was! I was pleased 
with myself, but said nothing, while Aunt Mary rustled her paper, waiting for a favourable moment 
to announce a discovery which settled her problem at once. Then I was carried away upon the 
stream again, and forgot the window, till somebody threw unawares a word from the outer world, 
"I'm goin' hame; it'll soon be dark." Dark! what was the fool thinking of? it never would be dark if 
one waited out, wandering in the soft air for hours longer; and then my eyes, acquiring easily that 
new habit, looked across the way again.  
  Ah, now! nobody indeed had come to the window; and no light had been lighted, seeing it was still 
beautiful to read by--a still, clear, colourless light; but the room inside had certainly widened. I could 
see the grey space and air a little deeper, and a sort of vision, very dim, of a wall, and something 
against it; something dark, with the blackness that a solid article, however indistinctly seen, takes in 
the lighter darkness that is only space--a large, black, dark thing coming out into the grey. I looked 
more intently, and made sure it was a piece of furniture, either a writing-table or perhaps a large 
book-case. No doubt it must be the last, since this was part of the old library. I never visited the old 
College Library, but I had seen such places before, and I could well imagine it to myself. How curious 
that for all the time these old people had looked at it, they had never seen this before!  
  It was more silent now, and my eyes, I suppose, had grown dim with gazing, doing my best to make 
it out, when suddenly Aunt Mary said, "Will you ring the bell, my dear? I must have my lamp."  
  "Your lamp?" I cried, "when it is still daylight." But then I gave another look at my window, and 
perceived with a start that the light had indeed changed: for now I saw nothing. It was still light, but 
there was so much change in the light that my room, with the grey space and the large shadowy 
bookcase, had gone out, and I saw them no more: for even a Scotch night in June, though it looks as 
if it would never end, does darken at the last. I had almost cried out, but checked myself, and rang 
the bell for Aunt Mary, and made up my mind I would say nothing till next morning, when to be sure 
naturally it would be more clear.  
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  Next morning I rather think I forgot all about it--or was busy: or was more idle than usual: the two 
things meant nearly the same. At all events I thought no more of the window, though I still sat in my 
own, opposite to it, but occupied with some other fancy. Aunt Mary's visitors came as usual in the 
afternoon; but their talk was of other things, and for a day or two nothing at all happened to bring 
back my thoughts into this channel. It might be nearly a week before the subject came back, and 
once more it was old Lady Carnbee who set me thinking; not that she said anything upon that 
particular theme. But she was the last of my aunt's afternoon guests to go away, and when she rose 
to leave she threw up her hands, with those lively gesticulations which so many old Scotch ladies 
have. "My faith!" said she, "there is that bairn there still like a dream. Is the creature bewitched, 
Mary Balcarres? and is she bound to sit there by night and by day for the rest of her days? You 
should mind that there's things about, uncanny for women of our blood."  
  I was too much startled at first to recognise that it was of me she was speaking. She was like a 
figure in a picture, with her pale face the colour of ashes, and the big pattern of the Spanish lace 
hanging half over it, and her hand held up, with the big diamond blazing at me from the inside of her 
uplifted palm. It was held up in surprise, but it looked as if it were raised in malediction; and the 
diamond threw out darts of light and glared and twinkled at me. If it had been in its right place it 
would not have mattered; but there, in the open of the hand! I started up, half in terror, half in 
wrath. And then the old lady laughed, and her hand dropped. "I've wakened you to life, and broke 
the spell," she said, nodding her old head at me, while the large black silk flowers of the lace waved 
and threatened. And she took my arm to go down-stairs, laughing and bidding me be steady, and no' 
tremble and shake like a broken reed. "You should be as steady as a rock at your age. I was like a 
young tree," she said, leaning so heavily that my willowy girlish frame quivered--"I was a support to 
virtue, like Pamela, in my time."  
  "Aunt Mary, Lady Carnbee is a witch!" I cried, when I came back.  
  "Is that what you think, honey? well: maybe she once was," said Aunt Mary, whom nothing 
surprised.  
  And it was that night once more after dinner, and after the post came in, and the 'Times,' that I 
suddenly saw the Library window again. I had seen it every day and noticed nothing; but to-night, 
still in a little tumult of mind over Lady Carnbee and her wicked diamond which wished me harm, 
and her lace which waved threats and warnings at me, I looked across the street, and there I saw 
quite plainly the room opposite, far more clear than before. I saw dimly that it must be a large room, 
and that the big piece of furniture against the wall was a writing-desk. That in a moment, when first 
my eyes rested upon it, was quite clear: a large old-fashioned escritoire, standing out into the room: 
and I knew by the shape of it that it had a great many pigeon-holes and little drawers in the back, 
and a large table for writing. There was one just like it in my father's library at home. It was such a 
surprise to see it all so clearly that I closed my eyes, for the moment almost giddy, wondering how 
papa's desk could have come here--and then when I reminded myself that this was nonsense, and 
that there were many such writing-tables besides papa's, and looked again--lo! it had all become 
quite vague and indistinct as it was at first; and I saw nothing but the blank window, of which the old 
ladies could never be certain whether it was filled up to avoid the window-tax, or whether it had 
ever been a window at all.  
  This occupied my mind very much, and yet I did not say anything to Aunt Mary. For one thing, I 
rarely saw anything at all in the early part of the day; but then that is natural: you can never see into 
a place from outside, whether it is an empty room or a looking-glass, or people's eyes, or anything 
else that is mysterious, in the day. It has, I suppose, something to do with the light. But in the 
evening in June in Scotland--then is the time to see. For it is daylight, yet it is not day, and there is a 
quality in it which I cannot describe, it is so clear, as if every object was a reflection of itself.  
  I used to see more and more of the room as the days went on. The large escritoire stood out more 
and more into the space: with sometimes white glimmering things, which looked like papers, lying 
on it: and once or twice I was sure I saw a pile of books on the floor close to the writing-table, as if 
they had gilding upon them in broken specks, like old books. It was always about the time when the 
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lads in the street began to call to each other that they were going home, and sometimes a shriller 
voice would come from one of the doors, bidding somebody to "cry upon the laddies" to come back 
to their suppers. That was always the time I saw best, though it was close upon the moment when 
the veil seemed to fall and the clear radiance became less living, and all the sounds died out of the 
street, and Aunt Mary said in her soft voice, "Honey! will you ring for the lamp?" She said honey as 
people say darling: and I think it is a prettier word.  
  Then finally, while I sat one evening with my book in my hand, looking straight across the street, 
not distracted by anything, I saw a little movement within. It was not any one visible--but everybody 
must know what it is to see the stir in the air, the little disturbance--you cannot tell what it is, but 
that it indicates some one there, even though you can see no one. Perhaps it is a shadow making just 
one flicker in the still place. You may look at an empty room and the furniture in it for hours, and 
then suddenly there will be the flicker, and you know that something has come into it. It might only 
be a dog or a cat; it might be, if that were possible, a bird flying across; but it is some one, something 
living, which is so different, so completely different, in a moment from the things that are not living. 
It seemed to strike quite through me, and I gave a little cry. Then Aunt Mary stirred a little, and put 
down the huge newspaper that almost covered her from sight, and said, "What is it, honey?" I cried 
"Nothing," with a little gasp, quickly, for I did not want to be disturbed just at this moment when 
somebody was coming! But I suppose she was not satisfied, for she got up and stood behind to see 
what it was, putting her hand on my shoulder. It was the softest touch in the world, but I could have 
flung it off angrily: for that moment everything was still again, and the place grew grey and I saw no 
more.  
  "Nothing," I repeated, but I was so vexed I could have cried. "I told you it was nothing, Aunt Mary. 
Don't you believe me, that you come to look--and spoil it all!"  
  I did not mean of course to say these last words; they were forced out of me. I was so much 
annoyed to see it all melt away like a dream: for it was no dream, but as real as--as real as--myself or 
anything I ever saw.  
  She gave my shoulder a little pat with her hand. "Honey," she said, "were you looking at 
something? Is't that? is't that?" "Is it what?" I wanted to say, shaking off her hand, but something in 
me stopped me: for I said nothing at all, and she went quietly back to her place. I suppose she must 
have rung the bell herself, for immediately I felt the soft flood of the light behind me, and the 
evening outside dimmed down, as it did every night, and I saw nothing more.  
  It was next day, I think, in the afternoon that I spoke. It was brought on by something she said 
about her fine work. "I get a mist before my eyes," she said; "you will have to learn my old lace 
stitches, honey--for I soon will not see to draw the threads."  
  "Oh, I hope you will keep your sight," I cried, without thinking what I was saying. I was then young 
and very matter-of-fact. I had not found out that one may mean something, yet not half or a 
hundredth part of what one seems to mean: and even then probably hoping to be contradicted if it 
is anyhow against one's self.  
  "My sight!" she said, looking up at me with a look that was almost angry; "there is no question of 
losing my sight--on the contrary, my eyes are very strong. I may not see to draw fine threads, but I 
see at a distance as well as ever I did--as well as you do."  
  "I did not mean any harm, Aunt Mary," I said. "I thought you said----But how can your sight be as 
good as ever when you are in doubt about that window? I can see into the room as clear as----" My 
voice wavered, for I had just looked up and across the street, and I could have sworn that there was 
no window at all, but only a false image of one painted on the wall.  
  "Ah!" she said, with a little tone of keenness and of surprise: and she half rose up, throwing down 
her work hastily, as if she meant to come to me: then, perhaps seeing the bewildered look on my 
face, she paused and hesitated--"Ay, honey!" she said, "have you got so far ben as that?"  
  What did she mean? Of course I knew all the old Scotch phrases as well as I knew myself; but it is a 
comfort to take refuge in a little ignorance, and I know I pretended not to understand whenever I 
was put out. "I don't know what you mean by 'far ben,'" I cried out, very impatient. I don't know 
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what might have followed, but some one just then came to call, and she could only give me a look 
before she went forward, putting out her hand to her visitor. It was a very soft look, but anxious, and 
as if she did not know what to do: and she shook her head a very little, and I thought, though there 
was a smile on her face, there was something wet about her eyes. I retired into my recess, and 
nothing more was said.  
  But it was very tantalising that it should fluctuate so; for sometimes I saw that room quite plain and 
clear--quite as clear as I could see papa's library, for example, when I shut my eyes. I compared it 
naturally to my father's study, because of the shape of the writing-table, which, as I tell you, was the 
same as his. At times I saw the papers on the table quite plain, just as I had seen his papers many a 
day. And the little pile of books on the floor at the foot--not ranged regularly in order, but put down 
one above the other, with all their angles going different ways, and a speck of the old gilding shining 
here and there. And then again at other times I saw nothing, absolutely nothing, and was no better 
than the old ladies who had peered over my head, drawing their eyelids together, and arguing that 
the window had been shut up because of the old long-abolished window tax, or else that it had 
never been a window at all. It annoyed me very much at those dull moments to feel that I too 
puckered up my eyelids and saw no better than they.  
  Aunt Mary's old ladies came and went day after day while June went on. I was to go back in July, 
and I felt that I should be very unwilling indeed to leave until I had quite cleared up--as I was indeed 
in the way of doing--the mystery of that window which changed so strangely and appeared quite a 
different thing, not only to different people, but to the same eyes at different times. Of course I said 
to myself it must simply be an effect of the light. And yet I did not quite like that explanation either, 
but would have been better pleased to make out to myself that it was some superiority in me which 
made it so clear to me, if it were only the great superiority of young eyes over old--though that was 
not quite enough to satisfy me, seeing it was a superiority which I shared with every little lass and 
lad in the street. I rather wanted, I believe, to think that there was some particular insight in me 
which gave clearness to my sight--which was a most impertinent assumption, but really did not 
mean half the harm it seems to mean when it is put down here in black and white. I had several 
times again, however, seen the room quite plain, and made out that it was a large room, with a 
great picture in a dim gilded frame hanging on the farther wall, and many other pieces of solid 
furniture making a blackness here and there, besides the great escritoire against the wall, which had 
evidently been placed near the window for the sake of the light. One thing became visible to me 
after another, till I almost thought I should end by being able to read the old lettering on one of the 
big volumes which projected from the others and caught the light; but this was all preliminary to the 
great event which happened about Midsummer Day--the day of St John, which was once so much 
thought of as a festival, but now means nothing at all in Scotland any more than any other of the 
saints' days: which I shall always think a great pity and loss to Scotland, whatever Aunt Mary may 
say.  
 
III 
 
IT was about midsummer, I cannot say exactly to a day when, but near that time, when the great 
event happened. I had grown very well acquainted by this time with that large dim room. Not only 
the escritoire, which was very plain to me now, with the papers upon it, and the books at its foot, 
but the great picture that hung against the farther wall, and various other shadowy pieces of 
furniture, especially a chair which one evening I saw had been moved into the space before the 
escritoire,--a little change which made my heart beat, for it spoke so distinctly of some one who 
must have been there, the some one who had already made me start, two or three times before, by 
some vague shadow of him or thrill of him which made a sort of movement in the silent space: a 
movement which made me sure that next minute I must see something or hear something which 
would explain the whole--if it were not that something always happened outside to stop it, at the 
very moment of its accomplishment. I had no warning this time of movement or shadow. I had been 
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looking into the room very attentively a little while before, and had made out everything almost 
clearer than ever; and then had bent my attention again on my book, and read a chapter or two at a 
most exciting period of the story: and consequently had quite left St Rule's, and the High Street, and 
the College Library, and was really in a South American forest, almost throttled by the flowery 
creepers, and treading softly lest I should put my foot on a scorpion or a dangerous snake. At this 
moment something suddenly calling my attention to the outside, I looked across, and then, with a 
start, sprang up, for I could not contain myself. I don't know what I said, but enough to startle the 
people in the room, one of whom was old Mr Pitmilly. They all looked round upon me to ask what 
was the matter. And when I gave my usual answer of "Nothing," sitting down again shamefaced but 
very much excited, Mr Pitmilly got up and came forward, and looked out, apparently to see what 
was the cause. He saw nothing, for he went back again, and I could hear him telling Aunt Mary not to 
be alarmed, for Missy had fallen into a doze with the heat, and had startled herself waking up, at 
which they all laughed: another time I could have killed him for his impertinence, but my mind was 
too much taken up now to pay any attention. My head was throbbing and my heart beating. I was in 
such high excitement, however, that to restrain myself completely, to be perfectly silent, was more 
easy to me then than at any other time of my life. I waited until the old gentleman had taken his seat 
again, and then I looked back. Yes, there he was! I had not been deceived. I knew then, when I 
looked across, that this was what I had been looking for all the time--that I had known he was there, 
and had been waiting for him, every time there was that flicker of movement in the room--him and 
no one else. And there at last, just as I had expected, he was. I don't know that in reality I ever had 
expected him, or any one: but this was what I felt when, suddenly looking into that curious dim 
room, I saw him there.  
  He was sitting in the chair, which he must have placed for himself, or which some one else in the 
dead of night when nobody was looking must have set for him, in front of the escritoire--with the 
back of his head towards me, writing. The light fell upon him from the left hand, and therefore upon 
his shoulders and the side of his head, which, however, was too much turned away to show anything 
of his face. Oh, how strange that there should be some one staring at him as I was doing, and he 
never to turn his head, to make a movement! If any one stood and looked at me, were I in the 
soundest sleep that ever was, I would wake, I would jump up, I would feel it through everything. But 
there he sat and never moved. You are not to suppose, though I said the light fell upon him from the 
left hand, that there was very much light. There never is in a room you are looking into like that 
across the street; but there was enough to see him by--the outline of his figure dark and solid, 
seated in the chair, and the fairness of his head visible faintly, a clear spot against the dimness. I saw 
this outline against the dim gilding of the frame of the large picture which hung on the farther wall.  
  I sat all the time the visitors were there, in a sort of rapture, gazing at this figure. I knew no reason 
why I should be so much moved. In an ordinary way, to see a student at an opposite window quietly 
doing his work might have interested me a little, but certainly it would not have moved me in any 
such way. It is always interesting to have a glimpse like this of an unknown life--to see so much and 
yet know so little, and to wonder, perhaps, what the man is doing, and why he never turns his head. 
One would go to the window--but not too close, lest he should see you and think you were spying 
upon him--and one would ask, Is he still there? is he writing, writing always? I wonder what he is 
writing! And it would be a great amusement: but no more. This was not my feeling at all in the 
present case. It was a sort of breathless watch, an absorption. I did not feel that I had eyes for 
anything else, or any room in my mind for another thought. I no longer heard, as I generally did, the 
stories and the wise remarks (or foolish) of Aunt Mary's old ladies or Mr Pitmilly. I heard only a 
murmur behind me, the interchange of voices, one softer, one sharper; but it was not as in the time 
when I sat reading and heard every word, till the story in my book, and the stories they were telling 
(what they said almost always shaped into stories), were all mingled into each other, and the hero in 
the novel became somehow the hero (or more likely heroine) of them all. But I took no notice of 
what they were saying now. And it was not that there was anything very interesting to look at, 
except the fact that he was there. He did nothing to keep up the absorption of my thoughts. He 
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moved just so much as a man will do when he is very busily writing, thinking of nothing else. There 
was a faint turn of his head as he went from one side to another of the page he was writing; but it 
appeared to be a long long page which never wanted turning. Just a little inclination when he was at 
the end of the line, outward, and then a little inclination inward when he began the next. That was 
little enough to keep one gazing. But I suppose it was the gradual course of events leading up to this, 
the finding out of one thing after another as the eyes got accustomed to the vague light: first the 
room itself, and then the writing-table, and then the other furniture, and last of all the human 
inhabitant who gave it all meaning. This was all so interesting that it was like a country which one 
had discovered. And then the extraordinary blindness of the other people who disputed among 
themselves whether it was a window at all! I did not, I am sure, wish to be disrespectful, and I was 
very fond of my Aunt Mary, and I liked Mr Pitmilly well enough, and I was afraid of Lady Carnbee. 
But yet to think of the--I know I ought not to say stupidity--the blindness of them, the foolishness, 
the insensibility! discussing it as if a thing that your eyes could see was a thing to discuss! It would 
have been unkind to think it was because they were old and their faculties dimmed. It is so sad to 
think that the faculties grow dim, that such a woman as my Aunt Mary should fail in seeing, or 
hearing, or feeling, that I would not have dwelt on it for a moment, it would have seemed so cruel! 
And then such a clever old lady as Lady Carnbee, who could see through a millstone, people said--
and Mr Pitmilly, such an old man of the world. It did indeed bring tears to my eyes to think that all 
those clever people, solely by reason of being no longer young as I was, should have the simplest 
things shut out from them; and for all their wisdom and their knowledge be unable to see what a girl 
like me could see so easily. I was too much grieved for them to dwell upon that thought, and half 
ashamed, though perhaps half proud too, to be so much better off than they.  
  All those thoughts flitted through my mind as I sat and gazed across the street. And I felt there was 
so much going on in that room across the street! He was so absorbed in his writing, never looked up, 
never paused for a word, never turned round in his chair, or got up and walked about the room as 
my father did. Papa is a great writer, everybody says: but he would have come to the window and 
looked out, he would have drummed with his fingers on the pane, he would have watched a fly and 
helped it over a difficulty, and played with the fringe of the curtain, and done a dozen other nice, 
pleasant, foolish things, till the next sentence took shape. "My dear, I am waiting for a word," he 
would say to my mother when she looked at him, with a question why he was so idle, in her eyes; 
and then he would laugh, and go back again to his writing-table. But He over there never stopped at 
all. It was like a fascination. I could not take my eyes from him and that little scarcely perceptible 
movement he made, turning his head. I trembled with impatience to see him turn the page, or 
perhaps throw down his finished sheet on the floor, as somebody looking into a window like me 
once saw Sir Walter do, sheet after sheet. I should have cried out if this Unknown had done that. I 
should not have been able to help myself, whoever had been present; and gradually I got into such a 
state of suspense waiting for it to be done that my head grew hot and my hands cold. And then, just 
when there was a little movement of his elbow, as if he were about to do this, to be called away by 
Aunt Mary to see Lady Carnbee to the door! I believe I did not hear her till she had called me three 
times, and then I stumbled up, all flushed and hot, and nearly crying. When I came out from the 
recess to give the old lady my arm (Mr Pitmilly had gone away some time before), she put up her 
hand and stroked my cheek. "What ails the bairn?" she said; "she's fevered. You must not let her sit 
her lane in the window, Mary Balcarres. You and me know what comes of that." Her old fingers had 
a strange touch, cold like something not living, and I felt that dreadful diamond sting me on the 
cheek.  
  I do not say that this was not just a part of my excitement and suspense; and I know it is enough to 
make any one laugh when the excitement was all about an unknown man writing in a room on the 
other side of the way, and my impatience because he never came to an end of the page. If you think 
I was not quite as well aware of this as any one could be! but the worst was that this dreadful old 
lady felt my heart beating against her arm that was within mine. "You are just in a dream," she said 
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to me, with her old voice close at my ear as we went down-stairs. "I don't know who it is about, but 
it's bound to be some man that is not worth it. If you were wise you would think of him no more."  
  "I am thinking of no man!" I said, half crying. "It is very unkind and dreadful of you to say so, Lady 
Carnbee. I never thought of----any man, in all my life!" I cried in a passion of indignation. The old lady 
clung tighter to my arm, and pressed it to her, not unkindly.  
  "Poor little bird," she said, "how it's strugglin' and flutterin'! I'm not saying but what it's more 
dangerous when it's all for a dream."  
  She was not at all unkind; but I was very angry and excited, and would scarcely shake that old pale 
hand which she put out to me from her carriage window when I had helped her in. I was angry with 
her, and I was afraid of the diamond, which looked up from under her finger as if it saw through and 
through me; and whether you believe me or not, I am certain that it stung me again--a sharp 
malignant prick, oh full of meaning! She never wore gloves, but only black lace mittens, through 
which that horrible diamond gleamed.  
  I ran up-stairs--she had been the last to go and Aunt Mary too had gone to get ready for dinner, for 
it was late. I hurried to my place, and looked across, with my heart beating more than ever. I made 
quite sure I should see the finished sheet lying white upon the floor. But what I gazed at was only the 
dim blank of that window which they said was no window. The light had changed in some wonderful 
way during that five minutes I had been gone, and there was nothing, nothing, not a reflection, not a 
glimmer. It looked exactly as they all said, the blank form of a window painted on the wall. It was too 
much: I sat down in my excitement and cried as if my heart would break. I felt that they had done 
something to it, that it was not natural, that I could not bear their unkindness--even Aunt Mary. They 
thought it not good for me! not good for me! and they had done something--even Aunt Mary 
herself--and that wicked diamond that hid itself in Lady Carnbee's hand. Of course I knew all this was 
ridiculous as well as you could tell me; but I was exasperated by the disappointment and the sudden 
stop to all my excited feelings, and I could not bear it. It was more strong than I.  
  I was late for dinner, and naturally there were some traces in my eyes that I had been crying when I 
came into the full light in the dining-room, where Aunt Mary could look at me at her pleasure, and I 
could not run away. She said, "Honey, you have been shedding tears. I'm loth, loth that a bairn of 
your mother's should be made to shed tears in my house."  
  "I have not been made to shed tears," cried I; and then, to save myself another fit of crying, I burst 
out laughing and said, "I am afraid of that dreadful diamond on old Lady Carnbee's hand. It bites--I 
am sure it bites! Aunt Mary, look here."  
  "You foolish lassie," Aunt Mary said; but she looked at my cheek under the light of the lamp, and 
then she gave it a little pat with her soft hand. "Go away with you, you silly bairn. There is no bite; 
but a flushed cheek, my honey, and a wet eye. You must just read out my paper to me after dinner 
when the post is in: and we'll have no more thinking and no more dreaming for tonight."  
  "Yes, Aunt Mary," said I. But I knew what would happen; for when she opens up her 'Times,' all full 
of the news of the world, and the speeches and things which she takes an interest in, though I 
cannot tell why--she forgets. And as I kept very quiet and made not a sound, she forgot to-night 
what she had said, and the curtain hung a little more over me than usual, and I sat down in my 
recess as if I had been a hundred miles away. And my heart gave a great jump, as if it would have 
come out of my breast; for he was there. But not as he had been in the morning--I suppose the light, 
perhaps, was not good enough to go on with his work without a lamp or candles--for he had turned 
away from the table and was fronting the window, sitting leaning back in his chair, and turning his 
head to me. Not to me--he knew nothing about me. I thought he was not looking at anything; but 
with his face turned my way. My heart was in my mouth: it was so unexpected, so strange! though 
why it should have seemed strange I know not, for there was no communication between him and 
me that it should have moved me; and what could be more natural than that a man, wearied of his 
work, and feeling the want perhaps of more light, and yet that it was not dark enough to light a 
lamp, should turn round in his own chair, and rest a little, and think--perhaps of nothing at all? Papa 
always says he is thinking of nothing at all. He says things blow through his mind as if the doors were 
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open, and he has no responsibility. What sort of things were blowing through this man's mind? or 
was he thinking, still thinking, of what he had been writing and going on with it still? The thing that 
troubled me most was that I could not make out his face. It is very difficult to do so when you see a 
person only through two windows, your own and his. I wanted very much to recognise him 
afterwards if I should chance to meet him in the street. If he had only stood up and moved about the 
room, I should have made out the rest of his figure, and then I should have known him again; or if he 
had only come to the window (as papa always did), then I should have seen his face clearly enough 
to have recognised him. But, to be sure, he did not see any need to do anything in order that I might 
recognise him, for he did not know I existed; and probably if he had known I was watching him, he 
would have been annoyed and gone away.  
  But he was as immovable there facing the window as he had been seated at the desk. Sometimes 
he made a little faint stir with a hand or a foot, and I held my breath, hoping he was about to rise 
from his chair--but he never did it. And with all the efforts I made I could not be sure of his face. I 
puckered my eyelids together as old Miss Jeanie did who was shortsighted, and I put my hands on 
each side of my face to concentrate the light on him: but it was all in vain. Either the face changed as 
I sat staring, or else it was the light that was not good enough, or I don't know what it was. His hair 
seemed to me light--certainly there was no dark line about his head, as there would have been had it 
been very dark--and I saw, where it came across the old gilt frame on the wall behind, that it must 
be fair: and I am almost sure he had no beard. Indeed I am sure that he had no beard, for the outline 
of his face was distinct enough; and the daylight was still quite clear out of doors, so that I 
recognised perfectly a baker's boy who was on the pavement opposite, and whom I should have 
known again whenever I had met him: as if it was of the least importance to recognise a baker's boy! 
There was one thing, however, rather curious about this boy. He had been throwing stones at 
something or somebody. In St Rule's they have a great way of throwing stones at each other, and I 
suppose there had been a battle. I suppose also that he had one stone in his hand left over from the 
battle, and his roving eye took in all the incidents of the street to judge where he could throw it with 
most effect and mischief. But apparently he found nothing worthy of it in the street, for he suddenly 
turned round with a flick under his leg to show his cleverness, and aimed it straight at the window. I 
remarked without remarking that it struck with a hard sound and without any breaking of glass, and 
fell straight down on the pavement. But I took no notice of this even in my mind, so intently was I 
watching the figure within, which moved not nor took the slightest notice, and remained just as 
dimly clear, as perfectly seen, yet as indistinguishable, as before. And then the light began to fail a 
little, not diminishing the prospect within, but making it still less distinct than it had been.  
  Then I jumped up, feeling Aunt Mary's hand upon my shoulder. "Honey," she said, "I asked you 
twice to ring the bell; but you did not hear me."  
  "Oh, Aunt Mary!" I cried in great penitence, but turning again to the window in spite of myself.  
  "You must come away from there: you must come away from there," she said, almost as if she were 
angry: and then her soft voice grew softer, and she gave me a kiss: "never mind about the lamp, 
honey; I have rung myself, and it is coming; but, silly bairn, you must not aye be dreaming--your little 
head will turn."  
  All the answer I made, for I could scarcely speak, was to give a little wave with my hand to the 
window on the other side of the street.  
  She stood there patting me softly on the shoulder for a whole minute or more, murmuring 
something that sounded like, "She must go away, she must go away." Then she said, always with her 
hand soft on my shoulder, "Like a dream when one awaketh." And when I looked again, I saw the 
blank of an opaque surface and nothing more.  
  Aunt Mary asked me no more questions. She made me come into the room and sit in the light and 
read something to her. But I did not know what I was reading, for there suddenly came into my mind 
and took possession of it, the thud of the stone upon the window, and its descent straight down, as 
if from some hard substance that threw it off: though I had myself seen it strike upon the glass of the 
panes across the way.  
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IV 
 
I AM afraid I continued in a state of great exaltation and commotion of mind for some time. I used to 
hurry through the day till the evening came, when I could watch my neighbour through the window 
opposite. I did not talk much to any one, and I never said a word about my own questions and 
wonderings. I wondered who he was, what he was doing, and why he never came till the evening (or 
very rarely); and I also wondered much to what house the room belonged in which he sat. It seemed 
to form a portion of the old College Library, as I have often said. The window was one of the line of 
windows which I understood lighted the large hall; but whether this room belonged to the library 
itself, or how its occupant gained access to it, I could not tell. I made up my mind that it must open 
out of the hall, and that the gentleman must be the Librarian or one of his assistants, perhaps kept 
busy all the day in his official duties, and only able to get to his desk and do his own private work in 
the evening. One has heard of so many things like that--a man who had to take up some other kind 
of work for his living, and then when his leisure-time came, gave it all up to something he really 
loved--some study or some book he was writing. My father himself at one time had been like that. 
He had been in the Treasury all day, and then in the evening wrote his books, which made him 
famous. His daughter, however little she might know of other things, could not but know that! But it 
discouraged me very much when somebody pointed out to me one day in the street an old 
gentleman who wore a wig and took a great deal of snuff, and said, That's the Librarian of the old 
College. It gave me a great shock for a moment; but then I remembered that an old gentleman has 
generally assistants, and that it must be one of them.  
  Gradually I became quite sure of this. There was another small window above, which twinkled very 
much when the sun shone, and looked a very kindly bright little window, above that dullness of the 
other which hid so much. I made up my mind this was the window of his other room, and that these 
two chambers at the end of the beautiful hall were really beautiful for him to live in, so near all the 
books, and so retired and quiet, that nobody knew of them. What a fine thing for him! and you could 
see what use he made of his good fortune as he sat there, so constant at his writing for hours 
together. Was it a book he was writing, or could it be perhaps Poems? This was a thought which 
made my heart beat; but I concluded with much regret that it could not be Poems, because no one 
could possibly write Poems like that, straight off, without pausing for a word or a rhyme. Had they 
been Poems he must have risen up, he must have paced about the room or come to the window as 
papa did--not that papa wrote Poems: he always said, "I am not worthy even to speak of such 
prevailing mysteries," shaking his head--which gave me a wonderful admiration and almost awe of a 
Poet, who was thus much greater even than papa. But I could not believe that a poet could have 
kept still for hours and hours like that. What could it be then? perhaps it was history; that is a great 
thing to work at, but you would not perhaps need to move nor to stride up and down, or look out 
upon the sky and the wonderful light.  
  He did move now and then, however, though he never came to the window. Sometimes, as I have 
said, he would turn round in his chair and turn his face towards it, and sit there for a long time 
musing when the light had begun to fail, and the world was full of that strange day which was night, 
that light without colour, in which everything was so clearly visible, and there were no shadows. "It 
was between the night and the day, when the fairy folk have power." This was the after-light of the 
wonderful, long, long summer evening, the light without shadows. It had a spell in it, and sometimes 
it made me afraid: and all manner of strange thoughts seemed to come in, and I always felt that if 
only we had a little more vision in our eyes we might see beautiful folk walking about in it, who were 
not of our world. I thought most likely he saw them, from the way he sat there looking out: and this 
made my heart expand with the most curious sensation, as if of pride that, though I could not see, 
he did, and did not even require to come to the window, as I did, sitting close in the depth of the 
recess, with my eyes upon him, and almost seeing things through his eyes.  
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  I was so much absorbed in these thoughts and in watching him every evening--for now he never 
missed an evening, but was always there--that people began to remark that I was looking pale and 
that I could not be well, for I paid no attention when they talked to me, and did not care to go out, 
nor to join the other girls for their tennis, nor to do anything that others did; and some said to Aunt 
Mary that I was quickly losing all the ground I had gained, and that she could never send me back to 
my mother with a white face like that. Aunt Mary had begun to look at me anxiously for some time 
before that, and, I am sure, held secret consultations over me, sometimes with the doctor, and 
sometimes with her old ladies, who thought they knew more about young girls than even the 
doctors. And I could hear them saying to her that I wanted diversion, that I must be diverted, and 
that she must take me out more, and give a party, and that when the summer visitors began to 
come there would perhaps be a ball or two, or Lady Carnbee would get up a picnic. "And there's my 
young lord coming home," said the old lady whom they called Miss Jeanie, "and I never knew the 
young lassie yet that would not cock up her bonnet at the sight of a young lord."  
  But Aunt Mary shook her head. "I would not lippen much to the young lord," she said. "His mother 
is sore set upon siller for him; and my poor bit honey has no fortune to speak of. No, we must not fly 
so high as the young lord; but I will gladly take her about the country to see the old castles and 
towers. It will perhaps rouse her up a little."  
  "And if that does not answer we must think of something else," the old lady said.  
  I heard them perhaps that day because they were talking of me, which is always so effective a way 
of making you hear--for latterly I had not been paying any attention to what they were saying; and I 
thought to myself how little they knew, and how little I cared about even the old castles and curious 
houses, having something else in my mind. But just about that time Mr Pitmilly came in, who was 
always a friend to me, and, when he heard them talking, he managed to stop them and turn the 
conversation into another channel. And after a while, when the ladies were gone away, he came up 
to my recess, and gave a glance right over my head. And then he asked my Aunt Mary if ever she had 
settled her question about the window opposite, "that you thought was a window sometimes, and 
then not a window, and many curious things," the old gentleman said.  
  My Aunt Mary gave me another very wistful look; and then she said, "Indeed, Mr Pitmilly, we are 
just where we were, and I am quite as unsettled as ever; and I think my niece she has taken up my 
views, for I see her many a time looking across and wondering, and I am not clear now what her 
opinion is."  
  "My opinion!" I said, "Aunt Mary." I could not help being a little scornful, as one is when one is very 
young. "I have no opinion. There is not only a window but there is a room, and I could show you " I 
was going to say, "show you the gentleman who sits and writes in it," but I stopped, not knowing 
what they might say, and looked from one to another. "I could tell you--all the furniture that is in it," 
I said. And then I felt something like a flame that went over my face, and that all at once my cheeks 
were burning. I thought they gave a little glance at each other, but that may have been folly. "There 
is a great picture, in a big dim frame," I said, feeling a little breathless, "on the wall opposite the 
window "  
  "Is there so?" said Mr Pitmilly, with a little laugh. And he said, "Now I will tell you what we'll do. You 
know that there is a conversation party, or whatever they call it, in the big room to-night, and it will 
be all open and lighted up. And it is a handsome room, and two-three things well worth looking at. I 
will just step along after we have all got our dinner, and take you over to the pairty, madam--Missy 
and you----"  
  "Dear me!" said Aunt Mary. "I have not gone to a pairty for more years than I would like to say--and 
never once to the Library Hall." Then she gave a little shiver, and said quite low, "I could not go 
there."  
  "Then you will just begin again to-night, madam," said Mr Pitmilly, taking no notice of this, "and a 
proud man will I be leading in Mistress Balcarres that was once the pride of the ball!"  
  "Ah, once!" said Aunt Mary, with a low little laugh and then a sigh. "And we'll not say how long 
ago;" and after that she made a pause, looking always at me: and then she said, "I accept your offer, 
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and we'll put on our braws; and I hope you will have no occasion to think shame of us. But why not 
take your dinner here?"  
  That was how it was settled, and the old gentleman went away to dress, looking quite pleased. But 
I came to Aunt Mary as soon as he was gone, and besought her not to make me go. "I like the long 
bonnie night and the light that lasts so long. And I cannot bear to dress up and go out, wasting it all 
in a stupid party. I hate parties, Aunt Mary!" I cried, "and I would far rather stay here."  
  "My honey," she said, taking both my hands, "I know it will maybe be a blow to you, but it's better 
so."  
  "How could it be a blow to me?" I cried; "but I would far rather not go."  
  "You'll just go with me, honey, just this once: it is not often I go out. You will go with me this one 
night, just this one night, my honey sweet."  
  I am sure there were tears in Aunt Mary's eyes, and she kissed me between the words. There was 
nothing more that I could say; but how I grudged the evening! A mere party, a conversazione (when 
all the College was away, too, and nobody to make conversation!), instead of my enchanted hour at 
my window and the soft strange light, and the dim face looking out, which kept me wondering and 
wondering what was he thinking of, what was he looking for, who was he? all one wonder and 
mystery and question, through the long, long, slowly fading night!  
  It occurred to me, however, when I was dressing--though I was so sure that he would prefer his 
solitude to everything--that he might perhaps, it was just possible, be there. And when I thought of 
that, I took out my white frock though Janet had laid out my blue one--and my little pearl necklace 
which I had thought was too good to wear. They were not very large pearls, but they were real 
pearls, and very even and lustrous though they were small; and though I did not think much of my 
appearance then, there must have been something about me--pale as I was but apt to colour in a 
moment, with my dress so white, and my pearls so white, and my hair all shadowy perhaps, that was 
pleasant to look at: for even old Mr Pitmilly had a strange look in his eyes, as if he was not only 
pleased but sorry too, perhaps thinking me a creature that would have troubles in this life, though I 
was so young and knew them not. And when Aunt Mary looked at me, there was a little quiver 
about her mouth. She herself had on her pretty lace and her white hair very nicely done, and looking 
her best. As for Mr Pitmilly, he had a beautiful fine French cambrie frill to his shirt, plaited in the 
most minute plaits, and with a diamond pin in it which sparkled as much as Lady Carnbee's ring; but 
this was a fine frank kindly stone, that looked you straight in the face and sparkled, with the light 
dancing in it as if it were pleased to see you, and to be shining on that old gentleman's honest and 
faithful breast: for he had been one of Aunt Mary's lovers in their early days, and still thought there 
was nobody like her in the world.  
  I had got into quite a happy commotion of mind by the time we set out across the street in the soft 
light of the evening to the Library Hall. Perhaps, after all, I should see him, and see the room which I 
was so well acquainted with, and find out why he sat there so constantly and never was seen 
abroad. I thought I might even hear what he was working at, which would be such a pleasant thing 
to tell papa when I went home. A friend of mine at St Rule's--oh, far, far more busy than you ever 
were, papa!--and then my father would laugh as he always did, and say he was but an idler and 
never busy at all.  
  The room was all light and bright, flowers wherever flowers could be, and the long lines of the 
books that went along the walls on each side, lighting up wherever there was a line of gilding or an 
ornament, with a little response. It dazzled me at first all that light: but I was very eager, though I 
kept very quiet, looking round to see if perhaps in any corner, in the middle of any group, he would 
be there. I did not expect to see him among the ladies. He would not be with them,--he was too 
studious, too silent: but, perhaps among that circle of grey heads at the upper end of the room--
perhaps----  
  No: I am not sure that it was not half a pleasure to me to make quite sure that there was not one 
whom I could take for him, who was at all like my vague image of him. No: it was absurd to think 
that he would be here, amid all that sound of voices, under the glare of that light. I felt a little proud 
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to think that he was in his room as usual, doing his work, or thinking so deeply over it, as when he 
turned round in his chair with his face to the light.  
  I was thus getting a little composed and quiet in my mind, for now that the expectation of seeing 
him was over, though it was a disappointment, it was a satisfaction too--when Mr Pitmilly came up 
to me, holding out his arm. "Now," he said, "I am going to take you to see the curiosities." I thought 
to myself that after I had seen them and spoken to everybody I knew, Aunt Mary would let me go 
home, so I went very willingly, though I did not care for the curiosities. Something, however, struck 
me strangely as we walked up the room. It was the air, rather fresh and strong, from an open 
window at the east end of the hall. How should there be a window there? I hardly saw what it meant 
for the first moment, but it blew in my face as if there was some meaning in it, and I felt very uneasy 
without seeing why.  
  Then there was another thing that startled me. On that side of the wall which was to the street 
there seemed no windows at all. A long line of bookcases filled it from end to end. I could not see 
what that meant either, but it confused me. I was altogether confused. I felt as if I was in a strange 
country, not knowing where I was going, not knowing what I might find out next. If there were no 
windows on the wall to the street, where was my window? My heart, which had been jumping up 
and calming down again all this time, gave a great leap at this, as if it would have come out of me--
but I did not know what it could mean.  
  Then we stopped before a glass case, and Mr Pitmilly showed me some things in it. I could not pay 
much attention to them. My head was going round and round. I heard his voice going on, and then 
myself speaking with a queer sound that was hollow in my ears; but I did not know what I was saying 
or what he was saying. Then he took me to the very end of the room, the east end, saying something 
that I caught--that I was pale, that the air would do me good. The air was blowing full on me, lifting 
the lace of my dress, lifting my hair, almost chilly. The window opened into the pale daylight, into 
the little lane that ran by the end of the building. Mr Pitmilly went on talking, but I could not make 
out a word he said. Then I heard my own voice, speaking through it, though I did not seem to be 
aware that I was speaking. "Where is my window?--where, then, is my window?" I seemed to be 
saying, and I turned right round, dragging him with me, still holding his arm. As I did this my eye fell 
upon something at last which I knew. It was a large picture in a broad frame, hanging against the 
farther wall.  
  What did it mean? Oh, what did it mean? I turned round again to the open window at the east end, 
and to the daylight, the strange light without any shadow, that was all round about this lighted hall, 
holding it like a bubble that would burst, like something that was not real. The real place was the 
room I knew, in which that picture was hanging, where the writing-table was, and where he sat with 
his face to the light. But where was the light and the window through which it came? I think my 
senses must have left me. I went up to the picture which I knew, and then I walked straight across 
the room, always dragging Mr Pitmilly, whose face was pale, but who did not struggle but allowed 
me to lead him, straight across to where the window was--where the window was not;--where there 
was no sign of it. "Where is my window? --where is my window?" I said. And all the time I was sure 
that I was in a dream, and these lights were all some theatrical illusion, and the people talking; and 
nothing real but the pale, pale, watching, lingering day standing by to wait until that foolish bubble 
should burst.  
  "My dear," said Mr Pitmilly, "my dear! Mind that you are in public. Mind where you are. You must 
not make an outcry and frighten your Aunt Mary. Come away with me. Come away, my dear young 
lady! and you'll take a seat for a minute or two and compose yourself; and I'll get you an ice or a 
little wine." He kept patting my hand, which was on his arm, and looking at me very anxiously. "Bless 
me! bless me! I never thought it would have this effect," he said.  
  But I would not allow him to take me away in that direction. I went to the picture again and looked 
at it without seeing it: and then I went across the room again, with some kind of wild thought that if 
I insisted I should find it. "My window--my window!" I said.  
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  There was one of the professors standing there, and he heard me. "The window!" said he. "Ah, 
you've been taken in with what appears outside. It was put there to be in uniformity with the 
window on the stair. But it never was a real window. It is just behind that bookcase. Many people 
are taken in by it," he said.  
  His voice seemed to sound from somewhere far away, and as if it would go on for ever; and the hall 
swam in a dazzle of shining and of noises round me; and the daylight through the open window grew 
greyer, waiting till it should be over, and the bubble burst.  
 
V 
 
IT was Mr Pitmilly who took me home; or rather it was I who took him, pushing him on a little in 
front of me, holding fast by his arm, not waiting for Aunt Mary or any one. We came out into the 
daylight again outside, I, without even a cloak or a shawl, with my bare arms, and uncovered head, 
and the pearls round my neck. There was a rush of the people about, and a baker's boy, that baker's 
boy, stood right in my way and cried, "Here's a braw ane!" shouting to the others: the words struck 
me somehow, as his stone had struck the window, without any reason. But I did not mind the people 
staring, and hurried across the street, with Mr Pitmilly half a step in advance. The door was open, 
and Janet standing at it, looking out to see what she could see of the ladies in their grand dresses. 
She gave a shriek when she saw me hurrying across the street; but I brushed past her, and pushed 
Mr Pitmilly up the stairs, and took him breathless to the recess, where I threw myself down on the 
seat, feeling as if I could not have gone another step farther, and waved my hand across to the 
window. "There! there!" I cried. Ah! there it was--not that senseless mob--not the theatre and the 
gas, and the people all in a murmur and clang of talking. Never in all these days had I seen that room 
so clearly. There was a faint tone of light behind, as if it might have been a reflection from some of 
those vulgar lights in the hall, and he sat against it, calm, wrapped in his thoughts, with his face 
turned to the window. Nobody but must have seen him. Janet could have seen him had I called her 
up-stairs. It was like a picture, all the things I knew, and the same attitude, and the atmosphere, full 
of quietness, not disturbed by anything. I pulled Mr Pitmilly's arm before I let him go,--"You see, you 
see!" I cried. He gave me the most bewildered look, as if he would have liked to cry. He saw nothing! 
I was sure of that from his eyes. He was an old man, and there was no vision in him. If I had called up 
Janet, she would have seen it all. "My dear!" he said. "My dear!" waving his hands in a helpless way. 
"He has been there all these nights," I cried, "and I thought you could tell me who he was and what 
he was doing; and that he might have taken me in to that room, and showed me, that I might tell 
papa. Papa would understand, he would like to hear. Oh, can't you tell me what work he is doing, Mr 
Pitmilly? He never lifts his head as long as the light throws a shadow, and then when it is like this he 
turns round and thinks, and takes a rest!"  
  Mr Pitmilly was trembling, whether it was with cold or I know not what. He said, with a shake in his 
voice, "My dear young lady--my dear----" and then stopped and looked at me as if he were going to 
cry. "It's peetiful, it's peetiful," he said; and then in another voice, "I am going across there again to 
bring your Aunt Mary home; do you understand, my poor little thing, my I am going to bring her 
home--you will be better when she is here." I was glad when he went away, as he could not see 
anything: and I sat alone in the dark which was not dark, but quite clear light--a light like nothing I 
ever saw. How clear it was in that room! not glaring like the gas and the voices, but so quiet, 
everything so visible, as if it were in another world. I heard a little rustle behind me, and there was 
Janet, standing staring at me with two big eyes wide open. She was only a little older than I was. I 
called to her, "Janet, come here, come here, and you will see him,--come here and see him!" 
impatient that she should be so shy and keep behind. "Oh, my bonnie young leddy!" she said, and 
burst out crying. I stamped my foot at her, in my indignation that she would not come, and she fled 
before me with a rustle and swing of haste, as if she were afraid. None of them, none of them! not 
even a girl like myself, with the sight in her eyes, would understand. I turned back again, and held 
out my hands to him sitting there, who was the only one that knew. "Oh," I said, "say something to 
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me! I don't know who you are, or what you are: but you're lonely and so am I; and I only--feel for 
you. Say something to me!" I neither hoped that he would hear, nor expected any answer. How 
could he hear, with the street between us, and his window shut, and all the murmuring of the voices 
and the people standing about? But for one moment it seemed to me that there was only him and 
me in the whole world.  
  But I gasped with my breath, that had almost gone from me, when I saw him move in his chair! He 
had heard me, though I knew not how. He rose up, and I rose too, speechless, incapable of anything 
but this mechanical movement. He seemed to draw me as if I were a puppet moved by his will. He 
came forward to the window, and stood looking across at me. I was sure that he looked at me. At 
last he had seen me: at last he had found out that somebody, though only a girl, was watching him, 
looking for him, believing in him. I was in such trouble and commotion of mind and trembling, that I 
could not keep on my feet, but dropped kneeling on the window-seat, supporting myself against the 
window, feeling as if my heart were being drawn out of me. I cannot describe his face. It was all dim, 
yet there was a light on it: I think it must have been a smile; and as closely as I looked at him he 
looked at me. His hair was fair, and there was a little quiver about his lips. Then he put his hands 
upon the window to open it. It was stiff and hard to move; but at last he forced it open with a sound 
that echoed all along the street. I saw that the people heard it, and several looked up. As for me, I 
put my hands together, leaning with my face against the glass, drawn to him as if I could have gone 
out of myself, my heart out of my bosom, my eyes out of my head. He opened the window with a 
noise that was heard from the West Port to the Abbey. Could any one doubt that?  
  And then he leaned forward out of the window, looking out. There was not one in the street but 
must have seen him. He looked at me first, with a little wave of his hand, as if it were a salutation--
yet not exactly that either, for I thought he waved me away; and then he looked up and down in the 
dim shining of the ending day, first to the east, to the old Abbey towers, and then to the west, along 
the broad line of the street where so many people were coming and going, but so little noise, all like 
enchanted folk in an enchanted place. I watched him with such a melting heart, with such a deep 
satisfaction as words could not say; for nobody could tell me now that he was not there,--nobody 
could say I was dreaming any more. I watched him as if I could not breathe--my heart in my throat, 
my eyes upon him. He looked up and down, and then he looked back to me. I was the first, and I was 
the last, though it was not for long: he did know, he did see, who it was that had recognised him and 
sympathised with him all the time. I was in a kind of rapture, yet stupor too; my look went with his 
look, following it as if I were his shadow; and then suddenly he was gone, and I saw him no more.  
  I dropped back again upon my seat, seeking something to support me, something to lean upon. He 
had lifted his hand and waved it once again to me. How he went I cannot tell, nor where he went I 
cannot tell; but in a moment he was away, and the window standing open, and the room fading into 
stillness and dimness, yet so clear, with all its space, and the great picture in its gilded frame upon 
the wall. It gave me no pain to see him go away. My heart was so content, and I was so worn out and 
satisfied--for what doubt or question could there be about him now? As I was lying back as weak as 
water, Aunt Mary came in behind me, and flew to me with a little rustle as if she had come on wings, 
and put her arms round me, and drew my head on to her breast. I had begun to cry a little, with sobs 
like a child. "You saw him, you saw him!" I said. To lean upon her, and feel her so soft, so kind, gave 
me a pleasure I cannot describe, and her arms round me, and her voice saying "Honey, my honey!"--
as if she were nearly crying too. Lying there I came back to myself, quite sweetly, glad of everything. 
But I wanted some assurance from them that they had seen him too. I waved my hand to the 
window that was still standing open, and the room that was stealing away into the faint dark. "This 
time you saw it all?" I said, getting more eager. "My honey!" said Aunt Mary, giving me a kiss: and 
Mr Pitmilly began to walk about the room with short little steps behind, as if he were out of 
patience. I sat straight up and put away Aunt Mary's arms. "You cannot be so blind, so blind!" I cried. 
"Oh, not to-night, at least not to-night!" But neither the one nor the other made any reply. I shook 
myself quite free, and raised myself up. And there, in the middle of the street, stood the baker's boy 
like a statue, staring up at the open window, with his mouth open and his face full of wonder--
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breathless, as if he could not believe what he saw. I darted forward, calling to him, and beckoned 
him to come to me. "Oh, bring him up! bring him, bring him to me!" I cried.  
  Mr Pitmilly went out directly, and got the boy by the shoulder. He did not want to come. It was 
strange to see the little old gentleman, with his beautiful frill and his diamond pin, standing out in 
the street, with his hand upon the boy's shoulder, and the other boys round, all in a little crowd. And 
presently they came towards the house, the others all following, gaping and wondering. He came in 
unwilling, almost resisting, looking as if we meant him some harm. "Come away, my laddie, come 
and speak to the young lady," Mr Pitmilly was saying. And Aunt Mary took my hands to keep me 
back. But I would not be kept back.  
  "Boy," I cried, "you saw it too: you saw it: tell them you saw it! It is that I want, and no more."  
  He looked at me as they all did, as if he thought I was mad. "What's she wantin' wi' me?" he said; 
and then, "I did nae harm, even if I did throw a bit stane at it--and it's nae sin to throw a stane.  
  "You rascal!" said Mr Pitmilly, giving him a shake; "have you been throwing stones? You'll kill 
somebody some of these days with your stones." The old gentleman was confused and troubled, for 
he did not understand what I wanted, nor anything that had happened. And then Aunt Mary, holding 
my hands and drawing me close to her, spoke. "Laddie," she said, "answer the young lady, like a 
good lad. There's no intention of finding fault with you. Answer her, my man, and then Janet will 
give ye your supper before you go."  
  "Oh speak, speak!" I cried; "answer them and tell them! you saw that window opened, and the 
gentleman look out and wave his hand?"  
  "I saw nae gentleman," he said, with his head down, "except this wee gentleman here."  
  "Listen, laddie," said Aunt Mary. "I saw ye standing in the middle of the street staring. What were 
ye looking at?"  
  "It was naething to make a wark about. It was just yon windy yonder in the library that is nae 
windy. And it was open as sure's death. You may laugh if you like. Is that a' she's wantin' wi' me?"  
  "You are telling a pack of lies, laddie," Mr Pitmilly said.  
  "I'm tellin' nae lees--it was standin' open just like ony ither windy. It's as sure's death. I couldna 
believe it mysel'; but it's true."  
  "And there it is," I cried, turning round and pointing it out to them with great triumph in my heart. 
But the light was all grey, it had faded, it had changed. The window was just as it had always been, a 
sombre break upon the wall.  
  I was treated like an invalid all that evening, and taken up-stairs to bed, and Aunt Mary sat up in my 
room the whole night through. Whenever I opened my eyes she was always sitting there close to 
me, watching. And there never was in all my life so strange a night. When I would talk in my 
excitement, she kissed me and hushed me like a child. "Oh, honey, you are not the only one!" she 
said. "Oh whisht, whisht, bairn! I should never have let you be there!"  
  "Aunt Mary, Aunt Mary, you have seen him too?"  
  "Oh whisht, whisht, honey!" Aunt Mary said: her eyes were shining--there were tears in them. "Oh 
whisht, whisht! Put it out of your mind, and try to sleep. I will not speak another word," she cried.  
  But I had my arms round her, and my mouth at her ear. "Who is he there?--tell me that and I will 
ask no more----"  
  "Oh honey, rest, and try to sleep! It is just--how can I tell you?--a dream, a dream! Did you not hear 
what Lady Carnbee said?--the women of our blood----"  
  "What? what? Aunt Mary, oh Aunt Mary----"  
  "I canna tell you," she cried in her agitation, "I canna tell you! How can I tell you, when I know just 
what you know and no more? It is a longing all your life after--it is a looking--for what never comes."  
  "He will come," I cried. "I shall see him to-morrow--that I know, I know!"  
  She kissed me and cried over me, her cheek hot and wet like mine. "My honey, try if you can sleep--
try if you can sleep: and we'll wait to see what to-morrow brings."  
  "I have no fear," said I; and then I suppose, though it is strange to think of, I must have fallen 
asleep--I was so worn-out, and young, and not used to lying in my bed awake. From time to time I 
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opened my eyes, and sometimes jumped up remembering everything: but Aunt Mary was always 
there to soothe me, and I lay down again in her shelter like a bird in its nest.  
  But I would not let them keep me in bed next day. I was in a kind of fever, not knowing what I did. 
The window was quite opaque, without the least glimmer in it, flat and blank like a piece of wood. 
Never from the first day had I seen it so little like a window. "It cannot be wondered at," I said to 
myself, "that seeing it like that, and with eyes that are old, not so clear as mine, they should think 
what they do." And then I smiled to myself to think of the evening and the long light, and whether 
he would look out again, or only give me a signal with his hand. I decided I would like that best: not 
that he should take the trouble to come forward and open it again, but just a turn of his head and a 
wave of his hand. It would be more friendly and show more confidence,--not as if I wanted that kind 
of demonstration every night.  
  I did not come down in the afternoon, but kept at my own window up-stairs alone, till the tea-party 
should be over. I could hear them making a great talk; and I was sure they were all in the recess 
staring at the window, and laughing at the silly lassie. Let them laugh! I felt above all that now. At 
dinner I was very restless, hurrying to get it over; and I think Aunt Mary was restless too. I doubt 
whether she read her 'Times' when it came; she opened it up so as to shield her, and watched from 
a corner. And I settled myself in the recess, with my heart full of expectation. I wanted nothing more 
than to see him writing at his table, and to turn his head and give me a little wave of his hand, just to 
show that he knew I was there. I sat from half-past seven o'clock to ten o'clock: and the daylight 
grew softer and softer, till at last it was as if it was shining through a pearl, and not a shadow to be 
seen. But the window all the time was as black as night, and there was nothing, nothing there.  
  Well: but other nights it had been like that: he would not be there every night only to please me. 
There are other things in a man's life, a great learned man like that. I said to myself I was not 
disappointed. Why should I be disappointed? There had been other nights when he was not there. 
Aunt Mary watched me, every movement I made, her eyes shining, often wet, with a pity in them 
that almost made me cry: but I felt as if I were more sorry for her than for myself. And then I flung 
myself upon her, and asked her, again and again, what it was, and who it was, imploring her to tell 
me if she knew? and when she had seen him, and what had happened? and what it meant about the 
women of our blood? She told me that how it was she could not tell, nor when: it was just at the 
time it had to be; and that we all saw him in our time--"that is," she said, "the ones that are like you 
and me." What was it that made her and me different from the rest? but she only shook her head 
and would not tell me. "They say," she said, and then stopped short. "Oh, honey, try and forget all 
about it--if I had but known you were of that kind! They say--that once there was one that was a 
Scholar, and liked his books more than any lady's love. Honey, do not look at me like that. To think I 
should have brought all this on you!"  
  "He was a Scholar?" I cried.  
  "And one of us, that must have been a light woman, not like you and me But maybe it was just in 
innocence; for who can tell? She waved to him and waved to him to come over: and yon ring was 
the token: but he would not come. But still she sat at her window and waved and waved--till at last 
her brothers heard of it, that were stirring men; and then--oh, my honey, let us speak of it no more!"  
  "They killed him!" I cried, carried away. And then I grasped her with my hands, and gave her a 
shake, and flung away from her. "You tell me that to throw dust in my eyes--when I saw him only last 
night: and he as living as I am, and as young!"  
  "My honey, my honey!" Aunt Mary said.  
  After that I would not speak to her for a long time; but she kept close to me, never leaving me 
when she could help it, and always with that pity in her eyes. For the next night it was the same; and 
the third night. That third night I thought I could not bear it any longer. I would have to do 
something if only I knew what to do! If it would ever get dark, quite dark, there might be something 
to be done. I had wild dreams of stealing out of the house and getting a ladder, and mounting up to 
try if I could not open that window, in the middle of the night--if perhaps I could get the baker's boy 
to help me; and then my mind got into a whirl, and it was as if I had done it; and I could almost see 
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the boy put the ladder to the window, and hear him cry out that there was nothing there. Oh, how 
slow it was, the night! and how light it was, and everything so clear no darkness to cover you, no 
shadow, whether on one side of the street or on the other side! I could not sleep, though I was 
forced to go to bed. And in the deep midnight, when it is dark dark in every other place, I slipped 
very softly down-stairs, though there was one board on the landing-place that creaked--and opened 
the door and stepped out. There was not a soul to be seen, up or down, from the Abbey to the West 
Port: and the trees stood like ghosts, and the silence was terrible, and everything as clear as day. You 
don't know what silence is till you find it in the light like that, not morning but night, no sunrising, no 
shadow, but everything as clear as the day.  
  It did not make any difference as the slow minutes went on: one o'clock, two o'clock. How strange 
it was to hear the clocks striking in that dead light when there was nobody to hear them! But it made 
no difference. The window was quite blank; even the marking of the panes seemed to have melted 
away. I stole up again after a long time, through the silent house, in the clear light, cold and 
trembling, with despair in my heart.  
  I am sure Aunt Mary must have watched and seen me coming back, for after a while I heard faint 
sounds in the house; and very early, when there had come a little sunshine into the air, she came to 
my bedside with a cup of tea in her hand; and she, too, was looking like a ghost. "Are you warm, 
honey--are you comfortable?" she said. "It doesn't matter," said I. I did not feel as if anything 
mattered; unless if one could get into the dark somewhere--the soft, deep dark that would cover 
you over and hide you--but I could not tell from what. The dreadful thing was that there was 
nothing, nothing to look for, nothing to hide from--only the silence and the light.  
  That day my mother came and took me home. I had not heard she was coming; she arrived quite 
unexpectedly, and said she had no time to stay, but must start the same evening so as to be in 
London next day, papa having settled to go abroad. At first I had a wild thought I would not go. But 
how can a girl say I will not, when her mother has come for her, and there is no reason, no reason in 
the world, to resist, and no right! I had to go, whatever I might wish or any one might say. Aunt 
Mary's dear eyes were wet; she went about the house drying them quietly with her handkerchief, 
but she always said, "It is the best thing for you, honey--the best thing for you!" Oh, how I hated to 
hear it said that it was the best thing, as if anything mattered, one more than another! The old ladies 
were all there in the afternoon, Lady Carnbee looking at me from under her black lace, and the 
diamond lurking, sending out darts from under her finger. She patted me on the shoulder, and told 
me to be a good bairn. "And never lippen to what you see from the window," she said. "The eye is 
deceitful as well as the heart." She kept patting me on the shoulder, and I felt again as if that sharp 
wicked stone stung me. Was that what Aunt Mary meant when she said yon ring was the token? I 
thought afterwards I saw the mark on my shoulder. You will say why? How can I tell why? If I had 
known, I should have been contented, and it would not have mattered any more.  
   
I never went back to St Rule's, and for years of my life I never again looked out of a window when 
any other window was in sight. You ask me did I ever see him again? I cannot tell: the imagination is 
a great deceiver, as Lady Carnbee said: and if he stayed there so long, only to punish the race that 
had wronged him, why should I ever have seen him again? for I had received my share. But who can 
tell what happens in a heart that often, often, and so long as that, comes back to do its errand? If it 
was he whom I have seen again, the anger is gone from him, and he means good and no longer harm 
to the house of the woman that loved him. I have seen his face looking at me from a crowd. There 
was one time when I came home a widow from India, very sad, with my little children: I am certain I 
saw him there among all the people coming to welcome their friends. There was nobody to welcome 
me,--for I was not expected: and very sad was I, without a face I knew: when all at once I saw him, 
and he waved his hand to me. My heart leaped up again: I had forgotten who he was, but only that it 
was a face I knew, and I landed almost cheerfully, thinking here was some one who would help me. 
But he had disappeared, as he did from the window, with that one wave of his hand.  
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  And again I was reminded of it all when old Lady Carnbee died--an old, old woman--and it was 
found in her will that she had left me that diamond ring. I am afraid of it still. It is locked up in an old 
sandal-wood box in the lumber-room in the little old country-house which belongs to me, but where 
I never live. If any one would steal it, it would be a relief to my mind. Yet I never knew what Aunt 
Mary meant when she said, "Yon ring was the token," nor what it could have to do with that strange 
window in the old College Library of St Rule's.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
11. Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, by Robert Louis Stevenson 

 
 
The excerpts below describe the two main incidents of violence in the novella. How does Stevenson 
destabilize the reader’s certainty about what is going on? 
 
From Chapter 1 
 
Mr. Enfield and the lawyer were on the other side of the by-street; but when they came abreast of 
the entry, the former lifted up his cane and pointed. 
 
"Did you ever remark that door?" he asked; and when his companion had replied in the affirmative, 
"It is connected in my mind," added he, "with a very odd story." 
 
"Indeed?" said Mr. Utterson, with a slight change of voice, "and what was that?" 
 
"Well, it was this way," returned Mr. Enfield: "I was coming home from some place at the end of the 
world, about three o'clock of a black winter morning, and my way lay through a part of town where 
there was literally nothing to be seen but lamps. Street after street, and all the folks asleep—street 
after street, all lighted up as if for a procession and all as empty as a church—till at last I got into that 
state of mind when a man listens and listens and begins to long for the sight of a policeman. All at 
once, I saw two figures: one a little man who was stumping along eastward at a good walk, and the 
other a girl of maybe eight or ten who was running as hard as she was able down a cross street. 
Well, sir, the two ran into one another naturally enough at the corner; and then came the horrible 
part of the thing; for the man trampled calmly over the child's body and left her screaming on the 
ground. It sounds nothing to hear, but it was hellish to see. It wasn't like a man; it was like some 
damned Juggernaut. I gave a view-halloa, took to my heels, collared my gentleman, and brought him 
back to where there was already quite a group about the screaming child. He was perfectly cool and 
made no resistance, but gave me one look, so ugly that it brought out the sweat on me like running. 
The people who had turned out were the girl's own family; and pretty soon, the doctor, for whom 
she had been sent, put in his appearance. Well, the child was not much the worse, more frightened, 
according to the Sawbones; and there you might have supposed would be an end to it. But there 
was one curious circumstance. I had taken a loathing to my gentleman at first sight. So had the 
child's family, which was only natural. But the doctor's case was what struck me. He was the usual 
cut-and-dry apothecary, of no particular age and colour, with a strong Edinburgh accent, and about 
as emotional as a bagpipe. Well, sir, he was like the rest of us; every time he looked at my prisoner, I 
saw that Sawbones turn sick and white with the desire to kill him. I knew what was in his mind, just 
as he knew what was in mine; and killing being out of the question, we did the next best. We told 
the man we could and would make such a scandal out of this, as should make his name stink from 
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one end of London to the other. If he had any friends or any credit, we undertook that he should 
lose them. And all the time, as we were pitching it in red hot, we were keeping the women off him as 
best we could, for they were as wild as harpies. I never saw a circle of such hateful faces; and there 
was the man in the middle, with a kind of black, sneering coolness—frightened too, I could see 
that—but carrying it off, sir, really like Satan. 'If you choose to make capital out of this accident,' said 
he, 'I am naturally helpless. No gentleman but wishes to avoid a scene,' says he. 'Name your figure.' 
Well, we screwed him up to a hundred pounds for the child's family; he would have clearly liked to 
stick out; but there was something about the lot of us that meant mischief, and at last he struck. The 
next thing was to get the money; and where do you think he carried us but to that place with the 
door?— whipped out a key, went in, and presently came back with the matter of ten pounds in gold 
and a cheque for the balance on Coutts's, drawn payable to bearer and signed with a name that I 
can't mention, though it's one of the points of my story, but it was a name at least very well known 
and often printed. The figure was stiff; but the signature was good for more than that, if it was only 
genuine. I took the liberty of pointing out to my gentleman that the whole business looked 
apocryphal, and that a man does not, in real life, walk into a cellar door at four in the morning and 
come out of it with another man's cheque for close upon a hundred pounds. But he was quite easy 
and sneering. 'Set your mind at rest,' says he, 'I will stay with you till the banks open and cash the 
cheque myself.' So we all set off, the doctor, and the child's father, and our friend and myself, and 
passed the rest of the night in my chambers; and next day, when we had breakfasted, went in a 
body to the bank. I gave in the check myself, and said I had every reason to believe it was a forgery. 
Not a bit of it. The cheque was genuine." 
 
"Tut-tut," said Mr. Utterson. 
 
"I see you feel as I do," said Mr. Enfield. "Yes, it's a bad story. For my man was a fellow that nobody 
could have to do with, a really damnable man; and the person that drew the cheque is the very pink 
of the proprieties, celebrated too, and (what makes it worse) one of your fellows who do what they 
call good. Black-mail, I suppose; an honest man paying through the nose for some of the capers of 
his youth. Black-Mail House is what I call that place with the door, in consequence. Though even 
that, you know, is far from explaining all," he added, and with the words fell into a vein of musing. 
 
 
From Chapter 4  THE CAREW MURDER CASE 
 
NEARLY a year later, in the month of October, 18—-, London was startled by a crime of singular 
ferocity and rendered all the more notable by the high position of the victim. The details were few 
and startling. A maid servant living alone in a house not far from the river, had gone up-stairs to bed 
about eleven. Although a fog rolled over the city in the small hours, the early part of the night was 
cloudless, and the lane, which the maid's window overlooked, was brilliantly lit by the full moon. It 
seems she was romantically given, for she sat down upon her box, which stood immediately under 
the window, and fell into a dream of musing. Never (she used to say, with streaming tears, when she 
narrated that experience), never had she felt more at peace with all men or thought more kindly of 
the world. And as she so sat she became aware of an aged and beautiful gentleman with white hair, 
drawing near along the lane; and advancing to meet him, another and very small gentleman, to 
whom at first she paid less attention. When they had come within speech (which was just under the 
maid's eyes) the older man bowed and accosted the other with a very pretty manner of politeness. It 
did not seem as if the subject of his address were of great importance; indeed, from his pointing, it 
sometimes appeared as if he were only inquiring his way; but the moon shone on his face as he 
spoke, and the girl was pleased to watch it, it seemed to breathe such an innocent and old-world 
kindness of disposition, yet with something high too, as of a well-founded self-content. Presently her 
eye wandered to the other, and she was surprised to recognise in him a certain Mr. Hyde, who had 
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once visited her master and for whom she had conceived a dislike. He had in his hand a heavy cane, 
with which he was trifling; but he answered never a word, and seemed to listen with an ill-contained 
impatience. And then all of a sudden he broke out in a great flame of anger, stamping with his foot, 
brandishing the cane, and carrying on (as the maid described it) like a madman. The old gentleman 
took a step back, with the air of one very much surprised and a trifle hurt; and at that Mr. Hyde 
broke out of all bounds and clubbed him to the earth. And next moment, with ape-like fury, he was 
trampling his victim under foot and hailing down a storm of blows, under which the bones were 
audibly shattered and the body jumped upon the roadway. At the horror of these sights and sounds, 
the maid fainted. 
 
 

12. Kailyard Literature (and a critical response) 
 

(a) From A Window in Thrums by JM Barrie (1889) 

CHAPTER X 
A MAGNUM OPUS 

 
Two Bibles, a volume of sermons by the learned Dr. Isaac Barrow, a few numbers of the Cheap 

Magazine, that had strayed from Dunfermline, and a "Pilgrim's Progress," were the works that lay 

conspicuous ben in the room. Hendry had also a copy of Burns, whom he always quoted in the 

complete poem, and a collection of legends in song and prose, that Leeby kept out of sight in a 

drawer.  

The weight of my box of books was a subject Hendry was very willing to shake his head over, but he 

never showed any desire to take off the lid. Jess, however, was more curious; indeed, she would 

have been an omnivorous devourer of books had it not been for her conviction that reading was 

idling. Until I found her out she never allowed to me that Leeby brought her my books one at a time. 

Some of them were novels, and Jess took about ten minutes to each. She confessed that what she 

read was only the last chapter, owing to a consuming curiosity to know whether "she got him."  

She read all the London part, however, of "The Heart of Midlothian," because London was where 

Jamie lived, and she and I had a discussion about it which ended in her remembering that Thrums 

once had an author of its own.  

"Bring oot the book," she said to Leeby; "it was put awa i' the bottom drawer ben i' the room sax 

year syne, an' I sepad it's there yet."  

Leeby came but with a faded little book, the title already rubbed from its shabby brown covers. I 

opened it, and then all at once I saw before me again the man who wrote and printed it and died. He 

came hobbling up the brae, so bent that his body was almost at right angles to his legs, and his 

broken silk hat was carefully brushed as in the days when Janet, his sister, lived. There he stood at 

the top of the brae, panting.  

I was but a boy when Jimsy Duthie turned the corner of the brae for the last time, with a score of 

mourners behind him. While I knew him there was no Janet to run to the door to see if he was 

coming. So occupied was Jimsy with the great affair of his life, which was brewing for thirty years, 

that his neighbours saw how he missed his sister better than he realized it himself. Only his hat was 
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no longer carefully brushed, and his coat hung awry, and there was sometimes little reason why he 

should go home to dinner. It is for the sake of Janet who adored him that we should remember 

Jimsy in the days before she died.  

Jimsy was a poet, and for the space of thirty years he lived in a great epic on the Millennium. This is 

the book presented to me by Jess, that lies so quietly on my topmost shelf now. Open it, however, 

and you will find that the work is entitled "The Millennium: an Epic Poem, in Twelve Books: by James 

Duthie." In the little hole in his wall where Jimsy kept his books there was, I have no doubt—for his 

effects were rouped before I knew him except by name—a well-read copy of "Paradise Lost." Some 

people would smile, perhaps, if they read the two epics side by side, and others might sigh, for there 

is a great deal in "The Millennium" that Milton could take credit for. Jimsy had educated himself, 

after the idea of writing something that the world would not willingly let die came to him, and he 

began his book before his education was complete. So far as I know, he never wrote a line that had 

not to do with "The Millennium." He was ever a man sparing of his plural tenses, and "The 

Millennium" says "has" for "have"; a vain word, indeed, which Thrums would only have permitted as 

a poetical licence. The one original character in the poem is the devil, of whom Jimsy gives a picture 

that is startling and graphic, and received the approval of the Auld Licht minister.  

By trade Jimsy was a printer, a master-printer with no one under him, and he printed and bound his 

book, ten copies in all, as well as wrote it. To print the poem took him, I dare say, nearly as long as to 

write it, and he set up the pages as they were written, one by one. The book is only printed on one 

side of the leaf, and each page was produced separately like a little hand-bill. Those who may pick up 

the book—but who will care to do so?—will think that the author or his printer could not spell—but 

they would not do Jimsy that injustice if they knew the circumstances in which it was produced. He 

had but a small stock of type, and on many occasions he ran out of a letter. The letter e tried him 

sorely. Those who knew him best said that he tried to think of words without an e in them, but when 

he was baffled he had to use a little a or an o instead. He could print correctly, but in the book there 

are a good many capital letters in the middle of words, and sometimes there is a note of 

interrogation after "alas" or "Woes me," because all the notes of exclamation had been used up.  

Jimsy never cared to speak about his great poem even to his closest friends, but Janet told how he 

read it out to her, and that his whole body trembled with excitement while he raised his eyes to 

heaven as if asking for inspiration that would enable his voice to do justice to his writing. So grand it 

was, said Janet, that her stocking would slip from her fingers as he read—and Janet's stockings, that 

she was always knitting when not otherwise engaged, did not slip from her hands readily. After her 

death he was heard by his neighbours reciting the poem to himself, generally with his door locked. 

He is said to have declaimed part of it one still evening from the top of the commonty like one 

addressing a multitude, and the idlers who had crept up to jeer at him fell back when they saw his 

face. He walked through them, they told, with his old body straight once more, and a queer light 

playing on his face. His lips are moving as I see him turning the corner of the brae. So he passed from 

youth to old age, and all his life seemed a dream, except that part of it in which he was writing, or 

printing, or stitching, or binding "The Millennium." At last the work was completed.  

"It is finished," he printed at the end of the last book. "The task of thirty years is over."  

It is indeed over. No one ever read "The Millennium." I am not going to sentimentalize over my copy, 

for how much of it have I read? But neither shall I say that it was written to no end.  
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You may care to know the last of Jimsy, though in one sense he was blotted out when the last copy 

was bound. He had saved one hundred pounds by that time, and being now neither able to work nor 

to live alone, his friends cast about for a home for his remaining years. He was very spent and feeble, 

yet he had the fear that he might be still alive when all his money was gone. After that was the 

workhouse. He covered sheets of paper with calculations about how long the hundred pounds 

would last if he gave away for board and lodgings ten shillings, nine shillings, seven and sixpence a 

week. At last, with sore misgivings, he went to live with a family who took him for eight shillings. 

Less than a month afterwards he died. 

 

(b) An article from the American journal, Life, satirizing JM Barrie’s tour of the USA in 1897: 
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13. The 20th Century Literary Renaissance in Scotland 
 

(a) ‘Moonstruck’ by Hugh MacDiarmid 
 
When the warl’s couped soon’ as a peerie, 
That licht-lookin’ craw o’ a body, the moon, 
Sits on the fower cross-win’s 
Peerin’ a’ roon. 
 
She’s seen me – she’s seen me – an’ straucht 
Loupit clean on the quick o’ my hert. 
The quhither o’ cauld gowd’s fairly 
Gi’en me a stert. 
 
An’ the roarin’ o’ oceans noo’ 
Is peerieweerie to me. 
Thunner’s a tinklin’ bell: an’ Time 
Whuds like a flee. 
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See also: From ‘A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle’: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/176168 
 
 

(b) ‘Scotland’s Winter’ by Edwin Muir 
 
Scotland's Winter 
 
Now the ice lays its smooth claws on the sill, 
The sun looks from the hill 
Helmed in his winter casket, 
And sweeps his arctic sword across the sky. 
The water at the mill 
Sounds more hoarse and dull. 
The miller's daughter walking by 
With frozen fingers soldered to her basket 
Seems to be knocking 
Upon a hundred leagues of floor 
With her light heels, and mocking 
Percy and Douglas dead, 
And Bruce on his burial bed, 
Where he lies white as may 
With wars and leprosy, 
And all the kings before 
This land was kingless, 
And all the singers before 
This land was songless, 
This land that with its dead and living waits the Judgement Day. 
But they, the powerless dead, 
Listening can hear no more 
Than a hard tapping on the floor 
A little overhead 
Of common heels that do not know 
Whence they come or where they go 
And are content 
With their poor frozen life and shallow banishment. 
 
See further: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00mr8yj/profiles/edwin-muir  
 
 
 

(c) ‘Hallaig’ by Sorley Maclean 
 

Hallaig 
 
‘Time, the deer, is in the wood of Hallaig’ 
The window is nailed and boarded 
through which I saw the West 
and my love is at the Burn of Hallaig, 

Hallaig 
 
‘Tha tìm, am fiadh, an coille Hallaig’ 
Tha bùird is tàirnean air an uinneig 
trom faca mi an Àird an Iar 
’s tha mo ghaol aig Allt Hallaig 

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/176168
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00mr8yj/profiles/edwin-muir
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a birch tree, and she has always been 
between Inver and Milk Hollow, 
here and there about Baile-Chuirn: 
she is a birch, a hazel, 
a straight, slender young rowan. 
In Screapadal of my people 
where Norman and Big Hector were, 
their daughters and their sons are a wood 
going up beside the stream. 
Proud tonight the pine cocks 
crowing on the top of Cnoc an Ra, 
straight their backs in the moonlight – 
they are not the wood I love. 
I will wait for the birch wood 
until it comes up by the cairn, 
until the whole ridge from Beinn na Lice 
will be under its shade. 
If it does not, I will go down to Hallaig, 
to the Sabbath of the dead, 
where the people are frequenting, 
every single generation gone. 
They are still in Hallaig, 
MacLeans and MacLeods, 
all who were there in the time of Mac Gille Chaluim: 
the dead have been seen alive. 
The men lying on the green 
at the end of every house that was, 
the girls a wood of birches, 
straight their backs, bent their heads. 
Between the Leac and Fearns 
the road is under mild moss 
and the girls in silent bands 
go to Clachan as in the beginning, 
and return from Clachan, 
from Suisnish and the land of the living; 
each one young and light-stepping, 
without the heartbreak of the tale. 
From the Burn of Fearns to the raised beach 
that is clear in the mystery of the hills, 
there is only the congregation of the girls 
keeping up the endless walk, 
coming back to Hallaig in the evening, 
in the dumb living twilight, 
filling the steep slopes, 
their laughter a mist in my ears, 
and their beauty a film on my heart 
before the dimness comes on the kyles, 
and when the sun goes down behind Dun Cana 
a vehement bullet will come from the gun of Love; 
and will strike the deer that goes dizzily, 

’na craoibh bheithe, ’s bha i riamh 
eadar an t-Inbhir ’s Poll a’ Bhainne, 
thall ’s a bhos mu Bhaile Chùirn: 
tha i ’na beithe, ’na calltainn, 
’na caorann dhìrich sheang ùir. 
Ann an Sgreapadal mo chinnidh, 
far robh Tarmad ’s Eachann Mòr, 
tha ’n nigheanan ’s am mic ’nan coille 
a’ gabhail suas ri taobh an lòin. 
Uaibhreach a-nochd na coilich ghiuthais 
a’ gairm air mullach Cnoc an Rà, 
dìreach an druim ris a’ ghealaich – 
chan iadsan coille mo ghràidh. 
Fuirichidh mi ris a’ bheithe 
gus an tig i mach an Càrn, 
gus am bi am bearradh uile 
o Bheinn na Lice fa sgàil. 
Mura tig ’s ann theàrnas mi a Hallaig 
a dh’ionnsaigh sàbaid nam marbh, 
far a bheil an sluagh a’ tathaich, 
gach aon ghinealach a dh’fhalbh. 
Tha iad fhathast ann a Hallaig, 
Clann Ghill-Eain ’s Clann MhicLeòid, 
na bh’ ann ri linn Mhic Ghille Chaluim: 
chunnacas na mairbh beò. 
Na fir ’nan laighe air an lèanaig 
aig ceann gach taighe a bh’ ann, 
na h-igheanan ’nan coille bheithe, 
dìreach an druim, crom an ceann. 
Eadar an Leac is na Feàrnaibh 
tha ’n rathad mòr fo chòinnich chiùin, 
’s na h-igheanan ’nam badan sàmhach 
a’ dol a Chlachan mar o thùs. 
Agus a’ tilleadh às a’ Chlachan, 
à Suidhisnis ’s à tir nam beò; 
a chuile tè òg uallach 
gun bhristeadh cridhe an sgeòil. 
O Allt na Feàrnaibh gus an fhaoilinn 
tha soilleir an dìomhaireachd nam beann 
chan eil ach coitheanal nan nighean 
a’ cumail na coiseachd gun cheann. 
A’ tilleadh a Hallaig anns an fheasgar, 
anns a’ chamhanaich bhalbh bheò, 
a’ lìonadh nan leathadan casa, 
an gàireachdaich ’nam chluais ’na ceò, 
’s am bòidhche ’na sgleò air mo chridhe 
mun tig an ciaradh air na caoil, 
’s nuair theàrnas grian air cùl Dhùn Cana 
thig peilear dian à gunna Ghaoil; 
’s buailear am fiadh a tha ’na thuaineal 
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sniffing at the grass-grown ruined homes; 
his eye will freeze in the wood, 
his blood will not be traced while I live. 

a’ snòtach nan làraichean feòir; 
thig reothadh air a shùil sa choille: 
chan fhaighear lorg air fhuil rim bheò. 

See further: http://www.sorleymaclean.org/english/# 
 

 
14. Dualism Revisited: Muriel Spark’s The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 

 
How would you dramatise this passage from Spark’s novel? Think of it as a screenplay, and make 
notes about setting, actors’ movements, dialogue, etc..  
 
Then watch the episode from the film adaptation at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFcfKIIDj5Y  
[4 minutes 40 seconds into the clip]. 
 
What has been added to the novel? What has been omitted? 

 
Sandy Stranger had a feeling at the time that they were supposed to be the happiest days of her life, 
and on her tenth birthday she said so to her best friend Jenny Gray who had been asked to tea at 
Sandy's house. The speciality of the feast was pineapple cubes with cream, and the speciality of the 
day was that they were left to themselves. To Sandy the unfamiliar pineapple had the authentic 
taste and appearance of happiness and she focussed her small eyes closely on the pale gold cubes 
before she scooped them up in her spoon, and she thought the sharp taste on her tongue was that 
of a special happiness, which was nothing to do with eating, and was different from the happiness of 
play that one enjoyed unawares. Both girls saved the cream to the last, then ate it in spoonfuls. 
"Little girls, you are going to be the crème de la crème," said Sandy, and Jenny spluttered her cream 
into her handkerchief. 
"You know," Sandy said, "these are supposed to be the happiest days of our lives." 
"Yes, they are always saying that," Jenny said. "They say, make the most of your schooldays because 
you never know what lies ahead of you." 
"Miss Brodie says prime is best," Sandy said. 
"Yes, but she never got married like our mothers and fathers." 
"They don't have primes," said Sandy. 
"They have sexual intercourse," Jenny said. 
The little girls paused, because this was still a stupendous thought, and one which they had only 
lately lit upon; the very phrase and its meaning were new. It was quite unbelievable.  
Sandy said, then, "Mr. Lloyd had a baby last week. He must have committed sex with his wife." This 
idea was easier to cope with and they laughed screamingly into their pink paper napkins. Mr. Lloyd 
was the Art master to the senior girls. 
"Can you see it happening?" Jenny whispered. 
Sandy screwed her eyes even smaller in the effort of seeing with her mind. "He would be wearing his 
pyjamas," she whispered back. 
The girls rocked with mirth, thinking of one‐armed Mr. Lloyd, in his solemnity, striding into school. 
Then Jenny said, "You do it on the spur of the moment. That's how it happens." 
Jenny was a reliable source of information, because a girl employed by her father in his grocer shop 
had recently been found to be pregnant, and Jenny had picked up some fragments of the ensuing 
fuss. Having confided her finds to Sandy, they had embarked on a course of research which they 
called "research," piecing together clues from remembered conversations illicitly overheard, and 
passages from the big dictionaries. 

http://www.sorleymaclean.org/english/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFcfKIIDj5Y
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"It all happens in a flash," Jenny said. "It happened to Teenie when she was out walking at Puddocky 
with her boy friend. Then they had to get married." 
"You would think the urge would have passed by the time she got her clothes off," Sandy said. By 
"clothes," she definitely meant to imply knickers, but "knickers" was rude in this scientific context. 
"Yes, that's what I can't understand," said Jenny. 
Sandy's mother looked round the door and said, "Enjoying yourselves, darlings?" 
Over her shoulder appeared the head of Jenny's mother. "My word," said Jenny's mother, looking at 
the tea‐table, "they've been tucking in!" 
Sandy felt offended and belittled by this; it was as if the main idea of the party had been the food. 
 

 

15. McConcretismo: From Brazil to Scotland 

(a) “Untitled Poem” (1962) by Haroldo de Campos, translated by Edwin Morgan 
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(b) “Acrobats” by Ian Hamilton Finlay (1964) 

 

 

(c) Poem by Augusto de Campos (1957) Translation by Edwin Morgan  

 

 

(d) Edwin Morgan, ‘The Loch Ness Monster's Song’ 

Sssnnnwhuffffll? 
Hnwhuffl hhnnwfl hnfl hfl? 
Gdroblboblhobngbl gbl gl g g g g glbgl. 
Drublhaflablhaflubhafgabhaflhafl fl fl – 
gm grawwwww grf grawf awfgm graw gm. 
Hovoplodok – doplodovok – plovodokot-doplodokosh? 
Splgraw fok fok splgrafhatchgabrlgabrl fok splfok! 
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Zgra kra gka fok! 
Grof grawff gahf? 
Gombl mbl bl – 
blm plm, 
blm plm, 
blm plm, 
blp. 
 

(e) Tom Leonard ‘The Good Thief’ 

heh jimmy       
yawright ih       
stull wayiz urryi       
ih        
 
heh jimmy       
ma right insane yirra pape     
ma right insane yirwanny us jimmy    
see it nyir eyes 
wanny uz 

heh 

heh jimmy 

lookslik wirgonny miss thi gemm 
gonny miss thi GEMM jimmyu 
nearly three a cloke thinoo 
 
dork init 
good jobe they’ve gote the lights 
 
 

 
16. Three Referenda: Devolution once, Devolution twice…Independence? 

 
(a) Liz Lochhead, From Mary Queen of Scots Got her Head Chopped Off 

CORBIE:  
Country: Scotland. Whit like is it? 
It’s a peatbog, it’s a daurk forest. 
It’s a cauldron o’ lye, a saltpan or a coal mine. 
If you’re gey lucky it’s a bricht bere meadow or a park o’ kye. 
Or mibbe... it’s a field o’ stanes. 
It’s a tenement or a merchant’s ha’. 
It’s a hure hoose or a humble cot. Princes Street or Paddy’s Merkit. 
It’s a fistfu’ o’ fish or a pickle o’ oatmeal. 
It’s a queen’s banquet o’ roast meats and junketts. 
It depends. It depends ... Ah dinna ken whit like your Scotland is. 
Here ’s mines. 
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National flower: the thistle. 
National pastime: nostalgia. 
National weather: smirr, haar, drizzle, snow. 
National bird: the crow, the corbie, le corbeau, moi! 
How me? Eh? Eh? Eh? Voice like a choked laugh. 
Ragbag o’a burd in ma black duds, a’ angles and elbows and broken oxter feathers, black beady een 
in ma executioner’s hood. 
No braw, but Ah think Ah ha’e a sort of black glamour. 
 

(b) From Trainspotting by Irvine Welsh 

Speedy Recruitment 
 
This speed is el magnifico, likesay. Ah feel sortay dynamic, ken, likesay, ah'm really lookin forward 
tae this interview. Rents sais: Sell yirsell Spud, n tell the truth. Let's go for it cats, let's get it on... 
-- I see from your application form that you attended George Heriots. The old Heriots FPs seem to be 
rather thick on the ground this afternoon. 
Yeah, fat-cat. 
-- Actually man, ah've goat tae come clean here. Ah went tae Augie's, St. Augustine's likesay, then 
Craigy, eh Craigroyston, ken. Ah jist pit doon Heriots because ah thoat it wid likes, help us git the 
joab. Too much discrimination in this town, man, ken, likesay? As soon as suit n tie dudes see Heriots 
or Daniel Stewarts or Edinburgh Academy, they kinday get the hots, ken. Ah mean, would you have 
said, likesay, ah see you attended Craigroyston? 
-- Well, I was just making conversation, as I did happen to attend Heriots. The idea was to make you 
feel at ease. But I can certainly put your mind at rest with regards to discrimination. That's all 
covered in our new equal opportunities statement. 
-- It's cool man. Ah'm relaxed. It's jist that ah really want this job, likesay. Couldnae sleep last night 
though. Worried ah'd sortay blow it likesay, ken? It's when jist cats see 'Craigroyston' oan the form, 
they likesay think, well everybody thit went tae Craigie's a waster, right? But eh, ye ken Scott Nisbet, 
the fitba player likesay? He's in the Huns ... eh Rangers first team, haudin his ain against aw they 
expensive international signins ay Souness's, ken? That cat wis the year below us at Craigie, man. 
-- Well, I can assure you Mr Murphy, we're far more interested in the qualifications you gained 
rather than the school you, or any other candidate, went to. It says here that you got five O Grades... 
-- Whoah. Likesay, gaunnae huv tae stoap ye thair, catboy. The O Grades wis bullshit, ken? Thought 
ah'd use that tae git ma fit in the door. Showin initiative, likesay. Ken? Ah really want this job, man. 
-- Look Mr Murphy, you were referred to us by the Department of Employment's Jobcentre. There's 
no need for you to lie to get your foot in the door, as you put it. 
-- Hey ... whatever you say man. You're the man, the governor, the dude in the chair, so tae speak, 
likesay. 
-- Yes, well, we're not making much progress here. Why don't you just tell us why you want this job 
so desperately that you're prepared to lie. 
-- Ah need hireys man. 
-- Pardon? The what? 
-- The poppy, likesay, eh ... the bread, the dosh n that. Ken? 
-- I see. But what specifically attracts you to the leisure industry? 
-- Well, everybody likes tae huv a good time, a bit ay enjiymint, ken? That's leisure tae me man, 
likesay. Ah like tae see punters enjoy themselves, ken? 
-- Right. Thank you, the doll wi the makeup mask sais. Ah could sortay like, love that babe ... 
-- What would you see as being your main strengths? she ask us. 
-- Er ... sense ay humor, likeasay. Ye need that man, goatay huv it, jist goatay huv it, ken? Ah'll hub 
tae stoap sayin 'ken' sae much. These dudes might think ah'm a sortay pleb. 
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-- What about weaknesses? the squeaky-voiced kitten in the suit asks. This is one spotted catboy; 
Rents wisnae jokin aboot the plukes. We have a real leopard club here. 
-- Ah suppose man, ah'm too much ay a perfectionist, ken? It's likesay, if things go a bit dodgy, ah jist 
cannae be bothered, y'know? Ah git good vibes aboot this interview the day though man, ken? 
-- Thank you very much Mr Murphy. We'll let you know. 
-- Naw man, the pleasure wis mine. Best interview ah've been at, ken? ah bounds across n shakes 
each cat by the paw. 
 

(c) Excerpt from James Kelman’s How Late it Was, How Late (1994) 
 

When the door opened he said, Hullo, I live two doors along, I was wondering whether I could get 
the len of a saw for a minute, if ye've got one. 
It was a guy answered: A saw? 
I lent my own to my brother last week. I only need it for a minute. 
Eh aye, okay... 
Sammy could hear him rummaging about in the lobby press. Then he was coming back to the door 
and saying: Ye'll give us it back the day? 
Aw aye. Half an hour at the most. 
I'm no being cheeky, just it was my fayther's, it's been in the family a good few years. Where is it ye 
stay again? 
Two doors along. McGilvaray. 
I dont think I've seen ye. 
Sammy nodded. 
Ye there long? 
Aye quite a while, me and the missis... Sammy stuck the last bit in to relax the guy. Alright? he said, 
putting his hand out. 
Aye; aye nay bother son. 
Sammy touched the blade and gripped it, put his right hand onto the handle: wood; a nice feel to it. 
Back in the house he hung the key-ring on the hook and gave the cutting edge a lick of soap afore 
starting. He should have tapped the guy for a fag while he was at it. Ye could tell from his voice he 
was a smoker. Okay; Sammy spat in the palms of his hands and gave them a rub. Fine, right; he 
prepared a dining chair and laid newspapers underneath it. Then he went eeny meeny miney mo 
and stuck on a cassette: And then he was off and running: 
After three four years of marriage, it's the first time you havent made the bed And the reason we're 
not talking 
Fucking hell man what a fucking song to pick! Stupit bullshit pish--showing how traumatic a time a 
guy's having whose missis has just walked out and left him--obviously the cunt's never done a hand's 
turn in his life but it never dawns on him that might have something to do with it. Mind you it never 
seems to dawn on the cunt that wrote the song either. It was Helen drew his attention to that, how 
ye could tell from the way the auld George Jones boy sang the words that he wasnay being funny 
nor fuck all, nay irony intended. 
Sometimes when Sammy was in a singing mood he sang his own words: 
After twenty years of marriage, that's the first time we've had it in the bed and the reason we're not 
talking's cause we're doing something else instead 
No especially humorous but the kind of thing him and Helen could sometimes chuckle about. She 
was a bit of a feminist the same woman . 
Mind you it wasnay that bad a song for the job in hand cause he was taking it cautious. Plus he kept 
getting these clicks from the shoulder bone when he pulled back the sawing arm and it was off-
putting. By the time he was finished he was fuckt and gasping for a smoke, a drink and a fucking lie 
on the fucking bed, plus his hole if she was to walk in right at this very minute. 
Who's kidding who. 
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At least he hadnay sawed off a finger. He gathered up the newspaper page with the wood shavings 
and folded it into the rubbish bin. When he returned the tool to the guy he kept his hand out: I'm 
Sammy, he said. 
Boab, pleased to meet ye. 
They shook hands. 
Didnay take ye long, said Boab. 
Naw it was just a wee footery job. Good saw by the way, good feel to it. 
Aye like I says it was my fayther's. It's been in the family for donkeys'. I think it was my 
grandfayther's. 
Is that right? Hh! Heh ye wouldnay have a bit of sandpaper? 
Naw son sorry, ye're unlucky; I had some but it's away. 
Just thought I'd ask. 
Sorry. 
If it was getting to ages he would have put Boab around the fifty/sixty mark but who knows, he 
might have been aulder; Sammy had thought he could mind his face but he couldnay be sure. He 
seemed okay. There again but ye meet guys that seem okay and they turn out evil bastards; ye 
cannay always tell. 
It was good to have done the stick. He gave it a test round the house and it worked fine. Yesterday 
was a nightmare. It was never gony happen again. This stick was the difference between life and 
death; no quite but nearly. 
 
 

(d) “My Grandmother” by Jackie Kay 
 
My grandmother is like a Scottish pine 
Tall straight-backed proud and plentiful 
A fine head of hair, greying now 
Tied up in a loose bun 
Her face is ploughed land 
Her eyes shine rough as amethysts 
She wears a plaid shawl 
Of our clan with the zeal of an Amazon 
She is one of those women 
Burnt in her croft rather than moved off the land 
She comes from them, her snake’s skin 
She speaks Gaelic mostly, English only 
When she has to, then it’s blasphemy 
My grandmother sits by the fire and swears 
There’ll be no Darkie baby in this house 
 
My grandmother is a Scottish pine 
Tall straight-backed proud and plentiful 
Her hair tied with pins in a ball of steel wool 
Her face is tight as ice 
And her eyes are amethysts. 
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(e) ‘Open the Doors’: A Poem by Edwin Morgan for the Opening of the Scottish Parliament, 9 
October 2004 

 
Open the doors! Light of the day, shine in; light of the mind, shine out! 
 
We have a building which is more than a building. 
There is a commerce between inner and outer, between brightness and shadow,  
        between the world and those who think about the world. 
Is it not a mystery? The parts cohere, they come together like petals of a flower,  
        yet they also send their tongues outward to feel and taste the teeming earth. 
Did you want classic columns and predictable pediments? A growl of old Gothic  
        grandeur? A blissfully boring box? 
Not here, no thanks! No icon, no IKEA, no iceberg, but curves and caverns, nooks  
        and niches, huddles and heavens, syncopations and surprises. Leave  
        symmetry to the cemetery. 
But bring together slate and stainless steel, black granite and grey granite,  
        seasoned oak and sycamore, concrete blond and smooth as silk – the mix is  
        almost alive – it breathes and beckons – imperial marble it is not! 
  
Come down the Mile, into the heart of the city, past the kirk of St Giles and the  
        closes and wynds of the noted ghosts of history who drank their claret and  
        fell down the steep tenements stairs into the arms of link-boys but who  
        wrote and talked the starry Enlightenment of their days – 
 
And before them the auld makars who tickled a Scottish king's ear with melody  
        and ribaldry and frank advice – 
And when you are there, down there, in the midst of things, not set upon an hill  
        with your nose in the air, 
This is where you know your parliament should be 
And this is where it is, just here. 
  
What do the people want of the place? They want it to be filled with thinking  
        persons as open and adventurous as its architecture. 
A nest of fearties is what they do not want. 
A symposium of procrastinators is what they do not want. 
A phalanx of forelock-tuggers is what they do not want. 
And perhaps above all the droopy mantra of 'it wizny me' is what they do not  
        want. 
Dear friends, dear lawgivers, dear parliamentarians, you are picking up a thread of  
        pride and self-esteem that has been almost but not quite, oh no not quite,  
        not ever broken or forgotten. 
When you convene you will be reconvening, with a sense of not wholly the power,  
        not yet wholly the power, but a good sense of what was once in the honour  
        of your grasp. 
All right. Forget, or don't forget, the past. Trumpets and robes are fine, but in the  
        present and the future you will need something more. 
What is it? We, the people, cannot tell you yet, but you will know about it when  
        we do tell you. 
We give you our consent to govern, don't pocket it and ride away. 
We give you our deepest dearest wish to govern well, don't say we have no  
        mandate to be so bold. 
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We give you this great building, don't let your work and hope be other than great  
        when you enter and begin. 
So now begin. Open the doors and begin. 
 
 

(f) James Robertson: From an essay in Unstated: Writers on Scottish Independence  ed. Scott 
Hames (Edinburgh: WordPower Books 2012), p. 169. 

 
‘The enemies of Scottish nationalism are not the English,’ declared Robert Bontine Cunninghame-
Graham in an address at Bannockburn in 1930, ‘for they were ever a great and generous folk, quick 
to respond when justice calls. Our real enemies are among us, born without imagination.’ 
Cunninghame-Graham is worth investigating: an aristocrat and socialist, a co-founder with Keir 
Hardie of both the Scottish Labour Party and the Independent Labour Party, and first President of 
the Scottish National Party. You could say he was full of contradictions and inconsistencies. Or you 
could say that he was consistently a true friend to Scotland. He was also, by the way, a great 
horseman, who neither tolerated the abuse of animals nor was frightened of frightening them.’  (p. 
169) 
 
 
 

 
 

…a quotation from the Canadian poet, Dennis Lee.  


